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Abstract 

This study is an outcome of mvestigation of emblems Kenya universities use as 

identification marks~ it [the study] was intended to establish whether or not emblems are 

accurate communication devices In order to ach1eve this principal aim of the study. a 

few emblems were selected from public and private 11niversities The selected emblems 

\\.ere used in semi-structured interviews with design professionals, design students and 

members of the public. Data thus collected was analyzed paving way for 

generalizations and recommendations 

Prior to fieldwork. this researcher analysed relevant literature found in libraries 

within Nairobi. the capital of Kenya The review [of relevant literature] revealed that 

history of emblems in Kenya is closely related to colonial history of the country 

Analysis of literature also suggested that emblems reside in visual communication, in 

general. and communication in via graphic representation, in panicular_ Internet was also 

the other source of secondary data for analysis. this (Internet] was the source of the more 

recently designed emblems, symbols, logos and other identification marks 

This study reveals that Kenya universities use emblems that do not always 

accurately communicate with target audiences. Recognition and association of emblems 

are often closer for universities that are older and more established, the case of the 

University ofNairobi 
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1.0 The question of thi tudy 

Albers says, 'Nothing is created for nothing; it has to serve a purpose it v-as 

destgned to serve.. From Albers' opinion and observation on corporate identity design, 

one may deduce that emblems serve communication, in general, and of corporate 

identity, in particular. As devices for corporate identity, emblems are expected to 

accurately represent corporations for which they stand. From brochures and other 

publicity materials, one can sec that universities have visions and missions governing 

objectives. policies and activities Furthermore, a casual observation suggests that 

universities in Kenya possess and use emblems to serve visual identity program But it 

seems universities are not sure on how well their emblems do what they are supposed to 

do More specifically, it would appear that university-related emblems are not accurate 

communication devices; this study concerns itself with how accurately emblems function 

for universities in Kenya. In order to address this concern, it will be necessary to select 

and use a few emblems (belonging to public and private universities) Before reaching 

that level, of demonstrating inaccurate working of emblems, let us view a background to 

the problem affl icting graphic representations and emblems, in particular. 

1.1 Hypothesis of the study 

Papanek, one of the most prolific design critics, once said, 'design never works' 

(Papanek, 1977). Following from Papanek' s opinion, could deduce that emblems never 

work, in this case, the assumption of this work couJd be, ' emblems never work' Since 

emblems never work, they cannot be expected to represent universities in Kenya and 

elsewhere in the world. So, the hypothesis of this study is, ' In Kenya, there is no direct, 

obvtous and clear relationship between emblems and universities they seek to represent 

It seems emblems do not accurately represent the missions, visions and key functions of 

universities m Kenya'. 

1 www artcy clopedia.comlart.ists/albers josef. html 



1.2 Objective and justification of tbe study 

The above key question and hypothesis of this study suggest that the main purpose of 

th1s study is to detennine whether or not emblems clearly and accurately represent 

universuies in Kenya . Perhaps for the sake of university administration and other 

interested parties. the second objective would be to investigate the role of emblems in 

identifying universities in Kenya Finally, and for the sake of design professionals and 

educators, the objective of this study is to identify design methods for creating emblems. 

It appears that a section ofKenya's population does not know why emblems exist and 

what they mean In the corporate world today universities use emblems as a identification 

symbols as well as marketing tools For example at the University of Warwick; Thomas 

(2004) states that "The Unners~t)'s coat of arms 1s still in usc despite the ni!\ .. · Iogo This uruverstt} needs the 

anns \\here there b a spectlic hlstoncal ceremoniAl reqwre:ment for example oo do!gree certifica!Q and on the fahritli of 

man~ uru\ersit}· buildiJ\8S It IS a reqwn:ment thot the uruversm Arms and the logo should not appear together~ 

This application of logos and coat of arms is through corporate identity scheme and 

branding. These are applied in various areas such as crockery, textiles, vehicle branding, 

architecture, promotional items and stationary. Thomas emphasis is on the application of 

the university logo, which should be done separately from coat of arms when the two are 

applied. This symbolic construct typically consists of a name, identifying mark. logo, 

visual images or pictorial symbols and a slogan or a motto. An emblem, which is clear 

and accurate, is appropriate in corporate communication strategies 

Universities in Kenya have to address the challenges brought about by 

globalization. One result of this globalization has been an influx of foreign higher 

education institutions seeking to enroll Kenyans in their own institutions thus prompting 

competition for students. It has been therefore necessary for Kenyan universities to 

portray their images aggressively in this era of globalization, if they have to succeed in 

this competition Kenya is focusing on Economic Recovery Strategy for Wealth and 

Employment Creation 2003-2007, and universities are seriously involved in these 

projects But how are people going to identify these institutions if they are not clearly 

communicated through symbols? In the Economic Recovery strategy for Wealth and 

Employment Creation 2003-2007, President Mwai Kibaki of Kenya emphasized on 

education as a basis or foundation for development and creation of wealth. Therefore, it is 

2 



important for Kenya's universtties to portray an international image, which is possible 

through corporate identity and marketing. 

The number of universtties has been increasing rapidly, since 2000, when there 

\\ere fifteen umversities but by the year 2004 the number had increased to twenty- three 

(Economic Survey, 2005) The Commission for Higher Education is responsible for 

university quality assurance and it has established and accredited six chartered private 

universities and six public universities and registered a dozen others (Exhibition 

catalogue 2004, Aduda 2005) These new universities need emblems that will represent 

them accurately A university can have two symbols a logo and a coat of arms, whereby 

a logo will be used mainly as a corporate marketing tool and the coat of ann be used to 

grace the historical occasions and also act as a seal especially on degree certificates and 

architecture (Thomas, 2004). Universities in other countries do have the logo and the coat 

of arm co-existing as we have seen earlier in the case of University of Warwick With the 

development of new identities. institutions will be able to adopt new ways of expressing 

their visual identities effectively and therefore be able to reach their target audiences. 

Kenyan universities should not lag behind in this era of globalization As Malken et at 

(2000) states. The bebaVlour that supports a corporate reputauon or a brm1d need to be more deeply rooted, 1t 

needs to rest m the organiz.allon's idenuty. This increasing!~ organizations compete based on their ability to e:-.-press 

\\00 the) are and what the) stand tar Emotional and ~mbolic e:>.~\·eness is becoming port of the expc:neru:e of 

doing business. If Kenyan Universities adopt these new ways of visual expression, then they 

will be able to create images that can easily be identified, and the value of visual symbols 

will change for the better 

1.3 Scope of the study 

There are twelve accredited Universities in Kenya; half are government owned 

while the other half is private and eleven are registered. The total number of universities 

by 2004, were twenty-three The study analyzed emblems that represent four public 

universities Namely, University ofNairobi, Egerton University, Kenyatta University and 

Jomo Kenyatta university of Agriculture and Technology, and four private universities 

namely, University of Eastern Africa Baraton, Africa Nazarene Unjversity, Strathmore 

University and Catholic Lniversity of East Africa For the sake of a comprehensive 
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anal\Sts the researcher made detailed investigations on the University of airobi's 

emblem. In total eight umverstty emblems were analyzed. The eight universities selected 

represents 66.67% of the tweh:e accredited of universities in Kenya, which the researcher 

believes will gtve viable conclusions and recommendations that will be generalized to the 

entire university population Two universities did not want to disclose information about 

their emblems. in this instance it was not possible to include the universities in this study. 

\fast of these universities had no documented records of their emblems 

1.4 Research methodology 

This research is interpretive or qualitative, it strives to gain knowledge from 

within the context and perspective of experience It is based on assumption that one can 

only comprehend experience from a people's subjective interpretations or accounts In 

this research different categories of people were interviewed and each person gave his/her 

subjective interpretation of what slhe perceived in symbols Another aspect of qualitative 

research that was used is contextual interpretation and applicability In this instance, data 

was collected from within a given context and analysis as well as interpretation depended 

on that context 

1.4.1 Population and sample 

Eight universities were drawn from twenty-three universities in Kenya; only those 

considered to have emblems were selected. The samples of respondents are drawn from a 

diverse population to ensure a variety of response in opinion. The sampling took into 

consideration the educational level of the interviewee; those interviewed had, at least, 

secondary school level of education. 

Employed and business operating Adults were chosen as a sample that would give 

their own different opinions from designers. Secondary school students were selected 

because they are people aspiring to join some of these unjversities and they have their 

own sub-culture, as most of them are teenagers Design students from Buruburu Institute 

of Fine Arts and Department of Design, University of Nairobi were selected specifically 

to find out opinions of those in tertiary institutions. Professional designers were chosen 

because they concern themselves with design and are responsible for the designs of 
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emblems and other graphic representations. Universities were chosen among other 

organizations because they are educational institutions and the majority of them in Kenya 

use emblems 

Nairobi was the city and provinces within which the study occurred It is in this 

city where professionals, members of the public and students were drawn. 

A sample of 30 secondary school student respondents. 30 respondents from members of 

the public, 10 professional graphic designer respondents, 30 design students' 

respondents, 6 university administrators and 2 lecturers In addition. 12 design students 

formed the focus group discussion 

1.4.2 Instruments for data collection-

In this research the instruments used for data collection are interviews, 

questionnaires and focus group discussions. Time was spent with each adult in various 

business places and at their respective residential areas in Nairobi. A semi-structured 

interview was conducted with each adult~ using a flash card in which the universities 

symbols were shown to them one at a time. The flash card did not have the name or even 

the motto of the university, which were blocked out except for the pictorial symbols. The 

interview schedule was designed to investigate perception and interpretation of symbols. 

Ten questions in each category plus other probing questions was administered. Towards 

the end, the research participant was given an opportunity to know the name and to give a 

general comment about these symbols. 

The questions addressed issues related to knowledge, identity, design and 

creativity, communication and culture. In total a hundred people were interviewed in four 

categories. For the universities administrations the researcher used questionnaires and 

focus group discussion to source further information from design students. Questions 

were framed in such a way that they could address both qualitative and quantitative 

research methods( Mugenda and Mugenda, 1999) 

Data was collected over a period of four months, March 23rd to July 28th 2005. 

During this time, the researcher visited design firms in Nairobi, government design 

department at Kenya Building Research Institute; this is where most of government' s 

graphic design work is done and from eight universities in Kenya. The researcher also 
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visited four secondary schools, to hear the vie\\S of students on emblems. Working and 

busmess people' s opinions were obtained at their working places and residential homes 

lnterv1ews were conducted at institutions of Art and Design namely. Buruburu Institute 

of Ftne Art and Department of Design University of Nairobi . Focus group discussions 

involved design students from Kenya Polytechnic and Our Lady of Mercy secondary 

school in Nairobi 

The sample size in this research is a balance between practical considerations. the 

information richness of each case and the inductive ability of the researcher (Patton. 

1990, Neuman. 2000) Because it is not easy to find the original designers of these 

emblems. therefore ten professional graphic designers were chosen as a sample group and 

also a matter of practicality. Their interview schedule expressed issues to do with design 

specialization. problems facing graphic design industry, knowledge in design 

methodology or process. design education, communication and culture. 

The issues secondary school students addressed were similar to the employed and 

business people. This is because the questionnaire used was the same. The reason behind 

this was to get the different opinions using the same questions Thirty students in total 

were interviewed, just to find out the different opinion. Art and Design students were 

interviewed at Highway secondary school, Ofafa Jericho secondary school, Huruma girls 

secondary school and a focus group discussion was conducted at Our Lady of Mercy 

secondary school to find out if there is a continuity of design creativity between them and 

design students in tertiary schools and as well as with professional designers 

The final category interviewed was a total of fifteen design students at Buruburu 

Institute of Fine Arts and another fifteen from the Department of Design, University of 

l'oiairobi and focus group discussion of six at Kenya Polytechnic from Design Department 

Only finalist Graphic Design students were interviewed These were the ones who had 

specialized in the area of corporate identity and advertising. The issues they addressed 

had to do with knowledge, Design Education, identity, symbolism, perception, 

communication and culture. 

Since this study is directly linked to corporate identity. Corporate identity is the 

basis on which the organization is known and understood ... Everything the organization 
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does transmit a message .. Thb message is communicated via corporate design, through 

the application of an emblem and organi7Btion' s corporate colours (Bernstein, 1984 ). 

The interv1ew schedules for practicing designers and other respondents contained 

questtons dealing with the core domain of visual symbols in Art and design. The core 

domains covered in the interview schedule are culture. colour, design. education, 

communication, heraldy, corporated identity and symbols. The researcher interviewed 

one hundred and twenty participants with a list of the relevant domains and areas within 

the domains that should be explored. The list acted as a guide for conducting interviews 

and specific \.\Ording of a question depended on the researcher's interaction with that 

respondent or participant. 

1.5 Background to the problem 

Later on in this work, an assumption will be made to the effect that emblems do 

not accurately represent missions, visions and key functions of universities in Kenya. 

These emblems are usually a combination of different forms such as a lion with a shield 

and mountain, the name of the organization and the motto Most of people in Kenya do 

not know what these symbolic forms are, what they represent or even what they mean. 

There is problem of association, it is not easy for the target viewers to associate an 

emblem with the university it represents Lack of documentation and publicity of these 

emblems through corporate identity scheme has also hindered their recognition. Emblems 

should be able to communicate clearly Some of these emblems representing universities 

in Kenya were designed without proper design considerations lt is due to poor design 

methods, for example lack of research to identify the relevant symbolic elements or even 

poor choice of colours An interview with Assistant Registrar George Mola (2005) of the 

Kenya College of Arms indicated that there is a huge shortage of designers this country 

that understands Heraldry art Definition of the word emblem in relation to visual 

symbols was necessary in this study, because it is about meaning of forms, how forms 

communicate their meanings accurately and help endear emblems to tbe universities they 

represent. 

Emblems are marks that may represent and distinguishing individuals, 

organizations and institutions all over the world On the other hand the word symbol 
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comes from a Greek word .\)mbolon, \\hich means contract, token. insignia, and a means 

of identification (Goet7., 1990, 641-642). An emblem is a visual symbol; other symbols 

are either verbal or gesture for example, music and speech symbols are considered as 

... erbal (Goetz, 1990; 68-91) Gesture symbols include body movement for example 

during prayers and rituals. people tend to take particular postures as signs of reverence to 

their deities An emblem is also an important identification element symbolizing another 

object or an idea by natural aptness or by association; it is a figurative representation 

(World Net, 2005) Symbols e~ist in different societies of the World, they represent facts. 

ideas and feelings to different people. Symbols help in communication since people who 

speak different languages are able to interpret and understand them once the meaning is 

well understood 

Visual symbols commonJy used by Kenyan universities are. coat of arms, badges, 

seals, logos and emblems (Mazrui. 1994; 69). According to the Webster's Revised 

Unabridged Dictionary (1998), an emblem is· a) an object or a representation that 

function as a symbol, it suggests an idea or quality, or another thing, as by resemblance 

or by convention. It is usually what people have accepted or learned over a period, b) a 

distinct badge, with a verse or motto presenting a moral lesson, c) a visible sign of an 

idea; d) an allegorical picture usually inscribed, e) an object or the figure of an object, 

symbolizing and suggesting another object, or an idea by natural aptness or by 

association a figurative representation. According to the same Webster's Revised 

Unabridged Dictionary (1998), a symbol is A vJslble sign or representation of an 1dca~ anythmg \\hlch 

suggests an 1dea or quallty or another llung, & ~ resemblance or b) con,ention· an emblem. o representation: a 1\pc, 

a figure~ as, the lion is the S\mbol of courage; the lamb IS the ~mbol of meekness or patience_ 

This research is not interested in the name and the motto, but rather with the 

pictorial symbols AJ I emblems are symbols but not all symbols are emblems, however 

different symbols put together form an emblem An emblem is visual while a symbol can 

be more than just visual for example verbal symbols and gesture symbols The University 

of ~airobi emblem is an example. it has different symbolic animals and other icons that 

form the emblem An emblem is a combination of a symbol or symbols with the name 

and motto, it involves a designer to creatively put ideas together. This study will use the 

second and the last definitions of the word emblem above, in italics (b and e), which are 

more appropriate for this study In this last definition, there are key words that are 
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emerging "'hich are significant to this study. Following are explanations of key \\Ords 

formmg the selected definitions· a) Object: i a thing that can be seen or felt , also 

something or someone that produces interest, attention, or some other stated feelings In 

thJs study there are two key objects that is the emblem and the university it represents; b) 

Figure: it means a shape or a drawing or diagram used to explain something. ln this 

stud}. figures that appear on the emblems are animals, shields, plants, mountains. human 

beings, books. patterns and many other objects. c) Symbolizing: is a derivative of the 

word symbol, which means something that represents or suggests something else such as 

an idea or quality In this study emblems are symbols for universities they represent they 

suggest these universities by resemblance or by convection, d) Suggesti11g: is a derivative 

of the word suggests. it means to cause (a new idea) to appear or form in mind~ to 

indicate or give signs of. emblems are therefore signs or indicators of the universities 

they represent; e) Aptness: It is the general characteristics, having a natural or habitual 

tendency to do something. It is from these general characteristic that an object displays its 

character, for example, a dove symbolizes peace, and lion symbolizes strength, courage 

or boldness, t) Association: is a connection made in the mind between different things, 

ideas and feelings. In this study, association is suggests that an emblem must have a 

connection with the university it represents. This implies that not any symbol can fit to 

represent any university, but it must possess some qualities or characteristics that are 

directly or indirectly linked or connected to that institution it represents 

An emblem should therefore reflect a certain characteristic if not all 

characteristics, which is part of the university it represents It can be history, vision, 

mission, goals, motto and other academic values of that particular institution Some of 

the most significant questions in this research are Do the e lements portrayed on the 

umversity emblems communicate clearly about the universities they represent to the 

viewers? ls it possible for an observer to recognize and associate these emblems with the 

institution they present? What is the general perception about these emblems? Do 

designers and artists use these elements arbitrarily in an effort to communicate? Do they 

copy other existing ideas and translate them to fit their own situations? 

The researcher sought also to find out if designers and artists use the elements on 

their emblems arbitrarily or they know their symbolic meaning and the significance they 
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denote. The main objective is to imestigate the accurate representation by the emblems 

and the interpretation of these emblems by the target audience It is necessary to look at 

the origin of symbols. as it will help us understand their significance. 

It is also necessary to look at the meaning of other graphic representation in 

symbols employed by institutions and organisations in Kenya: Logo - Logos are letters 

derived from words, which they represent Logos are brief. simple. bold and clear. A logo 

is a summarized symbol of a company and is a registered mark of the company. Should 

any other company use another company' s logo, that company will be liable to 

prosecution. It is an offence under the registration and patenting laws to use another 

company's logo or trademark (Mazrui 1994; 71). Trademarks- A trademark is similar 

to a logo. It is a name given to a product of a particular company. Trademarks can be 

brand names, devices, words, and visual symbols which become identified with particular 

manufacturers and which distinguish their products from those by other companies. The 

difference between a logo and a trademark is that a logo usually utilizes the letters of the 

name of the company or institution to form a creative design, while trademark, usually a 

particular company utilizes a visual image, which in time becomes identified with it. 

However, it is not a hard and fast rule. Some logos combine both symbol and letters and 

some trademarks combine symbols and letters (Mazrui 1994; 71). Badges -Badges are 

similar to coat of arms. Badges show affiliation or membership of a particular group such 

as a school, a club or association. Most schools in Kenya have their own distinctive 

badges. Badges show a particular rank, for example, a head boy or a head girl in a school 

usually wears a badge that has the words "head boy" or "head girl" (Mazrui, 1994; 72). 

Communication via graphic representations requires that target audiences know 

the emblem, sign, trade mark, logo or symbol in terms of who owns it and what it 

represents, its meaning (Helfman, 1967; 18-19). Usually graphic representations are 

either easily recognizable or abstract pictorial forms; they are different from each other. 

For example, symbols are different from signs in that they [symbols] are not determined 

by the factual content they express. The picture of an owl is not a bad omen or wisdom it 

self; it is a picture of a bird Symbolism is an attempt to put into visible forms ideas and 
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feelings that are invisible. similarly a lion is a symbol of strenf,Jth, courage, boldness or 

bravery. but strength or bravery is not a lion. 

Symbols are said to be hard to interpret while signs are easier to interpret (Lehner, 

1950, J -3) These are things one can see but they represent qualities or ideas that cannot 

be seen Symbols have helped humans over centuries to understand the meaning of this 

world. In its original meaning. the symbol represented and communicated a coherent 

greater whole by means of a part. The part as a sort of certificate guaranteed the presence 

of the whole and; a concise meaningful formula indicating the larger context (Goetz. 

1990; 637). Symbols therefore served as a part that represented the whole idea or object 

In this research, an emblem is considered as that part, which represents the entire 

university. A symbol is a means of identification as described earlier in Greek's 

defirution. Why identification? Identity of an object is significant in this study, because it 

is from identity that an object is distinguished from the others. 

Identity in itself is a broad sphere of study and which encompasses issues like 

Personal identity, Organizational identity, Cultural identity, Tribal identity, National 

identity, Institutional identity and many other forms of identities. Identity according to 

WorldNet (2003) Princeton University, is the: a) collective aspect of a set of 

characteristics by which a thing is definitively recognized; b) set of behavioural or 

personal characteristics by which an individual is recognizable as a member of a group; 

c) quality or condition of being the same as something else; d) distinct personality of an 

individual regarded as a persisting entity. This research uses the last definition (d) 

because it fits well in this study. The quest for identity is the unfolding of that common 

question, "Who am I?" or even "who are we?" the concept of self-awareness through 

discovery. This quest is not peculiar to human beings only but also to the organizations 

they run Why do institutions need emblems? It is for the quest of an identity and image. 

Distinct identity differentiates an institution from others allowing its consumers, 

suppliers, students and staff to recognize, understand and clearly describe it. This is 

possible through the application of emblems through corporate identity 
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1.6 A brief history of the emblem 

This dissertation 1s an outcome of invc~tigations on how the public perceives and 

interprets emblems and how they can be modified to be effective in visual 

communication. The following brief history in supposed to tell the story of emblems, 

s1gns and other graphic representations. History points out that from the very beginning 

humans found that some things could not be expressed by words alone The supernatural 

phenomenon and creation amazed them. Mysteries like rivers flowing on and on. the 

wide blue sky overhead and the countless stars in the night, not forgetting the natural 

vegetations, insects, animals, sea creatures and all sorts of creatures The early people 

could not explain or express in words their feeling that life had a meaning beyond the 

everyday things they could see and touch (Helfman, 1967; 68) 

Later on, human beings began to draw various designs to express their feelings 

about themselves and their place in the world Davis et aJ (1990) in their book The 

Tellmg Image, (cited in Lester, 1996) argues that human beings communication in one 

form or another has occurred for about 30,000 years For 25,000 of those years, the chief 

mode of communication was paintings on the walls of the caves Animals of different 

sizes and types are depicted, sometimes people hunting the same animals As with any 

icon, the connection between the picture and the object it stands for is clear Later on 

patterns were introduced using circles; squares, triangle and together these became 

symbols that stood for unknown meanings 

People became familiar with symbols and therefore their meanings were 

communicated (Helfman 1967; 68- 91 ). A circle was a common shape through out the 

world, it represented the sun, which was a source of life and a god to other tribes. A circle 

represented life without an end Koch (1955, 2) defines a circle, as "being without a 

beginning or end, is also a sign of God or of eternity" Circles differed and a repetition of 

these ensured that a particular one began to have similar meaning for many people. 

However, the meaning was not the same for everyone because the design was a picture of 

a thing or even of an idea Familiarity ensured that they felt much the same way 

(Helfman, 1967; 69). The Incas in South America worshipped the Sun god and Egyptians 

called him Ra The hierog)yph for the sun was a dot in the middle of a circle This was 

also Chinese sign for sun. 
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1.0 Tbe Circl~ 

Aztecs in Mexico and in South America used the circle in ancient times in 

England, in Central America. (Helfman. 1967, 70) Any analysis of these symbols reveals 

that a symbol had some associated characteristics with what it represented For example, 

a circle was a perfect choice symbol to represent the sun .. which appears to onlookers as a 

circle full of light. The snake or serpent in a circle represented a fresh life beginning. 

Snakes usually seem to start life over again whenever it sheds off its skin In Egypt, the 

snake in a circle represented the universe or the path oftbe sun god Ra (Helfman, 1967; 

70). The Chinese yang yin symbol represents all the things in the world that are 

opposites light dark, life death, heat-cold and so on This symbol represents the beliefs of 

the ancient philosophers that life was created out of these opposites working together 

(Helfman, 1967; 74 ) . 

In Africa art, symbols represent mostly religious ideas and were also used as 

decorations. They were expressed on wood. stools, calabashes, stones, sticks, pots, 

handicrafts, domestic animals and human bodies (Mbithi, 1991 ; 24-25). The symbolism 

was also expressed in the form of masks and carving on wood, ivory and stone Insects, 

birds, animals, certain trees, figures, shapes and colours represented these ideas (Mbithi, 

1991 , 24-25) Symbolism was also through dance, songs, riddles, masquerading, proverbs 

and architecture History of symbols reveals that some of the objects used in other parts 

of the world as symbols were also used in Africa, but perhaps with a different meaning 

(Helfman. 1967; 70). Culture, which is a man-made environment, has contributed much 

in these differences in meanings (Segall, 1966, 98-114). 

Colour played a significant role as a symbol in the world and especially in Africa 

"the colour of white is the symbol of death and when a person had died, relatives smears 

themselves with white chalk or other substance" (Mbithi, 1991 ; 24-25) Colour today is a 

significant symbolic element, artists for centuries have combined colours for decorative 
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and pictorial purposes (MunJel~ 19S4). Today, we look It symbols u design that 

represent ideas which are invisible and it is expected that its meaning is clear (Goetz, 

1990;62S). 

Symbols are visual arts; apparently, one of the symbols used by universities in 

Kenya is the coat of arms. A coat of arm is a sign designed according to heraldry, u a 

distinguishing mark of countries, families and corporations (Diethelm, 1972). Heraldry is 

an art and a science, which determines the designing of the coat of Arms according to its 

own laws. The world Heraldry is derived from the world herald, dating from Middle 

Ages and designating a professional wbo JerVed u an ambauador, a messenger of war 

and peace, or announcer at court gathering and tournaments of arms. The herald thus had 

to recognize the personal marldngs of coat of arms of individuals and nations (Bamouw, 

1989; 274). Heraldry in its early stages certainly had strong military associations. The 

traditioOAl explanations are that the original reason for the display of arms on shields was 

to enable knights in armour to be identified in the battlefield (Robinson, 1989; 2). The 

study of heraldry is a key element to this reaearch for it is from this that modern visual 

identification symbols originated. 

1.1 U•lted ta.acto-'• e.ble• ud flaa 

There are thousands of emblems used world wide by different organizations, institutions, 

nationalities, families and even individual• today unlike in the put, for example in Great 

Britain2 there are very many different coat of arms, above is the United Kingdom' s arms. 

2 The United Kingdom of GrMt Brtaln and Northern lrNnd ia 94,211 equare mi'- In area - with a population of eome 
54.000,000 . • ,_ ~ ~ lfnce the Billie d ........... -SIOOyeera 1100· ~ Rlctwd 1- .'Lion H..t ·' 
adopted the three gold Ilona on Aid aa hia erma abc~W 1198, after returning from the Tl*d Cruude- and in later centun. 
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History suggests that there IS a relationship between seals and heraldry seals were 

used in ancient Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria and China to mark private property; seal 

engraving was established as an art in these cultures because there was a need for devices 

that could not be easily forged Seals affixed to official parchments often featured 

monarchism, a characteristic pose. perhaps seated on a throne. The medieval knights 

v.ere usually pictured on the back of a horse and in full armour. bearing the heraldic 

markings identifying them even in the thick of a battle (Barnouw. 1989; 274-275) When 

not engaged in military activities the knight was entitled to use these heraldic emblems 

for other civic purposes As they became more common, seals were used almost 

exclusively as legal signatures Much knowledge about heraldry in the middle Ages has 

come from the study of amoural seals (Barnouw, 1989, 274). ~odem form of 

identification or identity like corporate design is associated with heraldic art. Jefkins 

(2000), states that: "The ongm of corporate 1denUt) 1s assocHlted \\lth herald.J.c an. It ts bebeved those centunes 

ago, the leaders such as kings led mnues mto war. Leaders d.ld not btde awn) m safe bunkers. The leader ade:ntifted 

lumself usuaUy by a des1gn on Ius shields. Therefore., aU has knights earned SIJJlllar decorated sluelds. Eventuall) the 

troops were gtven uruforms. colours idennfled ddfercnt regiments, and headdress. Identity is because of 

human observations, which leads them to endow everything with some special 

significance. As Facetti and Fletcher (1971) in their introduction, illustrates: "Indeed a man's 

whole outlook on hfe can be deduced from the special identities and \'alues wluch he attaches to the object around him

often unkn(mn to himself'. 

According to Segall, (1966, 98) culture influences art and in return art influences 

the same culture it exists in. He states "''nce an art IS done, it occuptes a place in culture, because at is a 

man made part of the envuonment, exastmg potc:ntaally to influence present and future generations who live their lives 

in that environment, a work of art sanslies both tbe anthropological and popular definitions of an aspect of cultw-e ... 

Designers and artists live and experience the same world with others in the same 

environment~ however, creativity differentiates them from their counterparts in other 

fields. Segall ( 1966; 98-99) argues that: Evet) Mrk of art. because it is fashioned by a hw:nan being, can 

be vie\\ed as a jX'Oduct of human actJons or as a tangible record of what someone bas done. Each work as an 

accomphshmenL reflecting the percepnons of some actor and expressmg his or her imaginaUon and skill By focusmg 

on the artistlc products of behaviors of human groups, it becomes apparent that art 1s not onl) an aspect of culture but 

different quarterings were added or abandoned for dynastiC reasons The Royal Arms assumed their present form In 

1837, with England quartering Scotland and Ireland The Urnon Flag began In 1707 as the combined crosses of St. 

George and St. Andrew - and that of St. Patrick was added Ill 1801 "' ~ ~rt- · ""5 .JL · m 

11 October 2005 
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also a product of culture. A conceptuali7.anon of un as a record of \\bat hwn:m hcings of 11 poru~-ulnr umc and place 

han: seen fit. ml been able to produce wn.~ scores that much of the ll'tlst' octmt) is culturnll} mtluenecd beha\ior 

Identity in the corporate world is about who occupies which position or status in 

their market of operation. (Ohns. 1995) A university's identity perhaps may come 

because of prestige and not necessarily as a distinctive character. The concept of self

awareness is vital as students, staff and administration of a university need to know who 

they are. they also need to conceptualize and understand why they exist. and what they 

stand for What image does the university portray to the outside world? What is its 

reputation? Symbols are vital in corporate identity because they appear on stationary, 

signage, architecture, crockery, vehicle livery, promotional items and textiles, thus good 

representation by emblems ensures good communication to the university community as 

well as to the outsiders. 

When the target audience perceives an emblem. they should identify or associate 

it with the object it stands for (Goetz, 1990; 638) However artists and designers together 

with their works live in social settings which influences the way they think and perceive 

their environment. Culture influences the way they think, decisions they make and it 

influences their viewer's perception as well (Segall, 1966. 98-99) 

1. 7 Definition of Terms 

Allegory: A story that has a deeper or more general meaning in addition to its 

surface meaning. Allegories are composed of several symbols or metaphors. 

Analogy: the act of comparing one thing with another or a process whereby 

things are in some way similar. 

Character: The combination of qualities or features that distinguishes one 

person, group, or thing from another 

Communication: The exchange of thoughts, messages, or information, as by 

speech, signals, writing, or behavior. 

Consistency: The condition of standing or adhering together, or being fixed in 

union, as the parts of a body; existence. firmness, coherence; solidity 
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Corporate: Formed into a body by legal enactment; united in an association, and 

endov.ed by law with the rights and liabilities of an individual; incorporated: as. a 

corporate town. 

Culture: the social heritage of a people- the learned patterns of thinking. feelings, 

and acting that characterize a population or society, including the expression of these 

patterns 10 material things 

Emblem: A visible sign of an idea, an object, or the figure of an object. 

symbolizing and suggesting another object. or an idea, by natural aptness or by 

association; a figurative representation; a typical designation; a symbol, as, a balance is 

an emblem of justice, a scepter, the emblem of sovereignty or power; a circle, the 

emblem of eternity 

Grapbic: of or relating to the graphic arts. "the etchings, dry points, lithographic, 

and engravings which together form his graphic work"; GeneraiJy, two-dimensional 

pictorial representations whether opaque (e.g. , prints. photographic prints, drawings), or 

intended to be viewed, or projected without motion, by means of an optical device (e.g . 

transparencies , slides • negatives ) 

Identify means to prove, to show; to equate one thing with another, give support 

to, be associated with, feel close to (Webster. 1998) 

Identity: The collective aspect of the set of characteristics by which a thing is 

definitively recognizable or known, the distinct personality of an individual regarded as a 

persisting entity, "you can lose your identity when you join the army". 

Logo: A name, symbol or trademark designed for easy and definite recognition, 

especia11y one borne on a single printing plate or piece of type. A logo is a name, symbol, 

or trademark of a company or organization Logos can be made up of text that is 

configured in a unique way. 

Mission: an operation that is assigned by a higher headquarters "the planes were 

on a bombing mission" 

Metaphors the use of an expression which means or describe one thing or idea 

using words usually used for something else with very similar qualities as in the sun 

shme of her mule or the rain came down in buckets. 
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Pragmatics: ( in the study of language) the study of the way words and phrases 

are used tn conversation to express meaning, feelings and ideas which are sometimes 

different from actual meaning of the words used. 

Perception: in psychology. mental organization and interpretation of sensory 

information 

Seal: Old French see!. from Latin .\iftillum, from diminutive of\l~mm mark, sign 

: a device (as an emblem, symbol, or word) used to identify or replace a signature and to 

authenticate (as at common law) written matter 

Semantics relating to meaning in language: of semantic a branch of linguistics 

concerned with studying the meaning of words and sentences 

Semiotics: the study of signs and their meaning in the exchange of information 

especially in language. 

Sign: A conventional figure or device that stands for a word, phrase. or operation, 

a symbol, as in mathematics or in musical notation. 

Symbol: A visible sign or representation of an idea, anything which suggests an 

idea or quality, or another thing. as by resemblance or by convention, an emblem, a 

representation , a type. a figure, as, the lion is the symbol of courage, the lamb is the 

symbol of meekness or patience 

Trademark: Any symbol or combination of symbol and character(s) used to 

represent or identify a product or its maker. 

Vision: Unusual competence in discernment or perception; intelligent foresight· a 

leader of WSIOII. 

Visual: Of or pertaining to sight; used in sight; serving as the instrument of 

seeing; as, the visual nerve. 

Value: To have a high opm1on of admire, consider, esteem, honor, regard, 

respect 

Idioms: look up to, think highly much well of See praise/blame. 
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non ord "ithout images . 

... Aristotle 
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2.0 The Re,·iew of Related Literature 

Every word whether wntten or spoken forms an image in our mind, therefore 

there can be no word without images as may be seen from Aristotle's statement on the 

co\er page of chapter mo. The emblems that exist for universities in Kenya have 

pictorial forms of flora, fauna, people. slogan and name and were designed according to 

established design principles This chapter is about theories that exist on symbolism, 

which will help in understanding these principles 

2.1 Symbolism 

The word symbol comes from a Greek word symbolon. which means contract, 

token~ insignia, and a means of identification (Goetz, 1990, 637). Today symbolism is 

defined as the use of sign to stand for something other than its usual signified, (Charles S. 

Pierce, cited in Bamouw et al 1989, 47) Symbolism is the practice of signifying a thing 

by means of something else that stands for it It is wide spread in the visual arts, 

philosophy, religious, literacy and other spheres According to Encyclopedia of World 

Art (1980), symbolism has its roots in the visual experience, the dimension of 

imagination and of artistic expression In symbolic representation there is an immediate 

and direct relation between the chosen symbol or sign and the thing signified 

2.1.1 Development of symbols 

Symbols are at first either directly or indirectly connected with the sense 

impressions and objects of man 's environment. They are derived from the object of 

nature, and others from the artificially constructed objects in a process of intuitive 

perception. emotional experience or rational reflection (Goetz. 1990, Helfman 1967, 

Lehner 1950, Crow 2003) It is through perception and interpretations of objects in the 

world that results in symbolic representations. There is correlation between sense 

perception. imagination and the work of the intellect In the development of a symbol, 

cultural and objective experience, understanding and logic are all connected, but each 

places different accents on the individual categories and species of symbols In this study 
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symbohc structures and pictorial representations are brought into connection with vision, 

mission. philosophy, history and objectives of the universities they represent 

2.1.2 Modes of symbolic exprHsion 

Symbolic expression can be divided into three fonns: diagrammatic and 

emblematic. gesture and physical movement. and verbal symbols Diagrammatic and 

emblematic (visual symbols) are usually depicted in diagrammatic or ideographic modes 

of signs, abbreviations. images, and objects of all kinds that indicate a larger context In 

this category belong the simplified or abstract forms of objects of nature or other 

geometrical forms, as well as colours, letters and numbers (Lestler 1996, Goetz 1990) 

Gestures and bodily movement. such symbolic e~pression derives its meaning 

from its relationship to inspiration and revelation. A good example is found in religious 

rituals such as worship Symbolic gestures may be either individually or collectively 

performed (Lestler 1996, Goetz 1990) 

The verbal symbols is through linguistic symbolism where words have a certain 

tendency towards rational transparency and logical coherence, and thus words, objects 

and pictures in their origin as symbols are very closely related. The visual value of the 

object and picture is later translated into language and enhanced by it. In a figurative, 

interpretative and cryptic sense, names and metaphors denote the person or a thing. God 

is sometimes called 'The Spring' or 'The Rock' The symbolic word may be enriched in 

meaning when it is given a musical form (Lestler 1996. Goetz 1990) 

At times a combination of the three symbolic modes of expression are combined, 

in ritual, symbolic words, tones. noises, gestures, signs and odours, for example the odour 

of the sacrifice or fragrance of incense or as an expression of prayer and offering. 

Ptctures and colours can be combined with these rituals to fonn a symbolic expression 

(Goetz 1990; 641) 

Symbolic figurations can claim to be unique, neither translated back into 

dtscourse like allegory nor infinitely expandable within discourse like metaphor and 

simile The basic idea of the displacement of one meaning by another is retained 

Bamouw et aJ (1989. 47). Symbolism can occur within any sign system, from Portraiture 

to traffic lights The colour red, for example, can symbolize passion or danger as well as 
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representing the colour of a dress or giving an order to stop. In each case. if the symbolic 

function is dominant, a literal code of meaning is assumed to give way to one transferred 

from elsewhere, (Charles S Pierce. cited in Barnouw , 1989: 193 ). 

According to the Encyclopedia of World Art ( 1980), there are substitutive 

representations that have their origin not so much in the substitution of sign as in 

correspondence of concepts, which is they are description of something in the guise of 

something else. This is termed allegory In allegory, the sign is always something other 

than the thing signi fied, there is no direct or unambiguous relation between them, and 

rather this relation is established through a deliberate transposition of meaning Systems 

of symbols and pictures that are constituted in a certain ordered and determined 

relationship to the form. content and intention of presentation are important means of 

knowing and expressing the object of representation (Goetz, 1990. 638). In this, case the 

manner in which animals, shields and other objects appear on universities' emblems 

should indicate relationship through a transposition of meaning Symbolism varies with 

the interests of different sciences of communication - linguistics, sociological, 

anthropological, aesthetics, psychological that is, all theories of meaning. 

The study of signs semiotics and the study of language. linguistics could 

generally form graphic design which is viewed from structural perspective as a language 

system. Semiotics helps designer to learn how meaning is formed, it is something they 

explore daily with intuition and experience (Crow, 2003). The most important thing is 

how this is translated into visual language. 

Symbols are intricately woven into an individual's ongoing perceptions of the 

world. They appear to contain an appropriately understood capacity that in fact defines 

the very reality of that world The symbol has been defined as any device, with which an 

abstraction can be made (Goetz, 1990). The abstractions of the values that people inspire 

in other people and in things they own and use lie at the heart of symbolism (Barnouw et 

al, 1989). Here is a process, according to the British philosopher Alfred North Whitehead 

kSome components of (the mind's) e.'-pcnence elicit consciousness. behefs. emotions, and usages 

rcspect.mg other components of e'perience ·· (cited in Barnouw 1989), whereby: 

In Whitehead ' s opinion. symbols are analogues, things that in someway are similar to 

others or metaphors (that may include written and spoken language as well as visual 
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objects) standing for some quality of reality that is enhanced in importance or value by 

the process of symbo lization itself. Almost every society has evolved a symbols system 

hereby at first glance. strange objects and odd types of behaviour appear to the outside 

observer to have irrational meanings and seem to evoke odd, unwarranted cognitions and 

emotions (Bamouw, 1989) 

Upon examination. each symbol system reflects a specific cultural logic. and 

every symbol functions to communicate information between members of the culture in 

much the same way as, but in a subtler manner than conventional language. Although a 

symbol may take the form of as discrete an object as a wedding ring or a totem pole, 

symbols tend to appear in clusters and depend upon one another for their accretion of 

meaning and value (Bamouw et al, 1989). They are not a language of and by themselves. 

rather they are devices by which ideas too difficult, dangerous, or inconvenient to 

articulate in common language are transmitted between people who have accumulated in 

common ways It does not appear possible to compile discrete vocabularies of symbols, 

because they lack the precision and regularities present in natural language that are 

necessary for explicit definitions (Barnouw et al, J 989). 

Meaning of signs and symbols acquire their character if they can successfully 

communicate what is intended Signs and symbols must be understood within the context 

of a cu lture and time within which it operates (Goetz.. J 990, Zanden 1990) The function 

of a symbol is to represent a reality or truth and to reveal them either instantaneously or 

gradually (Goetz, 1990. 638) Symbols therefore can be recognized immediately or 

learned with time. The relationship of the symbol to a reality is conceived of as somewhat 

direct and intimate and also as somewhat indirect and distant For example a single tree 

icon may be used to represent a forest on a map, which is direct representation while a 

lion representing a country is an indirect representation. 

The symbol is not kept hidden in meaning~ to some extend, it even has a 

revelatory character therefore, and it goes beyond the obvious meaning for those who 

contemplate its depth (Goetz, 1990 p.638). It indicates the need for communication and 

yet conceals the details and the inner most aspects of its content that is why many people 

find it hard to know the meaning of certain symbols unless they learnt about them 
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According to Belvin( I 977; I 39) symbols can be divided into seven categories 

namely a) Cosmic sy mbols; the signs of the zodiac, it was believed to be a belt 16 

degrees wide and is the path of the moon and all planets Through the centuries, these 

signs have represented forces believed to govern not only the movement of bodies in 

heaven but also behaviour of human beings on earth. 

b) Magical symbols; ancient humans drew pictures or fashioned masks in the image of 

the animals they hunted to ensure success in the kill. Tribal masks were believed to have 

magical symbols, c) Religious symbols; symbols involved in religious rituals for example 

the cross, the Star of David. the Crescent among many others; d) Traditional patterns; 

some patterns have occurred over and over in history of art since ancient times and 

therefore qualify as symbols, though they have no particular meaning. The swastika for 

example was found in Egypt, Persia, Crete, India and pre historical Europe It remained 

for the Nazi in 1930s and 40s it was associated with the evil that took place during this 

era. 

e) Status symbols; it indicated the exact status or station in life of the owner, for example 

the wedding ring, the bishop mitre or mi litary insignia This research investigation is 

more in this area, f) Psychological symbols; these are symbols associated with painters, 

photographers and filmmakers, they have psychological connotation; h) Personal 

symbols; much of symbolism found in contemporary painting and sculpture could be 

described as personal. 

2.1.3 Non-vocaJ communication 

Signals, signs and symbols are examples of non-vocaJ communication. A signal may be 

considered as an interruption in a field of constant energy transfer. The basic function of 

signals is to provide the change of a single environmental factor in order to attract 

attention and to transfer meaning. A code system that refers intenuptions to some form of 

meaningful language may easily be developed with a crude vocabulary of dots, dashes, or 

other elemental audio and visual articulations Examples can be a scream for help, puffs 

of smoke, dots and dashes that open and close the electromagnetic field of a telephone 

circuit and so many interruptions (Goetz, 1990). 
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S1gns contain a greater amount of meaning of and by themselves. The main difference 

betv.een a sign and a signal is that a sign (like a policeman's badge) contains meanings of 

an mtrins1c nature, a signal (like a scream for help) is merely a device by which one is 

able to formulate extrinsic meanings. Their differences are illustrated by observation that 

many types of animals respond to signal, while only a few. intelligent and trained animals 

(usually dogs and apes) are competent to respond even to simple signs (Barnouw et at, 

1989). AJI known cultures utilize signs to convey relatively simple messages swiftly and 

conveniently Signs may depend for their meaning upon their form, setting, colour. or 

location Taken en masse, any society's lexicon of signs make up a rich vocabulary of 

colourful communication (Goetz, 1 990). 

Semiotics means the study of signs and their meaning 10 the exchange of 

information especially in language. The modem usage of the term semiotics can be traced 

to the British philosopher John Locke. ln an essay 'Concerning Human understanding' 

(1690) cited in Barnouw et at (1989, 46) he appropriated the Greek word semiotic to 

designate the doctrine of signs, lbe business where of 1s to cons1der the nature of s1gns, the w1se 

makes usc of the understanding of things or conve)ing its knowledge of others'' Semiotic approach to 

visual communication stresses the idea that images are a collection of signs that are 

linked together in some way by the viewer (Lester, 1 996) The study of Semiotics is 

divided into three areas pragmatics, semantics and syntactic. Pragmatism is the study of 

the origin, common uses and communicative effects of signs. Semantics is an area of 

semiotics in which a researcher attempts to determine the significance of signs within and 

throughout various cultures Syntactic is the study of the ways signs are combined with 

each other to form complex messages (Lester, 1996). 

Pragmatics in the study of language is the study of the way words and phrases are 

used in conversation to express meaning. feelings and ideas which are sometimes 

different from the actual meaning of the words used According to the US philosopher 

Charles S Pierce, M A sign or representauon ts somethmg ''tuch stands to some body or something m 

some respect or capacny.~ (Cited in Bamouw et at 1989, 62) Hence. every sign process is 

the correlation of three components. There is some close relationship between a sign and 

a symbol, if we consider the definition above. The sign itself, the object represented, and 

the interpreter, the relationship between the sign and its object implies certain in 
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adequacy between the two The sign does not stand for the object in its entirety but 

merely in relation to some of tts aspects There are three basic modes Pierce (cited in 

Bamouw et a1 1989~ 62) claimed in which the sign can represent something else, and 

hence three types of signs· 

a) A Sign thai resembles its object (such as a model or a map) is an icon 

b) A sign that IS factually ltnkcd to 1ts object (such as a whether cock or a pomter) IS an index . 

c) A stgn coovenllonally assoc1ated mth tts obJect (such as \\Ords or traffic hght SlgnaJs) JS a symbol. 

Perceptive signs that carry a message between the participants achieve 

communication. Thus, words, gestures and the like mean something, and people who use 

them are able to mean something in doing so (Bamouw 1989, Goetz 1990). The word 

meaning is but a derivative of the verb to mean intention, which plays a crucial in 

explaining meaning in communication The purpose of any communication is to 

influence the beliefs, attitudes, and consequently the behaviour of the recipient (Barnouw 

et al, 1989). Therefore, if people do not understand or associate the symbols then there is 

a communication barrier between the artist and the viewers. What then is 

communication? 

2.2 Communication 

Communication is the giving and receiving or exchange of information opinion or 

ideas by writing, speech or visual means - or any combination of the three - so that the 

material communicated is completely understood by everyone concerned (Sillars, 2002). 

Artists and designers communicate through visual communication. Communication also 

refers to the process which people transmit information, ideas, attitudes and mental states 

to one another. It includes all those verbal and non-verbal processes by which people 

send and receive message (Zanden, 1990). 

Communication is the basis of this study because it allows us to establish a 

common ground with one another so that we can become tuned together for a given 

message. In this study, the artist or designer transmits information, ideas, attitudes and 

mental states through symbols to target audience therefore, a common ground is 

established. The relationships between what is intended by a message and how that 

message is conveyed are one, which is very close and very important. As a result, the 
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communicat ion medium - the form in which ideas, information or opinion is conveyed 

must be selected with great care and only after considering all the factor~ invohed 

(Sillars, 2002 ), in this study it is through application of the emblem in corporate design. 

2.2.1 Aim of communication 

a) Informing: here the intention is simply to tell someone about something. as in 

·no smoking' notice for example, or a letter giving views of recent events (Sillars, 

2002). In emblems. information is via association and relationshtp. 

b) Influencing: Here the intention is to persuade someone to adopt a particular 

course of action or attitude towards something (Sillars, 2002) Example in 

advertising where emblems are used as marketing brands 

c) Initiating action: the aim is to get the reader to do something, for example to 

invite people through stationeries, vehicle branding, newspaper adverts, and 

graduation ceremonies (Sillars, 2002). Emblems help the target audience to 

identify and therefore, they can be able to choose and distinguish one university 

from the others. 

2.0 Communication model 

lntOr-matioo 
Sender 
Encode 

Distortion 

• Feed back 

n __ Ch_ann_cl ----. 

II M~um 

nnmnxxx Noise uumxxuxxx 

1 
Rccet\cr 
Decode 

Distortion 

Ill.! above mode l \•U adapted fr<,m Sillan, s 2002. s~~.ccen '" c:orr., umcatiOII, John MW'111y (Publishers) Ud. London. 
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In the model above: 

The sender: the person or body responsible for sending the information to the 

recei\er It can be an individual or a group such as a company, a department, or even a 

government ministry or a political party (Sillars, 2002). The client sends information 

through the designer; the designer at the end must express the ideas of client 

appropriately. 

The message: Having defined the information to be conveyed. the sender put it 

into the best form in a process called encoding. Encoded information is called a message. 

This simply refers to the form the communication takes: an emblem. a letter, memo, 

telephone call, or even something as simple as a smile, a strong of the shoulders or some 

other gesture (Sillars, 2002). 

The medium: this is the larger group of ways of communicating within which the 

particular communication can be classed. They are drawings, photographs or any other 

means of putting over a message by pictorial means. 

The channel- this is the physical means by which the message is conveyed For 

visual communication. it might be a computer printer, a print press or a fax system 

(Sillars, 2002) 

Noise: any factor, which prevent the proper exchange of information apart from 

those caused by sender and receiver "Noise" in this case is due to lack of consistency in 

application of emblems, wrong brief and poor design creativity. 

Distortion may happen at the encoding stage, if the sender encodes a message in 

such a way that it's meaning is changed or 'distorted' (Sillars, 2002), the designer can 

misinterpret the brief or even the client may give a wrong brief It can also happen at 

decoding stage, when the receiver interprets a message in a different way from that 

intended by the sender The viewer may misinterpret the emblem because of lack of 

information about the emblem. 

Feedback. This is the information, which the sender receives from the way in 

which the receiver accepts the message {Sillars, 2002). 
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2.3 Colour ymbolism in communication 

The expressi-.:e use of colour by Gasson (1974), in ~hich he looks at the function of 

colour based on the colour wheel. states that, colours which are opposite one another on 

the colour circle such as blue and orange, violet and yellow. green and red. are ideal 

partners in all cases where contrast in sought. When contrast is sought as a means of 

identification or as a means of attracting attention. as is the case with road signs for 

example, the colour combinations such as red with white. and black with yellow, and 

white on blue etc, produce the positive results required " Vision is obviously involved in 

the perception of colour. The perception of colour depends on vision, light, and 

individual, interpretation, and an understanding of colour involves physiology, physics 

and psychology. Colour Theory1 
- The psychology of colour as it affects the viewer 

through individual associations with color significance such as 

a. White for punt). cleanliness. tnnoccnce. nC\' beginnings and spirituaJ cxceJiencc 

b Black for absence of color. fonnal affa•rs. elegance and mystery: 

c Red for bold. energeuc. mtense. impuls1ve. danng and pulsatmg. 

d. Green for feniliry. gTO\\-th. rebutll. persistence. hfe and hope; 

c Yellow for enlightenment lo)aJt}. optunism. 1deallsm and represents a cba.Uenge; 

f. Blue for peaceful. calm, cool. confident, smcere. truthful and trust worth). 

g. Purple for dlgrut). scnument "ealth. nobtht). romance and nostalgia. 

h. Orange for festh;ty, food. orange ts an appcute stimulant: 

1. Pink for dellcaC). S\'eetness, tenderness and sh~ness. 

J Brown for JustlCC. fauness. independence. also has represented hearth and home: 

k. GJ'C) for kno" ledge. matunt} . ment. qwetness and solemruty. 

2.4 Heraldry 

The world heraldry is derived from the world herald, dating from Middle Ages 

and designating a professional who served as an ambassador, a messenger of war and 

peace. or announcer at court gathering and tournaments of arms. Heraldry, defined as the 

systematic hereditary use of an arrangement of charges of devices on a shield, first 

appeared at about the same moment over a wide area of Western Europe in the mid-
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t'\ .. elfth century. Between 1185 and 1155. seals show the general adoption of heraldic 

devices in Englancl France, Germany. Spain and Italy (Robinson,l989: 2-4) 

The herald thus had to recognize the personal markings or coat of arms of individuals and 

nations (Robinson. 1989: 2-4) During the crusades the need to distinguish friend from 

enemy on the battle field led to the development of a system of markings making it 

possible to identify individuals whose features were obscured by helmets and armour 

Heralds served as court record keepers, provided eyewitness accounts of battles, and kept 

officials lists of causalities At a time, when most of the population was illiterate, 

heraldry and its practitioners were of central importance The great significance of 

military arms and indicators of rank in feudal society eventually resulted in the greater 

influence of heralds as bearer of oral culture and oral history. They performed a valuable 

service by centralizing the information they gathered, resulting in registers or rolls of 

armorial marks that are vital to the modem science of heraldry (Robinson, 1 989; 2). King 

Richard I- .'Lion Heart -' adopted the three gold lions on red as his arms around 1198, 

after returning from the Third Crusade4
. 

2.1 Herald lion 

4 infonnation and the image from internet source; ·tp ttwww whom.co uklsquelch/Oags emblems.hl 11 October 

2005 
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ln the feudal system the inheritance of power and wealth by successive 

generations consolidated the status ofheraldry Coat of arms indicated one' s family, rank 

and holdings and could reflect adjustments in these over time, as through marriage, 

inheritance and knight hood (Barnouw et al, 1989, 274) The practice of securing 

ownership with written documents led to an increase in the use of seals, which up to that 

time had been a privilege accorded only to royalty Seals were used in ancient Egypt, 

Babylonia, Assyria and China to mark private property Seal engraving was established 

as an art in these cultures because there was a need for devices that could not be easily 

forged (Barnouw et al, 1989; 274). Seals affixed to official parchments offer featured 

personalities such as a monarch in a characteristic pose, perhaps seated on a throne. The 

medieval knight was usually pictured on horse back and in full armour, bearing the 

heraldic markings identifying him even in thick of a battle When not engaged in military 

activities the knight was entitled to use these heraldic emblems for other, civic purposes. 

As they become more common, seals were used almost exclusively as legal signatures 

Much knowledge about heraldry in the middle Ages has come from the study of armorial 

seals (Barnouw et al, 1989; 274). 

The purely decorative and architectural use of heraldry can be traced back to the 

middle of the tenth century, about a hundred years after the emergence of heraldry itself 

Heraldry in its early stages certainly had strong military associations. The traditional 

explanation is that the original reason for the display of arms on shields was to enable 

knights in armour to be identified on the battlefield. This would not however, have been a 

very practical means of identification in the melee of hand-to-hand combat. It seems 

more likely that from the very beginning heraldry was a form of personal display 

(Robinson. 1989; 2) 

It was a subjective demonstration on the part of individual knights, a form of 

vanity, rather than practical military device. The feudal social and military order of the 

twelfth century was such that, once invented, the coat of arms found a ready market as 

status symbols, and was popularized by the tournament rather than by real warfare. The 

tournament, which also emerged at that time, was a form of training in the use of arms 

and as an entertainment It soon became highly organized and hedged around with rules 
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and elaborate pageantry. of which heraldry becomes an integral part . Heraldry provided 

the artist and architect with an easy repertory of ready made motifs. as well as providing 

the client with a satisfactory way of stamping his personality on the building projects and 

property (Robinson, 1989, 2) 

2.4.1 The development of heraldry 

The effective use of cognizance, a term usually replaced today by coat of arms or 

achievement was derived from the conditions and technology of early warfare. The shield 

was relatively large and the surface provided was particularly suitable place for mounting 

easily visible markings The choice of such markings was arbitrary, although it was 

improvement to select patterns that were clearly identifiable and unique with a survey 

able geographical area (Barnouw et al, 1989, 275). This is evident even in African tribes 

where shields were decorated differently depending on the status and tribe (Kenya 

National Archives, 2005) 

Two graphical designs predominated: 

a) Abstract geometrical divisions of the shield into two or more coloured 

areas (giving rise to the development of what are known in modem 

heraldry as the ·•ordinaries" 

b) Decorative figures ("charges") form the environment or the cosmos. These 

charges include living beings (people, animals, birds, fish, reptiles and 

chimerical beasts) Plants (trees, branches, leaves, and flowers), heavenly 

bodies and implements of all kinds (Barnouw et al, 1989, 275) 

Other characteristics were to fill all available space with detailed orientation, the hairy 

part of a lion's mane, animal tail, claws, beaks and tongues, a fish 's fin; rose petals, the 

stamen of a fleur-de-lis. Some charges were particularly preferred, such as the lion and 

eagle among animal figures and the rose and ornamental lily among plants (Barnouw et 

al, 1989). 

The choice of colour and charges was also governed by particular considerations 

for example some coats of arms were designed as variations on the coat of arms of one's 
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feudal. Lord (resulting. for example, in the lion group of the Netherlands and the lower 

Rhine region) Others were variations of the coat of arms of a highborn ancestor. 

2.4.2 Tinctures 

The easy recognition of emblems from a distance was made possible by the use of a few 

contrasting tinctures, metals, colours or furs. English blazons, or technical descriptions of 

heraldic devices, are based on old French models (Bamouw et at, 1989, 275) and these 

are: 

Yellow, (gold); white (silver), argent, red (gules); blue, (azure); Black (Sable); and green, 

(vert). Colours appear in a particular order of frequency: red, blue, black and green. The 

two most common furs used in heraldry are ermine (represented by black on white) and 

hair (silver or white and blue, representing gray squirrel; furs were introduced into 

heraldry during the Middle Ages as the result of far-reaching cultural and trade 

connections) ( Robinson 1989, Bamouw et al 1989). The following symbolisms have 

been excerpted from W Cecil Wade 's "The Symbolisms of Heraldry or A Treatise on the 

Meanings and Derivations of Armorial Bearing" Published in 18985
. 

Or. yellow or gold- Generosity. 

Argent, white or silver- Peace and sincerity. 

Sable or black- Constancy. something grief. 

GuJes or Red- Militar) fonitude and magnanimity. 

Vert or green- Hope. JO} and sometimes loyal m love. 

Purpure, purple- Royal majesty. sovereign%) and justice. 

Tenne or tawney- Worth ambition. 

Murra) or sanguine- Not hast) in battle, and yet a victor. 

Heraldic terminology reflects the influence of Middle Eastern languages dating 

from the time of the crusades. This military origin can also be seen in the way blazons 

assume that the achievement is described from the bearer's own point of view. Thus what 

one sees on the left is described as being on the right or, in heraldic terms, Dexter; what is 

seen on the right is actually on the bearer' s left and is known as Sinister (Bamouw et al, 

1989; 275- 276) 

5 
http://digisen·e.comlbenldr) 'symbols.t.ml 
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2.4.3 Role of the Coat of Arms 

Elements such as the helmet and crest (patterns originally painted on to the surface of the 

helmet) were eventually replaced by more easily visible three dimensional structures 

called heliacal crests Shields, mantling or/lambrequins (pieces of cloth extending from 

the top of the helmet to shield the metal from the hot eastern sun) at first functioned 

merely as protection against climate and temperature changes were influenced most by 

development in their arts (Barnouw et al, 1989: 276) 

In the coat of arms, they developed into a decorative framework allowing the 

heraldic artist to display his skills when drawing or painting the ornamental panels of 

fabric. Other elements included in the modern coat of arms are features such as 

headdress, an insignia of an order of knight hood, supporters (often human or animal 

figures bearing up the shield of arms), and a motto In the sixteen-century crowns or 

coronets became an important component of the coat of arms. Crowns eventually 

replaced the helmet and even the mantling in some achievements; particularly in Latin 

nations as coat of arms began to follow the architectural design features of Renaissance 

art The heraldic style developed differently in different regions, so that the typical 

features of an achievement of ten reveal its specific area of region (Robinson 1989, 

Barnouw et al 1989; 276). 

2.4.4 Quartering 

This practice of dividing the surface of the shield into several parts can be traced to early 

Spain A quartered shield is divided into at least four sections by vertical and horizontal 

partition lines, each section displaying a complete coat of arms. Eleanor of Castile 

brought this method with her when she married King Edward I of England in 1254. The 

practice made possible the display of inheritances and inherited titles: even tokens for 

specific persons or items could be designed and placed in the second or third quarter of a 

shield When appropriate a second helmet with crest might be added to the coats of arms 

(Barnouw et al, 1989~ 276). 
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2.2 Characteristics of an emblem6 

2.4.5 National Coats of Arms 

The equation of ruler and state in many early political hierarchies was reflected in the 

identical coats of arms of nations and sovereign The escutcheon (shield) of pretense 

gained importance in cases in which foreign monarchs or commoners attained positions 

of national leadership. In this way it became possible for the coat of arms of a reigning 

family to differ from that of the country, especially in new nations that rose from the 

division or defeat of old states. Many republics established after the late eighteenth 

century have attempted to create coats of arms based on historical events or designated 

national symbols (e.g . animals, trees) rather than monarchical emblems such as crowns. 

A seal consisting of pictures or images not at all related to heraldry often perform the 

same function as a state coat of arms (Barnouw et at, 1989~ 277). Today nations have coat 

of arms below is the coat of arm ofthe republic ofKenya which has national flag colours. 

6 ~pynght C2001-2005- Armorial Gold Heraldry Services Above Is a typical example of how an emblem should look 

like With allts elements ~ 
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2.3 Coat of Arms and National flag of Kenya 

Kenya coat of arms and flag 7 they draw inspiration from the same concept that of 

national pride and heritage. The flag above bas coloun of black represent the people of 

Kenya; red is representing the struggle for freedom; green representing Kenya's 

agriculture and natural resources; white representing unity and peace. The black, red and 

white shield symbolizes the defence of freedom. Kenya coat of arms were granted on 

October IS, 1963. The abape of the shield and spean are those used by the Kenya's tribe. 

The word "Harambee" is the motto of the chief political party KANU (Kenya African 

National Union) and means "all pull together". It was used by the first President of 

Kenya, President Jomo Kenyatta to try to tum SQ.-60 disparate tribes into one nation at 

independence. The rooster is the symbol of the KANU. The shield colours represent the 

struggle for independence, green is the earth or land, red is the blood of the warriors who 

fought for independence and black the people. The lion are obviously a key animal in 

Kenya's wildlife parks. 

2.4.6 Civic llenldry 

This is the practice of ascribing heraldic achievements to individual communities. 

Civic bel'aldry generally follows the rules of conventional heraldry. However, while 

family may freely choose its coat of arms, a civic or municipal achievement must be 

granted Ot' at least approved by some authority ( Bamouw et all989; 277-278) .. 

1 
The ftiQ end the OOil ol.ma ... ftcm the lntilmllt, hlp:Jiwww.Mny•ch.W..go.llilmiiQ..epedll ...... 

httpJtnaglpOlMt/Tiagll1ce.l1tml 
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Political and social ctrcumstances directly influence the observance of heraldic 

rules and regulattons as well as the fonn of heraldic insignia In societies m which 

nobiltty constitutes a social class. institutions are established just to enforce these rules 

When civic coats of arms are created, such institutions are relied on for their knowledge 

of heraldry. a task that exceeds their original duties. In Britain this function is performed 

by the college of arms, also knov.'Tl as The Heralds College, in the etherlands. by the 

I loge Raad Van Adel and in Kenya the College of Arms at Sheria (Law) House In some 

countries civic heraldry is the province of special department in the state's records office 

( Barnouw 1989, 277-78). 

The legacy of classical heraldry can be seen not only in personal and national 

coats of arms and in the revival of interest in heraldry. but also in the long standing use of 

heraldic emblems and devices on coins, and currency, on stamps and in the symbols 

adopted by sports clubs, schools and universities, Masonic lodges, military bodies and 

groups of all kinds to proclaim identity by means of a unique visual image. Even traffic 

stgns and signals reflect the influence of graphic techniques first devised and for heraldic 

purposes. Perhaps most apparent is heraldry' s contribution to the widespread use of 

advertising logos and corporate trade marks that prompt immediate recognition 

(Robinson 1989, Bamouw et al 1989) 

2.3. 7 Heraldry in Africa 

In Africa heraldry is well portrayed m Ethiopia, which was ruled by emperors as 

illustrated below: 

2.4 Aethiopiae Imperii Collegium Heraldae 
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-e) the Command of His Imperial Majcst). Zera Yakobc Asfa Wossen, Fons ct Origo Honorum 
Aethiopiae. The lmpenaJ EtJUopian CoJiegc of HeraJ~ of the Solomonic CrO\\n is dul) fonned and 
established and hereb) granted all due and appropriate pri\ ilegcs and responsibilities to grant and assign. 
recognise and record such cllSlgns, dc\1ccs. badges. and coats of anns as arc deemed necessary for the 

proper fu.:oct.Joning of all Imperial and Dynasoc Ethiop1an Orders and organisations that arc 110\\ . or thai 

may in future be. established b) the Solomonic Crown. The College is authorized to provide such Annorial 
beanngs to those persons honored and recogniJ..ed b) the Solomomc CrO\\n and to document all honors 
bestowed b) lhe Solomoruc Crown Wttlun the said CoUege. there shall be established the Office of the 
Solomonic King of Anns \\ho shall ba\e authority to appomt such Heralds and Pursui\ants as reqwrcd for 
the proper function of the said CoUcgc1 

GJVen under my band and set ~ith the Imperial Seal.-

The quotation above indicates that there are laws of heraldry in Ethiopia, which are to 

be adhered to whenever a person or an organization is honoured or recognized by the 

Solomonic crown. 

2.5 Identity 

Fletcher and F acetti, ( 1 971) in their introduction to their book on A Pictorial 
Survey of Visual Signals state that "A rose is not a rose. • S3Jd Gertrude Stam m a sunple 
appreciation of the tlo"er It was a \'3in plea because a rose is not onl)· a rose. It is a botanical 
phenomenon, certain!}. but it is also a symbol of the delicate English maiden. it provided emblems for 
royal houses of York and Lancaster "ho '"aged the blood) wars of the Roses, and it became a trademark of 
a chocolate manufacture. It represents ... so many things" 

The reasons why certain objects become symbols and others not, is because they 

have certain characteristics that are associated to them, there are some similarities When 

·a rose is not a rose . ' it could mean that a rose can be a flower that we see with our 

physical eyes, a rose can be used as a symbol of love, today in our modem world, during 

Valentine's Day, weddings and when lovers exchange their love for one another, they 

exchange rose flowers and Rose is a name used by ladies This is not peculiar to the rose. 

but almost everything that man observes he endows with some special significance To 

complement this, Fletcher and Facetti' s (1971) introduction observed that· 

"Indeed a man's \\hole outlook on life can be deduced form the speciaJ identities and values whtch he 
attaches to the objects around him - often unknmm to htmself Thus n bile a middle aged nuddJe class 
father Dl3) recognize and condenm the rebellious image "bleb Ius son creates b) cuJU\'atingloog barr and 

'' canng umse.~ clothes be can remam totaUy blind to the unage '" hicb be himself sustains b)· li\'ing in a 
Mock Tudor house and wcanng an old school tic". 

Is one of the most lllCient Chneban kingdoms In the world -The Emperor ela1ms descent from Klng Solomon and the 

Queen of Sheba The Royal Emblem aUudes to thiS With the Throne of Solomon depiCted •n the centre with a royal orb 
upon 11 - and two angels on either Side as supporters In front of the throne stands the l.Jon of Judah supporting a croes- a 
motif whiCh IS repeated on the Nnonal Flag Below the emblem - .n Amhenc - 18 the legend 'The conquenng lion of the 

tnbe of Juctah • httPJ!www whom w.ukllatJelcM!ags tmb!ems.htm 11 October 2005 
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It is clear that fantasy, pride, illusions and many other human characters all play a 

part in the search for identity for an individual in the world full of many identities Apart 

from this personal identity, there are visual identities that are created by human beings; 

these are communication systems, which are completely independent of words, ranging 

from electrical. organizational, chemical symbols to cattle branding marks, badges and 

tattoos 

Universities and other organizations are accommodating brands, which they 

believe will enable them stand out uniquely and project their vision and missions Most 

of our universities believe in integrity as is evident in their vision and mission statements. 

This can closely be related to individuafs way of identifying themselves; most people 

love to be praised. F letcher and Facetti ' s introduction (1971) observed the same 

sentiments and they state that: 

"For most of us. perhaps the creauon of a trul) unique \isual identity is just a chimera For even a 

destrucme appearance IS often only scemmgly so. Make up rna) distinguish a clown form his audience. but 

it scarccl} enhances his indi\iduahl} Instead. it produces a conventional identity, though one, whlch 

satisfies a deep social need to gne ' face' to a condition or acti\1ty. A \\Ceding and judges ""ill fall within a 

s1milar code of con,entional identificatJon. Yet such group idenbty S)mbols as fashionable haJJ style ''om 

by nulhons of\\ omen do give the indmduaJs at least the sense oflooking like no one except herself'. 

The origin of our identity is an issue that has been widely represented, every 

society, tribe and religion has formulated the creation theory. The Biblical and Koranic 

analogy of Adam and Eve is widely accepted by Christian, Islam and Judaism religious 

In this stories Adam and Eve personify the origins of our identity as men and women. 

2.5. 1 Culture and Identity 

Culture is the man-made part of the environment (Muller 2002) Culture also 

refers to the social heritage of a people that is the learned patterns of thinking. feelings, 

and acting that characterize a population or society, including the expression of these 

patterns in material things (Zanden, 1990). Identity greatly influences our daily 

experience of this world but culture is the determinant Culture is the experience that a 

group of people has developed over a certain time Culture allows a group of people to 

share "What has worked'' {Triandis, 1994) and this includes the way people view 
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themselves and their surroundings Culture therefore affects the way visual symbols are 

created by designers and artists, which creates identities copied from that particular 

culture. 

2.5.2 Culture and design of symbols 

Ethnocentrism is no stranger to nations, tribes, families, cliques, fraternities, 

businesses, churches, and political parties. The idea that "we belong to the ' best people' 

provides a sort of social glue that fasten us together"' (Zanden 1990, 75) It could be the 

reason why there is corporate vanity (Schultz, 2000) whereby every organization is 

striving to be at the top and be recognized through visual identity and corporate branding. 

The quest of who am I? Is this what organizations should be doing? It seems people 

cannot grasp the behaviour of other people if we interpret what they say and do in the 

light of our values, beliefs and motives (Zanden. 1990; 75). It appears every society 

thinks highly about its values and way of life. 

Zanden (1990, 75) summarizes culture as " in sum, culture reflects both the ideas 

we share and everything that we make'' Culture influences how symbols are used. The 

owl for example, is a symbol of wisdom among Europeans; however, for Africa the owl 

is a symbol of bad omen or evil spirit (Mazru~ 1994; 71) Some do understand them for 

example a dove is universally used to symbolize peace, while in Christianity it 

symbolizes the Holy Spirit. But when artists and designers are creating these visual 

symbols do they know their meaning and especially in today' s world? 

In African art was used to convey religious feelings and meanings. It was 

produced in connection with religious ceremonies and rituals, an was sometimes used in 

secret societies, the witch doctors, and rainmakers or in the training of apprentices in 

various skills and professions (Mbithi , 1991 ; 24) All cultures therefore have "something" 

that can be equated to self or identity (Sweder & Bourne, 1984; Fitzgerald, 1993, cited in 

Muller, 2002) Art appreciation can be subjected to familiarity of the observer as Myers 

( 1958) clearly that: " As we become more and more familiar ''i th art. howe,er. \\C ftnd that one of the 

strongest motivatJons in artistic or aestheuc reaction ts the element of recogniuon. This refers onJ} to the 

ob' tous fact that continuous exposure to a given mode of pamtmg or sculpture '"ill tend to make that mode 

more acceptable. It even e:\.1ends to such nruve reactions as attnbutlng excellence to a work of art or IIIllSlC 

mere I~ because we recogmze tts type of st)le. us subject matter or nnel) title.~ 
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Art appreciation or design appreciation can therefore be affected by our culture 

that is our knowledge, our attitude or our beliefs Perhaps it is important for the audience 

to realize that differences in artistic expression are genuine, that they are not due to 

ignorance but rather to varying backgrounds, religions, or social systems They should 

therefore discover the original meaning of a work of art and design before criticizing it. 

According to Myers (1958) the difference between our attitude and attitude of the 

people from other periods are: -

a) Those separate periods had their taste in art Gust as we have ours today) 

b) Our attitude towards their art is conditioned to a great extent by the prevailing 

taste of our own time. 

This is the reason why coats of arms are not appreciated as much compared to 

simple emblem design. Perhaps simple designs are more appreciated by this modern age 

than complex artistic decorations The problem is bow a given period looks on its own art 

and design, and how it looks at the art of another period or culture removed in time or 

space. Furthermore, the way we view the art or design of others is conditioned to a great 

extent by the way we perceive our own, that is, what we consider good or worthwhile. 

The critical question that emerges is whether or not we have a right to criticize and 

condemn any type of artistic taste because it does not conform to our own 

Today the symbols that are designed are very important tools of marketing, 

identity and communication. The process of this identification is called corporate 

identity. A design may not communicate if does not measure up to the contemporary 

standards 

2.6.0 Corporate Identity 

What is corporate identity? The defmition varies from one person to another 

'"Corporate identity is the basis on which the organization is known and understood 

(whether or not deliberate and planned, intentional or unintentional managed well or 

badly), and a means by which corporate personality is expressed" (Olios, 1990) 

Moreover companies such as Daimler- Benz, McDonalds, and General mills rely on a 

strategy of ·essentializing (or capturing) the organization, its products, its history, and its 
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reputation through immediately recognizable symbols (Hirschhorn and Gilmore, 1992). 

This results into an image of an organization. This is an indication of the power of 

S\ mbols in identifying organizations. 

What is corporate image? It is the impression created by the corporate identity. It 

is the perception held of the organization by its audiences. "Identity means the sum of all 

the ways a company chooses to identify itself to all its publics, image on the other hand is 

the perception of the company by these publics" (Margulies. 1977). For the universities 

there is an impression that is created in the mind of the target audience through corporate 

identity 

Today universities in the world are corporate bodies Everything they do transmits 

a message and the outward signs are consistent, if not they lead to ambiguity and 

confusion (Bernstein, 1984). What is corporate personality? It is essentially, who the 

organization is, it is the soul. the persona, the spirit and the culture of the organization 

manifested in some way (Olins I 990). All these forms of identity, are in the quest of who 

am J? In the midst of other organizations there is always a desire to come out strongly 

and be different Who do they say that I am? The quest for identity results in purpose, 

position and recognition The target audience should be able to identify, through 

association and distinguish through corporate personality Schutz et at (2000) expresses 

the same sentiments when be states that: 

The beha\iour that suppons a corporate reputation or brand needs to be more deep!} rooted. It 

needs to rest m the organizauon 's identll} Thus mcreasingl) organu.ations compete based on their ab1hty 

to ex'J)ress who they are and what they stand for. Emotional and symbolic expressiVeness IS becoming part 

oft he e:-.'J)Crieoce of domg busmess. 

Schutz et at (2000~ 1) differentiates corporate identity from organizational 

identity. According to him the roof of corporate identity are found primarily in 

consultancy practice and the field of marketing, whereas organizational identity traces its 

heritage within the field of organization studies. According to Olins (1995) The concept 

of corporate identity therefore refers to how an organization expresses and differentiates 

ttself in relation to its stakeholders Corporate identity can project your things who you 

are, what you do, how you do it and where you want to go. Universities are in the 

business world; therefore they face competition and corporate identity is one of the 

1mportant marketing tools, which universities cannot do without. 
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Organizational identity concept refers to how its members perce1ve and 

understand ' who we are and/or ' what we stand for' as an organization. Basically 

organizationaJ identity draws its roots from corporate identity programmes which has 

expanded to include the employees, that is, the internal stakeholders (Schutz. 2000~ J 3 ). 

Where does perception and art fall in these identity programmes? 

Bahmer (1995) traced the roots of ' visual school' to the graphic design 

community, which traditionally concerned itself with the creation of a company name, 

logo, colour, house style, trade marks and other elements of visual identity program. 

Corporate identity also includes buildings, corporate architecture, design and decor of 

retail outlets, and aspects of products and services such as product design, packaging and 

virtualised behaviour (Olins, 1995~ Argent~ 1998) Recently, sound, touch and smell 

have been added to corporate identity mix Schmitt and Simonson (1 997) noted that the 

characteristic scents of a body shop retail outlet are an intrinsic part of the identity of that 

shop They have replaced the term ' visual identity' with the ' look and feel ' of the 

organization (Schutz et a1 2000; 13). 

Albert and Whether (1985, 263-95)) developed a model of the dual identity 

organization (for example in universities and corporative) in an effort to answer the 

question "What kind of organization is this?" The dual identity organization is both 

normative that is, centered on cultural, education, expressive functions, and utilitarian 

nems that is oriented towards economic production (Schutz, 2000; 15) Organizations are 

working very hard to satisfy the demands of well-crafted identities, be able to adapt, 

modify or alter their identities depending on the market "But who is listening to them? 

And who really cares about the careful and often detailed considerations behind these 

organizational efforts?" (Cheney and Christensen, 1994, 230). Organizations need to 

consider radically the role that their formal communication campaigns play in the market 

of symbols and messages today. 

The quest for distinctiveness and visibility has led organizations to believe that 

their continued success in the market place is contingent upon their ability to justify their 

existence thro ugh powerful corporate symbols. The market has thus become a battlefield 

of brand names, images, emblems and logos each striving to be seen and heard. Cheney 
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and Christensen (1994, 239) observed that organizations are doing the following to be 

heard and win: 

M And as e-q>rcssJOD of 'sen ice or 'customer sen·tce • are DO\\ de wgueur m corporate mission 

statements. orgam«JtJons "ork desperate!) to add distinctiveness to those e.'-pression \\ith adjectlves such 

as 'consultant". ·ever unpronng'. ·sm.thng'. 'Wlquestlonecf. · outrageous'. ' super'. and ' happ} ·· 

Identity management today extends to include governmental agencies, cities, 

social movements and religious denominations. Cities and Nations have catchy slogans 

and identity packages (Kotler, 1987, 12) for example South Africa is referred to as the 

·Rainbow Nation', whereas Nairobi city is referred to as ' the city in the sun' . ln the 

recent years the government of Kenya has been coordinating programmes on national 

branding, making Kenya the best tourist destination in Africa. By placing more emphasis 

on the identity of products or services, organizations clearly hope to add some uniqueness 

or 'soul' to an otherwise anonymous and unstable world of goods and services (Cheney 

and Christensen forthcoming, cited in Schutz et al, 2000). Competition is the main course 

of unstable markets; universities also face these competitions and thus the desire for 

distinctiveness. 

Contemporary organizations feel a need to formulate more clearly their purpose 

through elaborate vision, mission and value statements (Huschhorn and Gilmore, 1992; 

I 04-15). Universities in Kenya are issuing mission and vision statements to their target 

audience in order to create image that attract students, better staff and philanthropy from 

sponsors. Corporate image is the outcome of many communications activities and 

organizational actions. In reality, an organization will have many images not just one, 

because its own interests and contacts affect each targets audience. Although there may 

be differences in the message to different audiences, the underlying image should be 

consistent; the differences between images should be ones of emphasis rather than nature 

(Pickton, 2002; Schutz 2000; Albert and Whetten 1985). 

Organizations usually have detailed policy statements that specify the treatment of 

the corporate logo and shield, even prescribing the exact placement of the plaque with the 

logo in corporate offices (Christensen and Cheney, 1994). It is what they refer to as 

·sacred constellation' of symbols representing the organization. The corporate policy 

seeks to instil ' reverence' and ' awe' for master symbols of the organization. A host of 

organizations do so by insisting that they represent the ' one time• purveyor of a product 
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or service in their industry and that all competitors are merely imitators and impostors 

Identity here is the issue and communication seems to be the ans~er (Christensen and 

Cheney, 1994) Constant attempts by organizations to exploit the positions and identities 

of each other have led to a volatile communication environment Organizations provoke 

constant adjustments of established identities. even when not threatened by imitators 

(Christensen, 1999, 250) Identity related communication has become an imperative in 

almost all sectors of society; it is all about having a distinct identity. (Cheney and 

Christiansen, forthcoming cited in Schult et al. 2000). 

The recurring articulation of identity may be essential to the organization itself, 

but the target audience may not necessarily share the same feelings Schutz et al. (2000) 

feel that sometimes organizations think that they have succeeded in passing on 

m formation when in fact to comes back to them and affects not the intended audience. He 

states that 

1De fact that many orgaruzations now feel a strong need to 'be' on the Internet, even ''hen the)· 

h:l\e nothing to say illustrates this pomt \\ith C)nical clanty· communication is existence. e\eo nhen the 

message is only relevant to the sender.-

Similar sentiments expressed by Baudrillard (1988), states that 

-Formerly we were haunted b)· the fear of resembhng others. of losing ourselves m the cro''d; 

afrrud of conformit) and obsessed nith difference .. All that matters now is Onl} to resemble oneself. to 

find oneself evel)'\\'here. multiplied but lo)al to one's personal formula .. Resemblance is no longer 

concerned n1th others. but rather ''1tb the indlndual m his 'ague resemblance to himself: a resemblance 

born of the uxfhidual's reducuon to Ius simple elements " 

Organizations therefore expect the ' selves ' to be seen and heard everywhere and 

they also ensures consistency Organizations have design manuals to ensure controlling 

behaviour of employees and symbols application (Phelp et al, 1994 cited in Shultz et al, 

2000). The fact that even universities and religious organizations and groups demand 

consist presentation across different audiences and through various media indicate that 

much of corporate communication has developed its own logic (Schutz, 1994) 

Organizational identities are constantly changing through innovation, therefore 

they are ·narratives' The idealized accounts or stories about organization and their self 

perceived role in the market place today is what each organization aspires to archieve 

(Ash forth and Mael 1996; 19-64). Organizations create corporate stories to narrate the 
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ideas of that organization. its vtsion. its origin, and its mission. The story is usually a few 

pages long but deep enough to guide everyone' s behaviour in relation to the organization. 

A well formulated corporate story makes it easier for stakeholders to align everything an 

organization is, does, or say and the way they do it (Holten Larsen and Schultz, 1998). 

The question here about the perception of the outsiders What do they see and 

what is their interpretation about the organization? Are they able to perceive the same 

way the owners do? Many organizations hope that their members will intemalise their 

'narratives', make them their own and perhaps even become ambassadors of the 

organization. Therefore to allow members to re-articulate organizational narratives in an 

apparently open and creative manner is to stimulate identification (Christens and Cheney, 

1994). 

2.7.0 The Laws Of Kenya Governing The College Of Arms 

College of Arms Act commenced on 19th April, 1968. lt was established by an act of 

parliament, to provide for the granting of arms and registration of the same and to 

prohibit the misuse of arms which have been granted In this act "arms" means any coat 

of arms, Crest, Seal or other armorial bearing, other than a specified emblem. "The 

college of arms", means the College of Arms Established by section 3 of this Act 

.. Design" in relation to arms, means the design of the arms and the nature of any device 

thereon and any words or sign written thereon. Application for the grant of arms state 

that: Any person "bo desues a grant of arms lila) appl) therefore to the CoUege of Anns, submitting full 

particulars of the design of the arms applied for. together '"tth the prescribed fee and such further sum as 

the college of arms lila) sttpulate on account of the expense tt rna) mcur m conncctJon mth the appticatJon 

In considering an application for a grant of arms, the College of Arms shall take into 

consideration the following matters 

a) The propnety of the design 

b) Whel.hcr the des1gn resembles that of any other arms registered under this act or granted b) 

autbont) in another counuy or specified emblem. and 

c) Whether the des1gn accords \\ ith the prinClples of bernldr) and is of suffiClent artistic ment to 

warrant a grant of arms. 

The CoUege of Arms may make a grant of arms on application being made to it under 

section 4 of this Act . If it is of the opinion that it is a proper case for a grant. After 
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making a grant of. the College of arms delivers it to registrar of the college for 

registration, and the registrar registers it and delivers it to the applicant. 

~ person '\\ho has rccencd a grant of Arms from the proper authorit) in another count.r) rna) 

appl) to the regislrar for its registration. and the regtstrar. if he is satisfied that the anns do not resemble 

any other arms regtStercd under this Act so as to be likely to mtslead.. may register the grunt accordingly. 

Misuse of arms is considered a serious offense in Kenya as the Act states below 

(I ) Where anns ha'e been registered under thts act. no person other than the grantee or his heirs shall 

display or othennse use those arms exccpe wttb the licence in writing of the grantee. 

(2 > An) person "ho cootra\-eoes subsection (I) of this act shall be guilty of an offence and Liable to a 

fine not exceeding 1he thousand shillings. 

There are tougher measures concerning the National emblems in the National Flag, 

Emblems and names act. This is an Act of Parliament to prevent the improper use of the 

'\jat ional flag and of cenain emblems, names, words and likenesses for professional and 

commercial purposes, and to prohibit the display of cenain flags. However this research 

confined itself to universities more than to National emblems. 

Summary 

Symbolism is the practice of signifying a thing by means of something else that stands 

for it In allegory, the sign is aJways something other than the thing signified. The study 

of Semiotics is divided into three areas pragmatics, semantics and syntactic Pragmatism 

JS the study of the origin. common uses and communicative effects of signs Semantics is 

an area of semiotics in which a researcher attempts to determine the significance of signs 

within and throughout various cultures Syntactic is the study of the ways signs are 

combined with each other to form complex messages Communication also refers to the 

process which people transmit information, ideas, attitudes and mental states to one 

another. It includes all those verbal and non-verbal processes by which messages are sent 

and received. The concept of corporate identity refers to how an organization expresses 

and differentiates itself in relation to its stakeholders Corporate identity can project the 

following whom you are, what you do. bow you do it and where you want to go. The 

College of Arms Act provides for the grant of arms and the registration of the same, to 

prohibit the misuse of arms, which have been granted in Kenya. 
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3.0 History Of University Education In Kenya 

In this chapter information on selected universities is analysed based on the 

emblem, which represents these universities Data collected in the field of these emblems 

were analysed using descriptive statistics This consists of measure of central tendency 

and percentages and conclusions were based on subjective knowledge obtamed from 

literature review 

3.1.0 University Of airobi 

The University of Nairobi owes its origin to several developments in higher 

education within the country and the region. The idea of an institution for higher learning 

tn Kenya goes back to 1947 when the Kenya colonial Government drew up a plan for the 

establishment of a technical and commercial institute in Nairobi. By 1949, this plan had 

grown into an East African concept aimed at providing higher technical education for the 

region In September 1951, a Royal Charter was issued to the Royal Technical College of 

East Africa and the foundation stone of the college was laid in April 1952, during the 

same peri<XL the Asian Community of East Africa was also planning to build a College 

for Arts, Science and Commerce as a living memorial to Mahatma Gandhi To avoid 

duplication of efforts, Gandhi Memorial Academy Society agreed to merge interests with 

those of the East African Governments Thus, the Gandhi Memorial Academy was 

incorporated into the Royal Technical College of East Africa in April 1954, and the 

college proceeded to open its doors to the first intake of students in April 19569
. 

According to a public relations officer, Ms Njeri Muhoro, the emblem had to 

reflect the royal ideology and thi s is more evident with the use of coat of arms, which is 

British in origm. The views of the Indian community had an effect on the coat of arm; 

they desired a memorial that would be an institution of higher academic education 

opened to the children of all races in East Africa This is depicted on the emblem with 

three hands holding together, one for Africans, one for Asians and one for Europeans as a 

symbol ofracial unity. 

9 h•tp mn, .Uonbiac.ke 511 JUly 2005 
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Soon after the arrival of students at the college. the pattern of higher education in 

East Africa came under scrutiny. Through the recommendation of a working party 

formed in 1958, chaired by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of London, Sir John 

Lockwood. the Royal Technical College of East Africa was transformed On 25th June 

196 J. the College became the second University College in East Africa. under the name 

'Royal College Nairobi. The University of East Africa was inaugurated on June 201
h 

1963. at a colourful ceremony that also involved the installation of it chancellor, Dr. 

Julius Kabarage Nyerere (Varsity Focus.2004) The ceremony also inaugurated the 

University College, Nairobi, the others being Dares Salaam and Makerere. Varsity focus 

(2004). According to the public relations officer, the other East Africa states had to be 

represented on the emblem They were represented with different national symbols, lion 

for Kenya, giraffe for Tanzania and golden crested Crane for Uganda 

The Royal College 1\iairobi was renamed "University College, Nairobi" on 20th 

\1ay 1964 On the attainment of "University College" status. the institution prepared 

students for bachelor's degrees awarded by the University of London. while also 

continuing to offer college diploma programmes The University College Nairobi , 

provided educational opportunities in this capacity until 1966 when it began preparing 

students exclusively for degrees of the University of East Africa, with the exception of 

the Department of domestic science. 

With effect from 1st July 1970, the University of East Africa was dissolved and 

the three East African countries set up their national Universities This development saw 

the birth of the University of Nairobi set up by an Act of Parliament According to the 

publ ic relations officer, the emblem has under gone different versions since then but 

retaming the same concept lt is just recently that the university reverted to its original 

vers10n because it was inconsistent and thus confusing Designers have not able to create 

the same as the original emblem but different individual styles are reflected in these 

emblems 

Since 1970, the University of Nairobi has seen many innovations, which have 

contributed to its development and that of the nation It has grown from a faculty based 

uni"ersity serving a student population of 2.768(2,584 undergraduate and 184 post 

graduate students). to a college focused university serving 22,000 students in the 2001/02 
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Academic Year (about 17,200 undergraduate and 4.800 postgraduate students). The 

\ ision of University of 1\airobi is related to the emblem as it mentions about education 

contribution to the East Africa states as indicated below: 

3.1.2 Vision 

To be a leading centre of e.xcellcnce m the purswt. dC\elopmenL dissemination and preservation 

of knowledge, tnsptred and gmded b) Afncan values. and comrruttcd to the \irtucs of qualtt)' and 

relenlllce: and to contribute to the dynamtc socio-econorruc and cultural de\'elopment of Kenya, East 

Africa. Africa and the world atlarge.10 

3.1 Place Identity of the University of Nairobi 

According to Varsity focus (2004) it state that: Dr. Julius Nyerere the chancellor in 1963, 
emphasized that the university wouJd play a part in building a federation and breaking 
down racial prejudice .. it had a definite role to play in development in East Africa and 
while drawing on ideas outside, it must direct its energies particularly towards meeting 
the needs of East Africa . The university must be a center of objective criticism and 
thinking and in aH its research and teaching, the university would have to be as objective 
as humanely as possible. Dr. Nyerere emphasized on unity as stated below: 

1n hltQ II\\' . Uonbi .ac.ke 5111 july 2005 
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· It 1s a hard and challcngmg tasl \\luch this wu\·crsrty has to accept. Its mcmbcf'5 must SCI"\C F.ast Africa as 

meruals. collecting and di~minating the facts "e ought to want Al the same time, the) must be torch 
bearers of our soc1ct~ and the protectors of the flame should \\C, m our urg~. endanger tts brightness". 

'-.;ot only \\as the university to serve East Africa but also to draw ideas from outside, the 

concept of three torches representing three universities that appear on the emblem are in 

the chancellor's speech. that they must keep on burning. 

3.1.1 Mission 

.. To maantru.n a lc.-.dcrslup role m the pursuit of knowledge through quality and rclc\ant teaching. 
research development. consultanC} and community sel"\ice."11 According to the University of 
:--rairobi's vice chancellor in his message cited in the University of Nairobi Alumni 
association Newsletter of June 2005, the concept of marketing of the university comes 
out clearly, he stated that "Uru\'emucs like other UlStitutions m the pubhc sector arc greatJ)' 

challenged to rethink rc\ tSJl and change thctr approach in the management of thctr affaus Th.ls ts against 
the backgroood of dccbmng exchequer funding which calls for radical change in the way M conduct our 
affairs to a more busmcss- like- manner. The Uni,·ersit) of Nairobi has made a bold and unshakable 
decJston to face up to th1s challenge through the de,elopment and implementation of thls strategic plan 
Among the key partners m the implcmc01auon of this strategic plan is the Alumw associauon. wh1ch \\e 
beltc'e has nhat it takes to enable the unhersit). fl3\;gate the road to transformation". 

The University of Nairobi offers high-level human resource training for Kenya 

and Africa not only in the traditional areas but also some highly specialized areas e g. 

Actuarial Science, Diplomacy and International Relations not catered for by any other 

institution of higher learning in the country and the region. One of the best ways for this 

university to market itself is through corporate identity, and this is possible only when the 

university has an emblem that communicates accurately. It is clear that the history, vision 

and objectives of the University ofNairobi contributed very much in the emblem design. 

11 hup ""'"·Uonbi ac.ke s~· jUI)2005 
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3.2 Univenity of Nairobi emblem 

The clacriptioll or die U.mnity .r NalreiH'• coat olanu 

According to the Public Relations Officer to whom the researcher was referred to 

as an authority in this area, she stated that the emblem wu designed based upon the 

heritage of this university. The brief had to do with royal college, service to three East 

Africa countries, the concept of education and the racial integration. The designer who 

was commissioned to design the emblem was Mr.F.V. Foit from the department of 

Desi~ university of Nairobi. The lion repmentJ Kenya, the golden crown crane 

represents Uganda and the giraffe represents Tanzania. The PRO stated that the three 

torches repraented the three universities and they were not suppoted to go off; education 

should never go off but keep on burning. Red was the colour of graduation gown. The 

book stood for k:nowtedge acquired at the university. The shield was for excellence; green 

colour signified our land of plenty, yellow or gold signifies refinement and excellence. 

The flowers indicated below the coat of arms are for the glory; the freshness and the 

gJory flowers give in the morning. The helmet or the hat is for achievement to represent 

graduation. The three bands represent racial unity or integration of the different races 

involved in the establishment of the University of Nairobi. The motto translated from 

Latin "Unitate et Iabore .. , united to labour goes well with the emblem. 
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Kenyatta University is located 16 kilometers from Nairobi on the Nairobi- Thika 

Highway. The history of the University dates back to 1965 when the British Templer 

Barracks was converted into an Institution of higher learning known as Kenyatta 

University CoUege. Kenyatta University CoUege was mandated to offer both secondary 

and teacher education. Kenyatta University College was elevated to a constituent college 

of the University of Nairobi in 1970 and admitted its first batch of 200 students in 1972 

to pursue studies leading to the Bachelor of education degree of the University of 

Nairobi. 

Due to these developments, SI and SA Teachers' Certificate courses were phased 

out by 1975 to give way to the Bachelor of Education degree prgramme and a two--year 

undergraduate Diploma in Education programme. The Diploma programme was 

implemented to alleviate an ac;ute shortage of Science and special subjects (Kiswahili, 
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Mustc Fine Art etc.) teachers in the Secondary Schools. There were insufficient number 

of students with degree entry qualifications and no degree programmes existed then in 

~orne of those areas In July, 1978, the Government transferred the Faculty of Education 

of the Umversity of '1\iairobi to Kenyatta University College Campus As a result, the 

College became the only institution training teachers at both undergraduate and 

postgraduate levels In 1985. Kenyatta University College was made a full-fledged 

University and was renamed Kenyatta Cniversity Today Kenyatta University is the 

second largest University in Kenya and has about 8,000 students The University offers 

degrees in the Schools of Education, Arts, Science, Home Economics, Environmental 

Studies and commerce All the faculties offer Bachelors, Masters and Ph D. 

3.2.1 Kenyatta University: Objectives 

1. To provide directly or in collaboration with other institutions of higher learning 

facilities for university education including technology and professional education 

and research. 

2 To provide and advance university education and training of appropriately 

qualified candidates leading to the award of degrees, diplomas and certificates and 

such other qualifications as the university council and senate shall from time to 

time determine in doing so, contribute to the manpower needs of Kenya. 

3 To conduct examinations for and to grant such academic awards as may be 

provided for in the statutes. 

4 To participate in the discovery, transmission, and preservations of knowledge and 

to stimulate cultural and intellectual life of the society 

5 To determine who may teach and what may be taught and how it may be taught 

in the university. 

6 . To plan an effective role in the development and expansion of opportunities to 

Kenyan' s wishing to continue with their education. 12 

•= lnformatJon acquired from the lntemel includes the objecti\es and the map shoning uru,·crs•ues. 
lttp \\\\"pub he aastatc cdu/ mmwan.w/obJ: hlr 22nd Jul} 2005 
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3.3 Dift'ereat veniou Kellyatta Ullivenity emblem 

3.l.l A Description of Kenyatta Univenity's Emblem 

.. It Wll dcsigacd by Profalor Grqory MakD a lecturer at ICcayaUa Uoivmity. It was Isler re

designed by some members of the Fine Art department at Kcnyatta University. It is a symbol of power and 

tradition in the t.Dd r1 the pioocerios pRCidcat of tbc rqJUblic of Kenya and the fly whisk. Tbc map, lhidd 

and the book symbolize sovereignty, education and protection or guarding against ignorance, illiteracy and 

diJcae; we must pmca educaltioa. Tbc elcpbaat iJ JDIIIi\-e aod tbe lioo iiiU'ODIIO symbolize power, 

pride and strength. The elephant is massive yet bumble, intelligent and does not forget The lion is a king in 

animal kiQsdom; tbe two anjnwk arc p~ ecbation., wbicb ia It tbc top or zeaith. K.alya il derived 

from mount Kinnyaga (now Mount Kenya), this is 'wbefe God Ngai d\\-ells'. The belt in Maasai is called 

K.inyatti, tbe bell is dcconltcd in Af'tic3l ooloun ... Mr. JohnS Mayienga and Dr Samuel Maine 

gave above information during an interview, they are lecturers at the University of 

Nairobi. 
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3.3 E&erton Univenity 

3.3.1 Historical Penpective. 

Egerton University, the oldest institution of higher learning in Kenya, baa a long 

tradition of scholarship and academic excellence Founded in 1939, the institution traces 

itJ roou to the generosity of Lord Maurice Egerton of Tatton who donated 300 hectares 

(740 acres) of his estate. Lord Egerton had bought the land from Lord Delarnere. 

Originally it was intended as a school for training white European youth for careen in 

agriculture. It was then known as Egerton Farm School. 

3.4 Eprt011 -ivenity emblem 

The Lord Egerton name has been bequeathed to the University, in addition to the 

family coat of arms, Sic Donee (Thus Until), which has continued as the University 

motto.13 The researcher was not able to get information about the symbolic forms of the 

EgertOn University emblem from the administration; therefore the emblem is not 

described in details. 

13 information about the history and the photographs were acquired from the internet 
ht·p '"' 1\ ,C&;non .~~,;.kc/aboutEUJiustrc~ 
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3.5 I.A>rd Iaurice Eoerton ofTauon 

In 1939, the first three students were admitted and accommodated in makeshift 

buildings. The constructton of permanent buildings began in 1940, when 45 students 

were admitted The school was temporarily closed after the Second World War in 1945. 

After the war, short courses ~ere organized for the returning ex-war veterans so as to 

equip them with agricultural skill s The first European certificate course was started in 

March 1946 with 46 students The nine-month course continued up to 1949 ln 1949, the 

School was upgraded from a farm School to a College and the curriculum extended to 

offer both a certificate and a diploma course in agriculture. In 1950, with the permission 

of Lord Egerton, the name 'School' was changed to 'College' In 1952, a one-year 

certificate course and a two-year diploma course in agriculture were being offered 

3.6 Egerton niHrsity, the Lord Egerton Ca~tle. gata. i\\akuru. 

The Egerton Agricultural College Ordinance was enacted in 1955, thereafter a 

Board of Governors was appointed During the same period, diploma courses simi lar to 

the );ational Diploma in Agriculture provided at Agricultural College in the UK were 

started ln 1958 Lord Egerton bequeathed an additional 445 Hectares (I, 100 acres) of his 

"Jgongongeri farm to the College. The College opened its doors to all races in Kenya In 

addition, College faci lities were to be made available to students from other countries in 
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Africa The courses offered at the time were agricultural engineering, animal husbandry, 

dairy technology, forestry and management The Board at the same time embarked on a 

polic}' of Africanization During the same year the College admitted 3 I 2 students from 

Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Malawi and Nigeria. Funding for the College was from the 

annual subvention from the Kenya Government, fees and donations from various sources 

In 1966 while Sir Michael Blundel was the Chairman of the Board of Governors, 

the first African Principal Dr William Odongo Omamo, was appointed. In 1979, the 

Government of Kenya and USAID funded the expansion of College. 

1 ~0\1 \Lii\ 

I 
• 

/;1 

1A11iZANJ \ 

3.2 Egerton UniHrsity main campus and constituent colleges 
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The Agricultural College was gazetted as a constituent college of the University 

"~ f a arobt an 1986 and 1987. the University was established as a full-fledged 

University by an Act of Parliament. Today, the University has expanded to include 

Laikipaa, Kisii, Kenyatta campus and Nakuru Town Campuses. u See locations on the 

map above 

3.4 A Brief History Of Catholic University Of Eastern Africa 

The Catholic Lniversity of Eastern Africa (CUEA), like most other universities, started in 

a modest way It commenced as a graduate school of theology known as the Catholic 

Higher Institute of Eastern Africa (CHIEA). The Institute (CJIIEA) was founded in 1984 

by the regional ecclesiastical authority known as the Association of Member Episcopal 

Conferences of Eastern Africa (AMECEA). Eritrea. Ethiopia, Kenya, MaJawi. Sudan, 

Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia are the member countries of AMECEA. 

On 2 May 1984, CHIEA was authorized by the Congregation for Catholic Education, 

Vatican City (cf Prot. N 821/80/34), to offer two-year Licentiate/MA programmes in 

Theology On 3rd September of the same year, Rt Rev Bishop Madaldo Mazombwe the 

then Chairman of AMECEA officially inaugurated it On 18 August 1985, Pope John 

Paul H formally opened it In 1986, the Graduate School of Theology started negotiations 

v ... ith the Commission for Higher Education in Kenya towards the establishment of the 

Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA). 

In 1989, the Institute obtained the "Letter of Interim Authority" as the first step 

towards its establishment as a private university. After three years of intensive 

negotiations between the Authority of the Graduate School of Theology (CHIEA) and the 

Commission for Higher Education, the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences was 

established The climax of the negotiations was a granting of the Civil Charter to CHIEA 

on 3 November 1992 This marked the birth of the university as a private institution. In 

1-1 - f. 
lnfOI'llWlon from the unnenrt~ ·, ·~~ Pro MlTllrm f. K 

B. \. (:\all'llbl). 1\l.Ed.. D Ed ( l bn'atd). ()Q\1,; 

Ill 1".1 "Uiut updllcd O.:toba IS 2004 for ul\ commrnu or m~oos ple:i\C "nrc lo "•hma er .czrnonad;c 
1 &cnc1•l nt\-cait\ 200:;: ~oos. h t " on. 1.. houtl:.l 'In ~ 
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2002. the Faculties of Science and Commerce were established. Then in 2003, the Center 

for Social Justice & ethics was established. 

3. 7 Cadlolic Ullivenity or Euten Africa a.blem 

3.4.1 Philosophy of the Institution 

"CUEA is founded on the philoeophy of the Catholic Higher Education which 

stresses free search for the whole truth about nature, humanity and God. It promotes 

exploration of~ path of knowledge, and is cooscious of being preceded by him who 

is "They Way, the Truth and the Life." Our conviction is that the spirit of the Lord enables 

human beings - through the development of their intelligence and talents - to find 

meaning in life". The whole idea of religion is reflected on the emblem, the cross which 

is formed by the acrolls and the Bible on it written signs of Greek's Alpha and Omega 

meaning Beginning and the End.u The university's emblem is reflected in their vision 

and objectives, which states that: '"The UDivmily is an iastrumc:Dt of 1iberaboo ancl tnuJsfonnadoa of 

people in their social, cultural, political. economic and religious dimensions. It is an academic agent for 

creating kDowlcdac and prnclncing pbda who .re ~ le8dcn for tbe clut* and eoc:idy". 

15 http://www.C!JCC! cdu. 5* July 200j 
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Different African colours and patterns reflect the region this univer ity is situated and it 

~erYe!l, the name is also appropriate, note ·Eastern Africa·. Religion is represented by the 

cross the bible and also with the symbols of Alpha and Omega (Beginning and End). 

3.4.2 Objectives and Functions ofthe University 

CUEA aspires to serve local and international communities by confronting 

perpleJting issues and proposing solutions to some of the great problems facing societies 

and cultures It provides facilities and opportunities to scholars to share the joy of 

searching for. discovering and communicating knowledge In addition, its Christian 

inspiration enables the university to promote a moral, spiritual and religious dimension in 

1ts research, teaching and community service. It thus aims at producing an authentic 

labour force capable of contributing to economic. political, social and national 

development goals that protect and enrich human dignity T n the pursuit of these 

objectives, the university administers examinations, and grants degrees, diplomas, 

certificates and other awards16 

1
h http "'"' cu~ ex 5'' Jul) 2005 
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3.8 Place identity of the Catholic University of Eastern Africa 

3.5 Jomo Kenyatta University Of Agriculture And Technology 

Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT) is situated in 

Juja, 36 Km Northeast ofNairobi. The institution was started in 1981, as a middle level 

college, awarding diploma certificates in Agricultural Engineering, Food Technology, 

Horticulture, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. Currently, the University has 

three faculties and a school The faculties' are-: Agriculture, Engineering, Science and the 

School of Architecture and Building Sciences. It also has various institutes and centres, 

which offer market-driven courses In response to changing market demands, new 

undergraduate programmes have been developed in various faculties to meet the 

challenges. The new curriculum is: Geomatic, Mechatronic and Electronics and 

Computer Engineering. Others are, Food Science and Nutrition, Biomechanical and 
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~he COS\" heel represents technology: maize green colour represents agriculture, and 

mount Kenva for the region it is situated and an expression of staying on top In 1988, the 

then Jomo Kenvatta College became a constituent college of Kenyatta University and in 

994. tt was transformed into a University through an Act of Parliament. JKl' AT's 

\fJssion is to be a leading University in Training, Research and Innovation in the fields of 

Agriculture, Engineering, Applied Sciences, Technology, and Enterprise Development to 

suit the needs of a dynamic World". The University's Vision is to become a "World-class 

institution for Development". 

3.6 niversity Of Eastern Africa Baraton 

The University of Eastern Africa, Baraton, a Seventh-day Adventist institution of 

higher learning, sees as its mission the provision and advancement of quality education 

for its Seventh-day Adventist constituency in Eastern Africa and students from other 

religious, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds who wish to attend and benefit from its 

holist ic educational approach in preparation for service to the Church and society at large 

The University offers degree programmes in liberal arts and sciences as well as a wide 

variety of selected programmes leading to careers in the public and private sectors It 

encourages academic excellence by providing qualified educators distinguished for their 

mtellectual competence, vitality and professional commitment, and by creating an 

environment conducive to learning, research and the attainment of its wider educational 

objectives It provides further opportunities for the development of critical, creative, 

independent and sound professional habits among the students. 

3.6.1 UEAB Mission Statement 

The University seeks to promote a lifestyle in harmony with its ideals and creates 

a framework for the nurturing of moral values within the Adventist context through the 

ntegration of faith and learning. ln addition, the University aims to be of benefit to the 

\'<ider intellectual and cultural community by preparing students to appreciate humanity, 

the essence and value of life, the diversity of cultures, as well as a desire to integrate 

acqUired knowledge or scholarship with service to humanity. 
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3.6.2 Nature of Kaowiedae 

All true knowledge has its source in God and is made available to man through a 

variety of channels. This knowledge enables man to appreciate life and to face problems 

that arise. It includes university's heritage from the past as well as the knowledge 

obtained from contiming research. The University eeeks to provide an opportunity for 

developing proficiency in discovering knowledge that is relevant to life. 

3.6.3 Tbe Role aldie Uaivenity 

The University of Eastern Africa, Baraton is designated to serve the Seventh-day 

Adventist Church by offering courses that are relevant to the training of its workers, 

including leaders and administrators. The university's vice-Chancellor Doctor Timothy 

McDonald cited in the thild exhibition by Kenyan universities- exhibition catalogue 

August 2004; 75, he states that: "The mission of UEAB is the provision and advancement of a 

holistic Cl1ristian quality ~ for men aad womea, with tbe aim of equippins tbcm wilb DCC c,.ry 

slcills for sen ice to God and Human ldnd. The prime mission of the unh'erSity is to provide and advance a 

holistic Christian education to equip its gradaalel with necc.ary skills for quality ecrvicc. Tbc currico1um 

underscores a harmonious de\--elopment of all faculties of mind via the spiritual. intellectual, physical and 

IOCial ... 

3.11 Univenity ofEutem Africa Baraton emblem 

3.6.4 Delcripdoll of tile aawenity of Eatera Africa BaratH e.blem 
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The emblem depicts a graduate with fire around the head. This is reflected in the 

mtversity's philosophy. which states, "All true knowledge has its source from God" . 

fhe same fire on the head of the graduate. symbolizes the spiritual fire imparting 

knov.Jedge and the motto ofUEAB, which is mental, physical and spiritual. 

3.7 tratbmore University 

Strathmore College was started in 1961 as an Advanced-level Sixth Form College 

offering Science and Arts subjects by a group of professionals, who formed a charitable 

Educational Trust (now the Strathmore Educational Trust). Saint Josemaria Escriva. 

founder of Opus Dei, inspired and encouraged them to start the College. In March 1966, 

the first intake of Accountancy students. twenty-five in number, joined the Sixth Form 

students, and began preparing for the examinations of the UK-based Association of 

Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) These first Accountancy students were 

sponsored by Shell East Africa. BAT (East Africa ) and the East African Breweries At 

this time, Strathmore College was unique as a fully integrated post-Form 4 institution 

offering both academic and professional courses. 

In October 1982, oY..ing to the increased demand from companies for the 

professional training of their employees. the College began evening courses m 

\ccountancy after normal working hours, with 60 students sponsored by various 

companies In 1986, in response to a request by the Trustees, the Government of 

Kenya donated 5 acres of land on Ole Sangale Road, Madaraka Estate. The European 

Union (EU) and the Italian Government agreed to back the Madaraka Campus project 

The donors were keen to support a co-educational College that would offer courses in 

\ 1anagement and Accountancy Kianda College, an undertaking of Kianda Foundation, 

Y..hich was planning new developments at the time, agreed to run their professional 

courses in the new Madaraka campus Construction of the new campus commenced in 

September 1989. Meanwhile, in January 1991, the Information Technology Centre was 

started in the Lavington Campus to run computer courses leading to the Institute for the 

\1anagement of Information Systems (formerly Institute of Data Processing 

\1anagement) Diploma and Higher Diploma In January 1992 a Distance Learning Centre 
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was opaled to offer correspoodence COW'Iel in Accountancy to students who ere unable 

to attend lectures In January 1993 Strathmore College merged with Kianda College and 

moved to Ole Sangale R.oa.L Madaraka Estate. 

The emblem is full of meaning: 

Lioll is the symbol of strength and courage, and of the determined 

fight for excellence and justice. It also represents Kenya, our country, 

which strives to attain all tbe qualities mentioned above. 

The Rote in full bloom represents love, the source of all good desires 

and actions, even if at tunes this means loving sacrifice, as represented 

by the thorns. The rose bas a supernatural meaning too. Love, with 

capital letters, is love of God The rose also bas a historical meaning 

associated with the life of Saint Josemarla Escriv3, foundetofQruts De1, 

wbo inspired and encouraged the people who started Stnlt.Utore: be 

once received a divine sign in the form of a carved gilded rose in a vety 

tJying moment of his life. 
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The 1'llree Beuu tepesem the t.brce races which. an 1961 wben the 

Uruversuy started. were segregated in the colonial S)"Slem of education. 

The heart tepesenls the person, since it is takm as the ~ of all our 

actions, and the source of 10\·e. The fact that the three hearts all have the 

same colour sbows the equality of all people and thetr aun to lO\·e and 

understand each other At the beginning it clearly pointed at the target of 

I'3C1al unity Today it symbolises the common aim of parents, teachers 

and students in the educabooal process of Strathmore. 

The Motto "lit Offflla """"'lild" is Latin. It is a quotation from a 

passage of the Gospel and means "1'11111 all lNG)' be OM". It e.x:presses 

our desire to work together towards the same aim, an spite of personal 

differences or opinion. tasleS and backgrounds. 

The coloun in heraldry (the science dealing with coats of anns) have associated meanings as foUows: 

Yellow (Gold) Gold means eternity, perfection. 

Bille (Azure) Sky blue means high ideals. high aims. 

Red (Gules) Blood red means saaifice, love, fortitude. 

3. 7 .l Miuioa State~Bet~t 

" We dedJcate ourselves to operate as a non-profit orgaoi7Jition, provide an all-round quality education in an 

atmospbete « fnxdom and relpOIIIibility, aatc a callure of continuous impoYement, fOiter bigb JDOnll 

standards and develop a spirit of service and respect for others." 
11 

11 Major reference, map and pbotograpby about Stlat.bmore are from the I.ntemet, 

h!.!Q W\\\'t strntlimorc cdu';tO<_,ut/indcx html Marc:b 2, 2~ 
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3.3 The map 3.13 the place identity of tbe Strathmore University Nairobi 

3.8 African Nazarene University 

3.8.1 A Short History of ANU 
In the early 1980' s, the challenges that the Nazarene Church saw in Africa 

demanded setting up training facility for the clergy. As a result the Church set out to 

establish an institution of Higher Education. In its Africa-wide search for a suitable 

location. the Kenya 1985 Universities Act provision for establishment of a private 

university provided a ready answer 

In 1985, the General Board of the Church of the Nazarene established an 

education commission to plan for the development of Nazarene education facilities 

around the world. This move set the stage for the Kenya venture. The church leaders 

began negotiations with the Commission for Higher Education in Kenya with a view to 

establishing a degree awarding institution. After consideration of the Church' s request the 
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CommissiOn advised the church to open i\ liberal arts institution. The foundation for the 

development of Africa Nazarene University was thus laid. In 1987, in the middle of the 

great Maasai savannah, with giraffes and antelopes grazing in the background Or 

Hannon Schmelzenbach envisaged an expansive Christian University with students from 

different parts of the continent This was to eventually become Africa Nazarene 

University Seventy acres of land were bought and prepar:-tions for its development were 

made. The Commission for Higher Education advised that a Board of Trustees be 

established to guarantee the autonomy of the University from either the State or any other 

body The Board of Trustees was registered in January 1990 

The next major step in this development was the preparation of the proposal for 

the University, which was done by a sub-committee of eight prominent Kenyan 

professors headed by Prof John Marangu After three years of hard work during which 

the proposal was developed, discussed and revised. the Letter of Interim Authority to 

operate a University was granted by the Commission for Higher Education on 23rd 

November 1993, thereby making ANU the first institution to seek a charter under the new 

l,;niversity Act With Dr. Martha John as the Vice-Chancellor, ANU opened its doors in 

August 1994 with 63 pioneer students taking courses in Theology, Business 

Administration, and Master of Arts degree in Religion. In August 1995, a Bachelor of 

Science Degree programme in Computer Science was added with 42 students. 

Prof Leah T. Marangu was installed as the Vice-Chancellor in January 1997. 

Under her inspiring and able leadership student enrolment increased from the pioneer 

class of 63 in 1994 to around 700 from 18 countries in 2004 The Government of Kenya 

awarded a Charter the University on 8th October 2002 All along the university has 

endeavored to fulfill its mission by providing quality education. facilitating activities and 

guiding the students in the values of serving God and mankind. The ftrst graduation took 

place in 1998 and by the last graduation ceremony held on 21st May 2004, 459 students, 

many of whom have established their own enterprises and become employers, have 

passed through the institution 
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3 .8.2 Mission 

The mJSSion of Africa Nazarene University is to provide a holistic education that 

develops individuals academically, spiritually, culturally and physically and to equip 

them with excellent skills. competencies and Christian values which will enable them to 

go into the world well prepared to meet the challenges of their time. 

3 .8.3 Vision 

Africa Nazarene University's vision is to be a light to the people of Africa through higher 

education grounded in the Wesleyan-Holiness tradition. Africa Nazarene University, will 

be the University of Choice for Christians desiring academic excelJence, and will produce 

individuals of character and integrity of heart. Africa Nazarene University will be a place 

where lives will be transformed for service and leadership to make a difference in Africa 

and the world 

3 .8.4 Philosophy 

According to the Church of the Nazarene Manual 1995, the mandate for higher education 

institutions by the Church of the Nazarene is to inculcate the value and dignity of human 

life, and provide an environment in which people can be redeemed and enriched 

intellectually, spiritually and physically, that is, made holy, useful to the master and 

prepared to do any good work (2 Timothy 2 :21) Africa Nazarene University's philosophy 

is based on Christian principles, which are in harmony with the doctrine of the Church of 

the Nazarene Therefore, the operations of Africa Nazarene University are guided by 

tenets, which accept that 

A Christian philosophy of education rests upon an understanding of holy living; 

Education is one of the piJlars of Christian life that is essential for discipleship, Education 

is the process of enabling a student to be transformed into an integrated, intelligent 

Individual that Christ wants him or her to be; The integration of faith and learning 

nurtures students toward intellectual maturity and moral integrity while at the same time 

instilli ng the desire to become life-long learners (the Church of Nazarene Manual, 1995) 
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3.14 Alricu Nazareae a.biM 

An interview with the administration revealed the foJiowing: The vice chancellor 

and the university artist who is also an employee of the university designed the emblem. 

The brief given to the artist was to take care of the vision and the mission of Africa 

Nazarene University. The adminiatrator strongly believe that the emblem represents their 

university; the cross that symbolizes holistic education, lantern lamp lighting Africa 

which symbolize tbat the university is transforming students who will give light to 

Africa. The Bible doubles up as a book that symbolizes Knowledge and the holistic life 

that comes along with knowledge. 

3.9 Analysis Of Data 

Data collected from four categories or groups ten professional Graphic designers, 

thirty design students in colleges, thirty secondary school students and thirty-employed 

and business people, in addition eight university administrators. The names of these eight 

universities were blocked out before presenting the emblem to interviewees. 

3.9.1 Profaaioul Gt'aplale delipen 

They reflected a great knowledge in advertising as well as corporate design. A 

sample was drawn from a population of professional graphic designers in Nairobi. Three 

of these designers own design firms. These designers at one point have designed an 
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eli"blem for an organization. a company, or even the government: some had designed 

m re than three. 

3. 9.2 Emblem Recognition and Association 

The following are the percentage representation of Professional designers· 

opmion on universities emblem recognition and association: here the name and motto of 

a university's emblem were blocked out. 

(a) Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 

Six1y percent were convinced that Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and 

Technology emblem represents Moi University 200/o had no idea which university it 

represented and 200/o were able to identify. Therefore. 200/o were correct. 

(b) Catholic University 

Sixty percent had no idea about the emblem representing, identifying Catholic 

T..:niversity. 20% gave it a wrong guess answer as representing Methodist University and 

African Nazarene Only 200/o were able to identify it correctly. Therefore, 20% correct. 

(c) Kenyatta University 

Seventy percent were able to identify correctly Kenyatta University 20% had no idea and 

l OO;o gave a wrong guess 

(d) Egerton University 

Eighty percent were able to identify Egerton University that is, 10% gave a wrong guess 

and 10% had no idea. 

(e) University ofEastem Africa Baraton 

"\o des1gner or 1 000/o were able to identify the emblem of Baraton University 

(f) Strathmore University 

Fort)' Percent were able to identify Strathmore emblem, 60°/o had no idea about the 

emblem 

(g) African Nazarene University 

F1fty percentage practicing designers were able to identify the emblem of African 

'azarene University. and 50% had no idea. 

(h) University ofNairobi 
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I 

I 

:\ •nety percentage practicing designers were able to identify the emblem of the 

L mversuy of atrobt, 10 % had no idea 

3.9.3 Design and Creativity of Emblems 

The table 

Ratmg JK.UAT 

\ good 

Good 

Fair/ 

Poor 

Vef) poor 

0001< 
OOo/c 

II) 7001< 

0 

0 

0 -c:: 6QOA 
Q) 

0 

0 '0 50o/c c:: 

1001o 

7~o 

200'o 

-
-

UO.N Catholic 

I 30% 20% 

..WO/o ·«>% 

30% ~0% 

- -
- -

K.U. 

100/o 

200/o I 
500/o 

10% 

10% 

0 0 4QOf< c. - r -
~ 3001< 
.... 20% 

0 

0 

0 1001< 
()Of<, 

[ ~ . 
a 

-
-

t- -·rl II 
h b c 

Strnthmorc &raton 

100/o - I 

20% 10% 

50% ~lo 

10% 30% 

10% 20% 

-
--

- ~ 

-.-. I~ I 
f e g 

Dv. good • GoocJ D Fair/ 0 Poor • Very poorj 

Where a - Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technoloro 

b - Catholic University of Eastern Afnca c- Kenyaua Universtty 

d - Egerton Universil) e -Univcrstty of Eastern Africa Baraton 

A.N.U Egerton 

200/o 20% 

800/o ~0% 

- 40% 

- -
- -

i 

:-

:-

1-

d 

f - Strathmore University g- African Nazarene UruversJty b - University ofNatrobi 

3.9.4 Symbolic identification of emblems 

(a) Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology emblem 
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E ighty percent were able to recognize the symbols representing Agriculture that is 

rna ze, green colour and mountain and the gear, which to them symbolized technology. 

Se\enty percent had a feeling that it was simple and ten percent had a feeling that it was 

easy to reproduce and economical because it had only three colours Twenty percent were 

opposed to the idea. tenned it as too simple. and therefore does not communicate any 

academics taught at the university 

(b) Catholic University of Eastern Africa emblem 

Seventy percent complained that it was too crowded or rather complicated Eighty 

percent of the same sample was able to identify the symbols representing Catholic 

relrgion. which are the cross and the Bible. Forty percent were able to identify African 

colour scheme, patterns or motifs and the shield. Only one was able to notice the symbol 

Alpha and Omega on the emblem 

(c) Kenyatta University emblem 

Stxty percent were able to identify the symbols that they believed represent Kenyatta 

University. The main symbol is Kenya' s first president's flywhisk, which they feel 

represents the name Kenyatta Other symbols are a book, which is said to be small, map 

of Kenya to show that it is a Kenyan university and animals, which symbolize Kenya. 

The proportions of the animals were criticized and their relevance in academics Colour 

used was also described as not pleasant and it is crowded, and that it is ·too tradluonar. 

(d) Egerton University emblem 

Etghty percent were able to identify symbols that represent Egerton University where the 

main course offered is agriculture. which is represented by two maize crops and 

education, is represented by the book. Design was praised as being proportional and 

symmetrically balanced It is also artistic and clear. However, it was criticised for using 

the founder 's emblem Lord Egerton as it reflected Neo-colonialism as puts it "a m•xturc of 

traditional Kenya and coloruaJ 1dcas." Four designers opposed the use of Lord Egerton's 

emblem and one designer was not convinced by one symbol on the emblem to be 

representing academics 
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(e) Baraton University emblem 

The designers criticized the emblem as congested, not eye catching. it has a confusing 

concept, and it lacks balance and proportions The emblem does not reflect any 

academics; the colours are not pleasing to the eye. The symbols used are not clear, as 

questions asked were like .. is somebody burning?" It is ' weak', lacks creatmt) , looks ltke a rubber 

stamp and 1t is not easy to interpret. 

(f) Strathmore University emblem 

O nly twenty percent designers were convinced that the symbols do identify the 

uniVersity. The rose symbolizes education bloom and the heart shows the nature of the 

college. As expressed by one· "People are well taken care of" The lion is meant to symbolize 

Kenya. However, eight were of the idea that symbols were wrongly used, as expressed 

by a number "what has a rose flower to do with academics?" ''It fits to represent a 

Nursery School." "I expected to see monetary symbols and books to reflect business 

oriented university." To some the colours were not pleasing and that it reflected British 

monarchial ideas. 

(g) African Nazarene University emblem 

Sixty percent designers agreed that the symbols used suggest education and the name 

used. The light and book represent education and enlightenment. Two crosses represent 

sptrituality or religion (religious institution). It is simple, straightforward and easier to 

reproduce. It is easier to make seals and stamps out of it. It was criticized by three 

designers that: the book was hurriedly done, all the symbols represents a Christian 

organization and not a university, a suggestion that the book and the cross should be 

placed together was made and the lamp in the centre was not clear; .. What is that in the 

ccnrrc... I don't know!" 

(h) University ofNairobi emblem 

The emblem was regarded as creative artistic masterpiece by fifty percent. Symbols for 

academics are the book on top of the three torches. It is balanced, appeals to the eye and 

memorable after you have seen it before. Only ten percent designer was able to relate it 

to the three East African countries, Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. His comments were 

-~ow that East Africa lS being I'C\<1Ved. it can be useful but at 1.be moment the wtiversity's emblem is out 
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dated •· Fifty percent designers criticized it, as an emblem that is crowded, not easy to 

reproduce, and will easily loose details when reduced in size. It is not representing 

umversity of Nairobi but rather similar to city council of Nairobi emblem or one 

representing Uganda. It has many competing elements and too much colour is used 

3.9.5 Rating of Colour to Black And Whites 

Si,iy percent regarded colour to be significant and that is communicated better than black 

and white in all the emblems. The following are the reasons why they choose colour 

(a) Different colours invoke different reactions and bring out the uniqueness. 

(b) Colours appeal and give the symbols value. 

(c) It is easier to relate colour with the brand 

(d) Colour creates an aesthetic appeal 

(e) It brings out taste and passion. 

(f) It is attractive, clear and mixes weU. 

There were those who had mixed reactions concerning application of colour or black and 

~hite. Three designers suggested that Catholic University of Eastern Africa and Baraton 

Lniversity were better and communicated clearer in black and white than in colour. The 

reasons were that their value stands out whereby different symbols can easily be 

recognized. One can be able to distinguish one element from another and it makes them 

appear clearer. It is easier to relate to symbol to its natural colour in our mind when 

using black and white than the colours, which was used in these emblems, which are not 

realistic but abstract. Only one designer felt all the black and whites are better in 

communication than the coloured emblems. The examples the designer gave were: "'How 

can a map of Africa be red? Does it mean that Afnca is a desert and a harsh place to live mT This was 

in reference to the emblem of African Nazarene. "How can a lion be red?" This is in 

reference to the lion on Egerton University's emblem. The designer's opinion was that 

black and white illustrates the emblems clearer. 

3.9.6 Culture and emblems 
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All designers had a strong feeling that every emblem should be designed to reflect 

the culture or way of life of that institution it represents In addition. because they are 

created through inspiration from that particular surrounding or environment, 

consequently it was rephrased by one designer that, most emblems should always depict 

thetr place of origin and the nature of the institution they represent " It tS unportant th.'lt it 

reflect culture because many people prefer to identif) themsel\'es \\lth their own emblem or logo." 

Examples that were given are Catholic University of Eastern Africa emblem that reflects 

African culture because of the choice of colour and patterns. The shield is also African. 

Egerton University has the emblem of the founder of the college Lord Egerton 

incorporated, therefore, it reflects a strong European heritage Kenyatta University 

emblem has a lot of colour that depicts its artistic culture and the symbol of a hand and 

flywhisk symbolizing the name of that institution acquired from the first president of 

Kenya. The belt and wildlife reflect the rich culture of Kenyans 

However, one designer criticized University ofNairobi ' s emblem that it ought to 

be a universal emblem not only designed to represent a Kenyan university. According to 

this designer Kenya has no culture therefore all universities are meant to serve all people 

and should not have cultural identities However, his other opinion was that when \\<e 

generalize and do put it individually then the lion can be used to represent Kenya. but 

should not be on ethnic lines or grouping. The use of scrolls for writing names and 

"mottos" were criticized, the designers felt it was a foreign idea and colonialist in nature. 

3.9. 7 Place value of emblems 

Eighty percent were convinced that an emblem does contributed to the success of 

a university it represents, because it identifies the university and therefore it is easier to 

dtstinguish one from the others, especially through what it depicts like, stability, growth, 

and spirituality Emblems also depict the courses offered in these universities apart from 

character or what they stand for and who they are; for example J K.U.A.T offers courses 

in agriculture and technology, therefore it is easier for one to associate the symbols with 

the courses 

According to the head of design in Government he stated that: Emblems can be used 

for corporate 1denuty: reproduction can be done on T -slurts. caps. brief cases. banners. sta.oonencs. and 
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other promotional ucms A studem or a staff of the uniYersi~ can buy them just as gtfis and even outstdcrs 

can bll) these items Just to feel proud and be associated "'ith the institution ln other Mrds. tl is a prestige 

to have a univcrsit) umbrella than to ha\'c local ones. e\'eo though the) arc made of the same materials: 

the' appeal to the bu) crs Th~ appeal to the bu)ers because of the reputation that institution has 

de\ eloped over years. AltemaUYel). perhaps e\ en OYer a short period. because of their aggres.siYe 

markenng strategies Another designer gave a statement that illustrates the value of 

emblems: "Once one appreciates sometlung he or she owns" People appreciate only what they 

thtnk can add value to their lives and not just anything that they come across. Another 

designer believes people rarely enroll in universities because of their emblem, perhaps in 

the case of military colleges. 

3.9.8 Recommendation 

Designers felt that since practically every country is embracing globalization and that we 

are living in an electronic age and thus an e-world, whereby the computer is the main 

gadget used, Kenya universities emblems should be changed to adapt these new trends. 

They felt that the majority of these emblems need to be refined and a little simplification 

especially the emblems of University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University, and Catholic 

University ofEastern Africa. 

It was observed that public universities were using symbols that are a lmost 

simi lar, it bas either a mountain or a lion, which should not be the case as each is meant 

to be unique. Just because these emblems are not exposed to the audience through 

advertising, they are not easily identified. The Strathmore University emblem was easily 

identified because of the aggressive marketing strategies through advertisement. even 

though it has no significant symbolic elements to indicate an academic institution. 

The following are view given by designers concerning each university. 

(a) Catholic University: Thirty percent felt that it should be re-designed and made 

simpler and it should also put more emphasis on educational symbols as opposed to 

religious. 

(b) J.KU.AT: Thirty percent designers were of the view that it should be re-designed 

because it is too simple and that it does not have any academic symbols. 
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(c) University of "airobi: Forty percent designers had a strong feehng that emblem 

should be r~designed . That it is old and irrelevant as it has symbolic elements that 

do not reflect academic affiliations/ attributes . university of Nairobi needs a simpler 

logo that can be easily reproduced and used in the e-world (computer websites) 

without loosing its details ~Let n S)mboliLe something and not a peacock.~ Expressed a 

disgusted designer 

(d) Baraton University AJJ designers felt that the emblem needs to be re-designed to 

reflect academic values of the university, because there is lack of creativity in it 

(e) African Nazarene University: Thirty percent felt it should be re-designed because 

it lacked creativity; it is like a computer copy and paste piece of work 

(f) Egerton University: Twenty percent designers felt that it need to be redesigned 

because its elements lack unity and there is no dominant symbol to represent 

education 

(g) Kenyatta University: Thirty percent felt it should be re-designed, the emblem is 

too heavy and busy therefore some elements need to be removed and thus made a 

little simpler 

<h) Strathmore University Forty percent think it needs to be re-designed because, the 

symbols used do not at all reflect academic qualities. Strathmore's black outline is 

too thick it should be made thinner and the motto should join the emblem, at the 

moment it appears separated, therefore this emblem lacks unity. 

3.10 Analysis of design student in colleges and universities 

The information below depicts knowledge. It was used to rate the ability of 

des1gn students to distinguish between various visual symbols names given to emblems 

used by universities in Kenya Thirty students were interviewed and the number of 

respondents and percentages are indicated in the table below. Bold figures indicate the 

correctly identified. The table below shows opinions of graphic design students from 

University of Nairobi and Buru Buru institute of Fine Arts (BIF A) about institutions 
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the~ emblems represent. Bold figures indicate the number of respondents who accurately 

rcxognized the symbols. 

F\ iqJaJ S\mbol I a b c d e 

LOGO .w•;. 6.67°1. 10% 23.33% .ro•lo 
COAT OF ARMS I - 3667% 73.33°/o l3.JJ~. -
E\1BLEM I 333% 16.67% 6 67% - 10% 

TRADE MARK 16.67% - - 3.33% -
, SEAL I - 6.67~o - 3.33~o 3.33% 

BADGE I ~7 6?0/o 30% 3.33% ~0% 36.67% 

r-.;O IDEA 13.33% 3.33% 6.67% 6.670/o 10% 

Where a - Jomo Kert)atta Universit) of Agriculture and Tcchnolo8) 

b- Catholic Uruvemty of Eastern Africa c - Kenyatta Uruversity 

d -Egerton Uru\"erstty e - Baraton Uruverslty of Eastern Africa 

r g 
13.33% 63.33°/o 
2J.JJ% -
10% 6.67% 
3.33% -
3.33% 3 33% 
-'6.6?0/o 2333% 

- 3.33% 

f - St.ralhmore Uoiversrt) g - African Nazarene UniYersity b - University of Nairobi. 

80% 

70% 

60% 
.__, --

! 
c 50% -
~ , 

40% c -- -- - 1-

8. 30% e-- - - t- -
I 

20% - r- - t- r- - ~- -
10% t- f- - ~- r-

m~ l "f rh 1- - f- fll' 
0% lrO ~a[ I . _t nr~ rl • :n. II 

a b c d e f g H 
-

•COATOFARMS oEMBLEM_=] oLOGO l 0 TRADE MARK • SEAL o BADGE 
•NO IDEA 
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3.1 0.1 Identifications of universities by Design students 

The graph and the table below indicate the number of respondents who were able 

to identify emblems as those representing universities and not any other organizations 

Name a b c d e 
Compan) 50% - - 100/o 16.67% 

Organiz.ation 30% 33.33% 36.67% 300/o 16.670/o 

Institution 10% 3.33% 16.670/o 10% 10% 

C niversuv 6.67% 3.33% 16.67% 23.Jlo/e 6.67% 

School 3.33% 16.670/o 3.33% 23.33% 30% 

College - 100/o - - -
Others - 33.33% 26.67% 3.33% 6.67% 

Where a - Jomo Kenyatta Uruversdy of Agriculture and Tecbnolog) 

b - Catholic University of Eastern Africa c - Kenyatta University 

d - Egerton Un.iversit) e - Baraton University of Eastern Africa 

f 2 B 
3.33% - -
16.67% 700/o 13.33% 

lO% - 20% 

26.67% 10% 60% 
36.67% - 3.33% 
3.33% 6.67% -
3.33% 13.33% 3.33% 

f - Strathmore Universtt) g - African Nv..arene Uruversit) b - UniversJt) ofNairobt. 

~~ 

.tl c 
Q) , 
c 
0 
c. ., 
Q) .. 

I 

l 

70.00o/o l 
60.00°/o 
50.00% 
40.00% 
30.00°k 
20.00o/o 
10.00% l o 0 .00°/o I 

a 

-
r-1 

I 

b c 

,...... ~ 

'--

---·- >-

--- 1 
-

n I I -~ 
I I 

d e f 9 H 

universities 

L --------------------------------------------------~ 
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3.10.2 Identification of univenities emblems by name 

~"arne Rilbt idtatifacation Wront idcntifacation 

•• Jomo Ken)atta Uruversny of Agriculture and 5~· !10% 

~cchnolo~ 
b Catholic Uni,ersJty of Eastern Afnca 53.33% 46.67o/. 

L Kefl\-atta Umvers1~ 33.33% 66.67•/o 

~ Egerton Uol\ ersJl\ 36.670/e 63.JJ·Io 

c Baraton UruvetSJ~ of Eastern Africa 300/o 70o/e 

f Slrathmore Unhersih 5~o !10% 

g African N:u..arene Universi~ 43.33% 56.67% 

h University of Nairobi 90% lOo/o 

100% l 
90% --
80% 

I 
700AI 
60% 

50% 

f 400AI 
30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 
a b c d e f g h 

o Right identification • Wrong identification 

Where a - Jomo Kenyatta Uni' ersit) of Agriculture and Technology 

b- Catbohc University of Eastern Afnca c - Kenyatta Uru,·eTSlt) 

d -Egerton Universll) e -Univcrs•t) of Eastern Africa Baraton 

r- Strathmore Univers•t) ~ -Mrican Nazarene UnncrsJt) 

b- Unl\erstt) ofNairobi . 

University of Nairobi visual symbol was easily identified~ because out of thirty design 

<itudents only three were not able to identify the emblem Catholic University, 

()trathmore University and Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 

were averagely identified Baraton University emblem was the least identified 
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3.10.3 Rating of design and creativity 

Name Vtr') good Good AH~rage Poor Vt') 

POOr 
a Jomo Ken)alta Univcrsit) of 10% 16.67% 53.33% 16.67% 3.33% 

AmcuJture and Technologv 
-~ Catbohc Uruversat\ of Eastern Africa 16.67% 60% 1 3.33~• 10% -
c Kemaua Universal) - 20% 63.33% 3.33% 3.33% 

d Egerton Uruvcrsih lJ.JJo/o 43.33% J~o 3.33% -
c Baratoo Uruvel'Slt\ of Eastern Africa - 10% 200/o 53.33% 16.67% 

f Strathmore University 33.33~. JJ.JJ % 300/o 3.33% -
g African Nazarene UruversatY 10% JO% 5333% 6.67% -
h Unn·ersil'. of Naaroba 36.67°/e JO% 2667% 6.67% -

-70o/o j 
60o/o 
50°/o 
40°/o 
30°/o 
20% 
10°/o 

-

-
-

--

r-

~~ 
r--

- -- f - - f----. -

Oo/o T f- lT- 1-- ~·-·1 
f-

h T -.. t-. l 
• ' I • • I 

a b c d e f g 

OVery good •Good DAverage DPoor •very poor 
----"-----'" 

Where a - Jomo KcO)atta Uni"crsaty of Agriculture and Technology 

b - Catholic Uruvcrsil) of Eastern Afnca c - Ken}alla University 

d - Egerton Umversil) e - Universal) of Eastern Africa Baraton 

f - Strathmore Uruvel'Slt) g - African Na.t.arene Universit). 

h - u niversit) of Nairoba 

__, 

I~ 

h 

h 

Emblems were subjected to rating, which was based on the opinions of designers. A 

designer had to consider the principles and elements of art and design: the assumption 

v.as that they can be able to evaluate or critic the emblems, taking into consideration 

symbolism 
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3.1 0.4 Rating of Colour a nd Black And White 

r-;:;:-, une Better m a>lour Better in all Better m black & 
"hite 

a Jomo Kenyatta Universit) of Agnculture and 83 33% 3.33% 13.33% 
Tcchnolog) 
b Catholic Universit'l of Eastern Africa 76.67% 6.67% 16.67% 

c Ken,-att.a UnJ\ ersll\ 76.6~8 6 .67% 16.67% 

d Egerton Universit\ 70% 10% 20% 

c Baraton Unncrsit) of Eastern Africa 56.671'/o 3.33% 40% 

f Strathmore University 83.33% 3 33% 13.33% 

g African Nazarene Universitv 83.33% 3.33% 1313% 

h Universit) of Nauobi 73.33~o 6.67% 20% 

90.00% 
80.00% , 70.00% ... 
60.00% c: 

Q) , 50.00% 
c: 
0 40.00% a. 

30.00% 

= ... 20.00% 
10.00% 
0.00% 

a b c d e f 9 h 

f 0 Better in cololl' • Better i n~ 0 Better in black & ~ 
\\.'here a - Jomo Kcnyatta Uni,crsll) of Agriculture and Technolog} 

b- Catholic UniversJty of Eastern Afnca c - Kenyatta University 

d- Egerton University e -Uni\'ersity of Eastern Africa Baraton 

f - Strathmore Universil} g - African Ncuarene Univcrsit) 

b- University of Nairobi. 

The table and graph above indicates that majority preferred colour visual symbols to 

black and white. A visual identity may communicate clearly to the viewer based upon the 

version it is appearing; to different designers colour or black and white appealed to them 

differently. 
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3.10.5 Definition of corporate Identity 

Design students from BIF A were all able to define what they understood by the word 

corporate identity, this is a key area where symbolism is taught. Their definition and that 

one from University of Nairobi Student were aJmost similar Only one design student 

from the University of Nairobi was not able to define. Her basic reason was that they had 

not been taught in class Definitions were captivating and aJI mentioned symbols that 

identify various companies, institutions or organizations The key words in these 

definitions were to differentiate, to distinguish, for recognition, to identify, to 

represent, symbolic words or type, organization's image, bouse colours or bouse 

styles. 

3.10.6 Design methodology used in colleges and at tbe university level 

Tertiary design students' design processes had to do with the process of work given in a 

classroom situation; however, they were not as detailed as the ones given by professional 

designers. They all agreed that it is necessary to follow a design process and at the same 

time, they had learnt about it in their respective colleges or at the university leveL 

Thirteen percent students from BIF A mentioned the client, whom the designer has 

to discuss with during the process and before final design piece is produced. Thirteen 

percent mentioned the same from University of Nairobi. However, thirteen percent 

University of Nairobi do not know exactly how the process flows, therefore they were 

unable to outline properly for instance; example one. 

·'Yes we have learnt and this ts the process one begms by choosmg a title, symbols, designing it, 

sketching and the ftnal piece". 

E:xample two: 

"Yes I do follow dcs1gn process and this is use of colour and balance." 

This second example seems to have no idea exactly what design process is all about. 
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3.1 0. 7 Symbolic npression of the emblems 

l"_ame S·uaboliut N ol S\ mboli7.c 
a. Jomo Kenyatta Uni\ crsit) of Agriculture and 90% 6.67•/e 

_2.<.~hnolog} 

....£. CathoLic Uruversrt\ of Eastern Africa 83.33% 16.67% 
-

c Kenvatta Umverstl} 6667% JJ.JJ•;. 

d. Egerton Uruversm 86.6~o 10% 

c Baratoo Unherstt\ of Eastern Africa 36 .67% 63.33~. 

f Strathmore Uoiversil) 43.33% ~67•t. 

g Afncan Nazarene Unnersitv 76.67% 16.67~. 

h. Uruvemty ofNarrobt SOO/o 4J.JJo/. 

100% 
90% 
80% 

"' - 70% 
c 60% .. Q) 
'0 
c 50% 
0 c. 40% 
"' Cl) 30% • '-

20% 
10% 
0% 

a b c d e f 9 h 

, o Symbolizes • Not symbolize o no 1dea 

\\ lrcrc a- Jomo Kcn)atta Uruversit) of Agriculture and Technology 

b • Catholtc UnJ\CfSJt) of Eastern Africa c - Kcnyatta Unhcrsil) 

d -Egerton Untvcrsrty e - Barn ton Uruversity of Eastern Africa 

r- Strathmore Uru\crsil) g - Afncan Na.t.arene Uohcrsil) 

b - University of Natrobt 

no idea 
3.33% 

-
-
3.33% 

-
-
3.33% 
3.33% 

The bold figures in the table represent the hypothesis stated earlier, that there is no 

relationship between the visual symbols and the universities they represent, however the 

majority of the emblems symbolizes their universities 
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(a) Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology was rated the best 

because the symbols used and colour represented technology (gear) and agriculture 

(maize and green colour). The critics wanted to know why only maize and not any 

other crop was used to symbolize agriculture. They were strongly convinced that the 

maize and the gear represented main courses offered at JK.U.AT 

(b ) Catholic University of Eastern Africa (C U.E.A) visual symbols were described 

as one, which strongly symbolizes the aspirations of the university. The reasons were 

because there is a bible, a cross, a shield and African patterns and colours (black. 

brown and light brown) One criticized for the use of ' zigzag' patterns that did not 

reflect education and yet another one was not convinced except for the symbols at the 

centre of the book 

( c l Kenyatta University visual symbols were regarded by the majority to represent 

the institution because of the founding father of the nation Jomo Kenyatta's fly 

whisk, lion and the elephant signifying strength, achievement and potential. Mount 

Kenya representing the country Kenya, where the university is situated Green colour 

used representing a place of greener pasture. However it was criticised for poor 

animal representations, they appear as if fighting from the shield It is too crowded 

with symbols and too many colours. There is not symbol, which strongly represent 

education that is the main course offered in different disciplines 

(d l Egerton University visual symbols were rated as the second best in terms of 

symbols used The main reasons given are, the maize represents agriculture and the 

green used alongside maize also represents agriculture. The book represents 

education and the lion represents strength and pride. Critics had their own opinion 

for example what has a lion to do with agriculture, why only maize and not any other 

crop? These are some of the views presented· .. the lion is qwte genenc and hardly pin points 

the e~ct funcuoo of the JDStltUllon~ . "Is this book a btble or any other book'~"' '1'he hon is more 

COnspiCUOUS than the maize ... 

(c) Baraton University visual symbols were rated the worst in terms of symbolism. 

The symbols used do not reflect the educational aspiration of the institutiort This 
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emblem Y.as criticised for poor choice of colour, it is crowded, and the symbols do 

not reflect theology and education. However there are those who were able to 

recognize the symbols; one designer said that ' there is a flame to represent God' another 

designer saw it as a candle light to represent light in education. yet another saw a 

bible. the flame and a man dressed in a robe. Another designer praised the use of 

colour which were referred as "cool colours" 

The following are views of three design students when they asked to comment on this 

emblem: 

Destgner one 

.. Not I cam make head or tail of the emblem, it is too cr<n\ded " 

Designer two 

Yes' There is a Bible. the flame and the black robe to show that rt is an education (111e0logy) 

mstnuuon. 

Designer three. 

"Not The symbols are not clear, the words are congested to The whole thing is total confusion." 

Nearly all respondents disliked the emblem immediately they looked at it, (at first 

glance). They reacted negatively about it even before the researcher could ask them 

to give their opinion 

(fJ Strathmore University emblem It was mostly criticized because of the symbols 

used. especially a rose flower and love hearts. They are not symbolizing education 

courses offered there especially business oriented courses whlch Strathmore offers 

However it was regarded as successful because it is well balanced has good choice of 

colour, it is popular because it is well advertised, and it is simple and clear The lion 

is a good choice because it symbolizes Kenya and since it is a university located in 

Kenya. The following are some of the comments that designers had to make when 

they were asked if the symbols identify this university· 

Designer one. 

"Yest lt ts sunple and designed to be of an mstituUoo oflugher standards". 

Destgner two 

"Not ltts not symbolic at all II tt offers business related courses. It should depict business symbols .. 

Designer three: 

" '\o' Wbats up mlh the 10\-e bearts and a roseT 
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Majority expressed a good feeling about the emblem, indicating that they are familiar 

with it because they have seen it repeatedly through advertisement. 

(g) African Nazarene University emblem was regarded by the majority (77.67%) as 

a good logo. The following are the elements that made it popular· good use of white 

space, the two crosses symbolized theology, the bible or book symbolized education 

and theology, Africa continent is well represented by the map It is simple, organized 

and the burning lamp represented enlightening. However it was also criticized for 

being too simple, the red colour does not symbolize Africa The elements are 

scattered and the map of Africa is over emphasized The following are comments 

made by designers when they were asked to state whether or not the symbols used 

were appropriate: 

Destgner one 

.. Yes. there is a map of Africa and a ' bird fl)ing· to bring light to Africa and also the cross."' 

Designer two 

"Yes there ts a b1ble and a cross.. but I can't comprehend the 'kettle' ltke figure. The ' kettle" is 

actuall} a lamp 

Destgner three. 

''Yes. there is a map of Africa. there is a b1ble to represent religion and is it a lamp! I don't know." 

The researcher is of the opinion that the figure of a lamp used perhaps is not 

appropriate because not is not easy to figure out or the designer should have used a 

simpler and commonly used lamp 

(hJ University ofNairobi emblem. This emblem is average with 50% of the 

destgners stating that the symbols used do actually represent or symbolize the 

education offered and the university's aspirations to remain as one of the best 

universities in this region. The following are the reasons given to support this 

emblem: the torches are the light for future, the crane represents pride and beauty or 

prestige, giraffe represents the educational achievements or height one is likely to get 

whtle at the university The book on top is to reflect education and the use of 

different elements and colour reflects the nature of different courses offered at the 

untversity. 

The emblem was criticized for being overcrowded, whereby it had used many 
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elements Design students also did not see why the university had to use the giraffe 

and the crane, which makes the emblem to look like the one used by City Council of 

Nairobt. 

The following are some of the comments made by different design students when 

they \\ere asked to comment on the emblem. 

Designer one 

-yes. the S) mbol tS appropriate because in regard to history. but not clear in regard to the current 

tdeologtes or mtsston statement of the mstitution." 

Designer two 

~No. there are too many S) mbols and elements "hich obscure the meaning of the entire S) mbol. .. 

Designer three. 

··~o. 111s somehow comphcated. it is confusing that is not to understand what it means." 

Designer four 

~y cs. the elements used do S)mbohze the uni\ersity, because the} sho" African heritage and courses 

offered" 

The emblem was interpreted directly the way it was perceived, however only one 

could relate it to the history of this university. As a result the designer could be able 

to interpret the different animals shown on the emblem and what they stood for. This 

student is from the University of Nairobi. 

3.1 0.8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Name Re-detiped Retain d~ip modification 

a Jomo Kenyatta Uni\ersil:) of Agriculture and 20% 53.33% 26.670/o 

Technolo&l 
b Catholic Univcrst(} of Eastern Africa 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 

c Kenyatta Univcrs•tv 43.33% 23.33% 3~.33% 

d Egerton Unnerslll 300'0 43.33% 26.67l'/o 

c Baratoo u ru,crsm of Eastern Africa ~0 6.67% 3333% 

f StraUunore Uruvcrsity 40% 26.670/o 33.33% 

_g African Nazarene UniversitY 23.33% 46.670/o 300/o 

h Uru,crsih ofNaarobi 33.33% 23.33% 43.33% 
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Where a- Jomo Kenyatta Uruversity of Agriculture and Technology 

b -Catholic University of Eastern Africa c - Kcnyarta University 

d - Egerton University e -University of Eastern Africa Balaton 

f - Strathmore University g- African Nazarene University 

b - University of Nairobi. 

The following are some of the comments and recommendations made by Design 

students. 

(a) Student one 

··Most logos are not "'ell represented as their S)>mbols. colours and wordings slightly do not unify and also 

are not straight forward. Those that need redesigmng include. Catholic Uruversity. Kenyana Universit) . 

Egerton University. Baraton University, Strathmore and University of Nairobi." 

(b) Student two· 

"Apart from J.K.U.A.T emblem all the others need re-desigrung m tbe name of improvement to make Lhcm 

contemporary and suit them to modem trends. nus does not mean completely discarding but just 

improvement and modernization". 

(c) Student three· 

'lbey can be corrected by making them simpler to communicate their objectives but maintam some of their 

structures" 

(d) Student fouc 

··Some of the Logos are good and should not be interfered They include J .KU.A.T, Egerton University and 

African Nazarene University University of Nrurobi and Catholic Uruvemt) need to be simpler and 
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atuacu,·e HO\\C\cr. Baraton and Sl.rnthmore Uni\'Crs.LU~ require total rc-dCSJgning because they lack 

appeal and good composition ... 

These are but only a few comments expressed by students, which were randomly selected 

from this population of thirty design students, fifteen from Buruburu Institute of fine Arts 

(BIFA) and the University of Nairobi. 

3.11 Analysis of Secondary schools on emblems 

Information below measured their knowledge in different symbols used for 

identification The majority expressed that they had not been keen to differentiate the 

different terms used in design At Highway Secondary School, the researcher had a 

privilege to interview eight art and design students They all did not know what a seal 

and a trademark are. However, they had learnt about Coat of arms, logo, badge a nd the 

meaning of word emblem, which they defined as a general term for all these visual 

representations. 

I ~ame Coat or arms Logo Emblem Badge Seal Trade No idea 
Mark 

a 6.67% 30% - 16.670/o 16.67% 26.67% 3.33% 

b 100/o to•;. 3.33% 63.33% 6.67% - 6.67% 

L c 63.33% 13.33% - 3.33% 3.33% 6.67% 10% 

d 10% 13.33% - 56.67% - 13.33% 6.67% 

c - 20o/o - 20% ~0% 13.33% 6.67% 

f - 20% 1-3.33% 5333% 6.67% 10% 6.67% 

g - 30% - 200/o 1667% 2667% 6.67% 

h 33.33°.4 13.33% - 26.67% 3.33% 3.33% 20% 
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f 0 Coat of arms 
•seal 

a. b. c. 

• Logo 
OTrade Mark 

d. e. 

O Emblem 
• No idea 

Where a - Jomo Kenyana University of Agriculture and Technology 

b- Cathohc Univcrsaty of Eastern Africa c- Kcnyatta University 

d - Egerton Uni·verstt) e - Baraton Uru\ersat} of Eastern Afnca 

f. g. 

O Badge 

f - Suathmore Unnersit} g - Afncan Nazarene University b- Uruversat} ofNairoba. 

3.11.1 Association and Re<:ogoitioo 

Name Organization Schools Company Uni\·ersit\· lnstitution 

a 23.33% - 36.67% 13.33-Je 3,33% 

b . 30% 13.33% 3.33% 26.67°/e 3.33% 

c 50% 3.33% - 2J.33o/o 6 67% 

d 13.33% 23.33% l3.33o/o 23.33% -
e 30% 3.33% 16.67"/o 6.67-J. 3.33% 

f. 23.33% 16 670/o 10% 16.67% -
g . -U>.67% - 10% 1 13.33% 6.67% 

h 13.33% 3.33% 10% 504Yo 3.33% 

Wl1crc a - Jomo Kcll)atta Uru\ersity of Agnculture and Technolo& 

b -Catholic Uru,·ersaty of Eastern Afnca c - KeD}atta Uni\erstty 

d - Egerton Universal)' e - Baratoo Uru\ersil) of Eastern Afnca 

f - SLrathmore Um,crsit) g - African Nazarene Uruversat) 

b - l;ruverSJt} of 'Natroba 
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information in the table and graph above was to measure association and recognition It 

was to find out what the student thinks the emblem could be representing or associated 

Most of these respondents were shocked to find out that all the emblems represented 

universities in Kenya University ofNairobi emblem was easily associated because they 

had seen it repeatedly for years. 

3.11.2 Emblem's Identification and Recognition 

~ame Right identification VVron2identirKation No idea. 

a 23.33~o 26.67% 50% 

b 33.33% 20% 46.670/o 

c 36.67% -W";o 2133% 

d 20% 36.61'1. 43.33% 

c 13.33% 30°1o 56.670/o 

I f 33.33% 16.67% 50% 

g . 33.33% 26.67% 40% 

h 300/o 2667% 43.33% 
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0 R~ght identification • 'Mung identification D No idea. 
-----

Where a Jomo Kenyatta Unh·crsiry of AgricuJturc and Technolog} 

b - Calhohc Uru\'erstt) of Eastern Africa c - Kenyatta Uoivers1ty 

d - Egerton Uru\ ersit) e - UmversJt)' of Eastern Africa Baraton 

f - Strathmore Univernl) g- African Nazarene University 

b - Gnivcrstt} of Nairotu. 

9 h. 

Information above was to find out whether or not the emblems used identify the 

uni , ersities. This information clear shows that these students were not able to identify the 

emblem with the university. The names and the mottos ofthe universities were not given 

or even mentioned. The observation made was that many of these respondents were 

guessing the names as they were mixing for example ~unl\·crsJt)' of Uganda mstcad of 

Unnersil) ofN3Jfobi'' and - African Nurse!) Um,ersity' U1Stead of African Nat..arene Uru,ersit)" 

3.11.3 Emblem's Design and Creativity 

~ame Yen good Good A'eragel fair Poor Yen ooor 

a 13.33°/o JOO/o -'6.6~1 6 .67% 3.33% 

b 36.67% SO% 6.67% 6 .67% -
c 30o/o 46.67% 13.33% 10% -
d 23.33°..4 SO% 26.67% - -
c 10°/o 33.33% 100/o 43.33% 3 33~. 

lf 1041/o 43.33% 43.33% - 3.33% 

g 20% 60% 16.67% - 3.33% 

II 43.33•..4 43.33% 100/o - 3.33% 
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Where a - Jomo Kenyatta Universlt) of Agriculture and Technology 

b - C'alhohc Unhersity of Eastern Africa c- Kcn)atta Unl\ersity 

d - Egerton Uru"ersit) e - Unn-ersily of Eastern Afnca Baraton 

f - Suathmorc Universit) g - African Nazarene University 

b - Unhei'Sity of Nairobi. 

h. 

Students rated design of the symbols without the name and the motto. The names of the 

vanous universities were not disclosed to avoid bias. University of Nairobi' s emblem 

was rated the best considering the number of those who voted it as the best design was 

the highest, which is thirteen representing 43 66% of all students. Many recommended 

that the vtsual symbol for Baraton University should be re-designed 

3.11.4 Symbolic Identification 

(a) The respondents felt that the symbols used for Jomo Kenyatta University of 

Agriculture and Technology was appropriate. The main reason was maize symbol 

and green colour, which represents agriculture and the gear wheel that represents 

technology. Three were not convinced citing lack of beauty poor choice of colour 

and symbols The respondents gave their comments after relating the name of the 

university to the emblem and features illustrated on each Ninety percent agreed that 

it represents J.K U.A.T. 
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(b) The symbols used to identify Catholic University that is the cross~ the bible and 

the African colours were regarded as appropriate. Ninety percent respondents cited 

these symbols to support their reasons that truly the emblem represents Catholic 

University However ten percent felt that the symbols used on the emblems do not 

represent 'Catholic' the religious affiliations. because they are not 'Catholic m 

nature' and that there is no symbol to show university education or academics. 

(c) The symbols identifying Kenyatta University were identified as the late president 

Jomo Kenyatta fly whisk, which was mentioned by ninety three percent respondents. 

Other features mentioned were the lion and the elephant symbolizing strength. the 

shield, and map of Kenya, Mount Kenya and green colour representing the land of 

Kenya. Seven percent were not able to see any symbol that represented Kenyatta 

University. 

{d) The emblem of Egerton University has relevant symbols, which according to 

respondents were representing the university . Eighty three percent, felt that the 

symbols represented clearly because of the 'maize cobs' , ' maize plantation', or 

·maize crop' according to the words used. The maize represents agriculture as well 

as colour also for agriculture. The book represents education However, sixteen 

percent had no idea about the use of the symbols, they said that they did not know 

what to comment. 

(e) SDcty seven percent criticized the symbols used on the emblem of Baraton 

University, they were not able to recognize the symbols, especially the flame and the 

human figure. Only thirty three percent were able to figure out, because they gave 

reasons like ' a candle fire for light', they were also able to identify the human figure, 

the 'Holy spirit fire on the human figure ' and the book which others thought to be a 

bible or a ' dry place' because of the colour used- light yellow brown. 

(f) Eighty seven percent secondary school students criticized the symbols used by 

Strathmore University emblem. These respondents had the following questions The 

symbol does not show \\hat the} do at the unhersity, "Why dJd the} use flower, a lion and three love 

heans·r thus no educational symbol represented. -u looks like a secondary or primary 
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school badge and not for a unhersity." However, thirteen percent Y<ere for the emblem, 

they described it as an emblem with a lion to symbolize strength that is for a strong 

university Three love hearts and a flower to symbolize love and togetherness 

enjoyed between the students and the staff. 

(g) African Nazarene t;niversity emblem identified the institution. The reasons given 

were the use of the bible or book to show education and theology, the two crosses 

symbolizes theology, the map of Africa denotes the name of the college, the colour 

used is African and one respondent mentioned a lamp for enlightenment Ninety 

percent were able to identify the symbols and thus concluded that it identifies the 

institution However. ten percent criticized the emblem as not symbolizing the 

institution. 

(h) Sixty seven percent, were not convinced that the visual symbol used for 

University of Nairobi identify the university They gave the following reasons 

.. What is the relevance of a giraffe and a crnne to the university?" "It IS too congested". "The 

elements are placed tightl} together~ . "The symbols used do not reflect educational values". "It is too 

flowery and ornamented. it 1s 'dolly. dolly'', expressed some of the students. However, 

thirty-three saw the symbols were appropriately used Their reasons were for 

example, the wild life found at Nairobi national park were represented by the crane 

and giraffe, three torches means a light for all to be educated, the emblem represent 

the beauty of Africa and the herbs at the bottom represents medicine. 

3.11.5 Communication 

Seventy percent students that were interviewed or respondents were convinced that the 

emblems clearly communicate to their target audiences Their reasons were because of 

the features or symbols used such as the books and other elements tell more about the 

unaversities. However many were not convinced that, Baraton University, Strathmore and 

Naarobi clearly communicated to them Thirty percent students however were opposed to 

the whole idea that generally one can conclude that the emblems communicate clearly. 

The reasons given against communication are that symbols used by these universities do 
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not reflect any education. use of colour and choice of colour is not appropriate. The 

Uni\.ersity ofNairobi was criticized as one that looked more Ugandan than Kenyan and 

others were Strathmore University, Egerton University, Baraton University, Kenyatta 

University and Catholic University, which were equally criticized. The only university 

that stood out of the criticism is the African Nazarene University; they all agreed that it 

communicated clearly. 

3.11.6 The Value of Emblems in Universities 

Kinety percent believe that every society needs symbols In reference to the universities 

visual symbols they had the following to support their arguments· The symbols or 

emblems identify the nature of the institution, the origin of the institution and the people 

of that university. Emblems differentiate one university from the others. Emblems 

reflect our national identity and our culture Emblems do communicate to the people 

about the universities they represent. Emblems bring unity to the people it represents and 

thus creates a sense of belonging Emblems portray the various or main courses the 

UnJ\ersity represented offers; therefore it is easier for a person to locate the university 

which he or she wants to join, for example in this study theology and agriculture 

unJ\ersities were wel1 represented 

Thirty percent did not see the value of these emblems to Kenyans and the human 

soc1ety. They had the following arguments That only the elite can benefit from these 

emblems If we are to consider those who are not educated then these emblems are 

irrelevant It is only for the rich people ' high class' who value and esteem these emblems 

but not the poor because they are ' hungry' and therefore they make no sense to them 

3.11.7 Emblem's Colour 

~ame Very good- Good Fair/ a'erate Poor Ver) poor 

a 16.67% H33% 33.33% 6.67% -
b -B.33% -B.33o/o 6.6r'/o 6.670/o -
c. 33.33% 33.33% 30% - 3.33% 

d 3001o 30% 33 33% 3.33% 3.33% 

c 3.33% 100/o -'0% 33.33% 13.33% 

f 16.67% 36.67% 13.33% 26.670/o 6.67% 

..& 33.33% 26.67% .WO/o - -
h 46.670/o 26.67% 6 6r'/o 16.67'1/c, 3.33% 
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Where a - Jomo Kenyatta University of AgricuJture and Technology 

b- Calhouc Uni\ersit) of Eastern Africa c- Kcnyatta UniversJt) 

d - Egerton Universit) e - Baraton Universil) of Eastern Africa 

f - Strathmore University g-African Nazarene University 

b - University of Nairobi. 

h. 

The majority was not impressed with Barton University's emblem colours. They were 

immediately put off and there were expression such as ·Yak!' 'Ouch! ' ~he. he, he!' Some just 

laughed; others expressed shock on their faces. University ofNairobi colour was rated the 

best 

3.11.8 Black And White Compared to Colour 

'\ mety seven percent agreed that colour communicates better than black and white. OnJy 

three percent believes that black and white communicates better than colour. The reasons 

for their choice of colour: Colour attracts, it is clear and contain more information. It 

shows clearly the environment in which the university is exists. It adds value to the 

s~ mbols used. It represents or elicits idea, moods and feelings. It is easier to recognize 

symbols with their true colours and even nature like green for vegetations. However, 

three percent was against colour, and had this problem with colour; the colours used are 
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not tile exact colours of the S}1Dbols in their real life situation, for example a yellow lion 

in Strathmore University emblem and a red lion in Egerton University emblem Three 

respondents felt black and white represented weU Baraton university emblem, three for 

Strathmore University. two for African Nazarene University, one for J K U.A.T., one for 

Kematta u niversity and one for University ofNairobi. 

3.11.9 Recommendation OfS«ondary School Students 

I ~Jme Re-des~gn emblem 
a Jomo Ken)atta Uruverstt) of Agriculture and 10% 
~ ccb.nolog} 

b CathoUc Unh·erstt\ of Eastern Afnca 6.66% 
c Kcnyatta Un.iversit\ - 10% 
d Egerton Universitv 16.66% 
c Baraton Unn-eTSitv of Eastern Africa .tOO/o 
f Strathmore Uruversitv 33.33% 
~ African Nazarene Universtt\ 100/o 

h University ofNatrobt 26.66% 

\\'here a - Jomo Ken) atta Unherst~ of Agriculture and Technology 

b - Cathohc Univ'CI"SSt) of Eastern Africa c - KCO)atta Uruverstl) 

d - Egerton Universtt) e -Universt~ of Eastern Africa Baraton 

f - StratJunore Universtty g - Afncan Nazarene University 

h - l,nt\ CJ"'\rt) of Natrobt 

[,~~ 1 I _ 80% ·
.!! 70% ·-c 
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Above are a table and a graph showing the view of thirty secondary school students 

opm1on concerning the emblems of the universities in conclusion. The majority felt that 

these emblems should be retained the way they are except for minor adjustments. 

Baraton university however was criticized and nearly half felt it needed to be re

destgned The following are some of the reasons they felt the emblems should be 

retamed the way they are and why they should be changed. 

Secondar} student one 

··um,ersitics can't do \\ithout them because they add ,·aJue and are of great importance m tenns of 

representation and idcnufication." 

Secondary student two 

··Mamtain them because the)- are the ones people are used to, and changing them '"111 create confusion ." 

Secondary student three. 

'Th~ should all be changed to swt modem trends." 

Secondary student four: 

"The) should be able to tcU the pub he '~bat the} mean or stand for." 

3.12.0 Analysis Of Employed And Business People 

~arne Coat of arms Logo Emblem Badge Seal 

a 3 33% 53.33% 667% 23.33% 6.67% 

b 16 670'o ~I. 313% 200/o 3.33% 

c. 30% 43.33% 3.33% 20% -
d 20% 43.33% 667% 23.33% -
c 667% 36.67°/o 3.33% 23.33% 13.33% 

f. 10% 46.67% 3.33% 2333% -
g 6 67% 33.334Vo 6.67% 20o/o 13.33% 

h 16.674Vo 43.33% 3.33% 20% 3.33% 
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Where a - Jomo KcnJatta Univcrsil} of Agncuhurc and Technolo& 

b · Catholic Unhemt) of Eastern Afnca c - Ketl}atta Unnemty 

d - Egerton Universit) e - Uruverstl) of Eastern Mrica Baraton 

f - SU'athmore University g - Afncan Nazarene Uruversit) 

b - lJnn:ersu} ofNatrobi. 

The employed people had a strong feeling that these visual symbols were logos In fact, 

there are those who stated that all of them were called logo and no other name However 

there are those respondents who had no idea whether there exists a difference between the 

terms given to the emblems. Therefore. they could not tell a difference between a 

trademark and a seal or a logo and coat of arm However, they had a clue that these 

terms existed, there were not encountering them for the first time. 

3. 12.1 Associa tion and Recognition 

N<Ame Oro<ani:.•tion School~ Company Uni\ ersit) in~titutioo Colle~ Others 

a 20°{, l6.61'to 20°1o 30% 3.33°·o 6.66% 3 33% 

b 13.33% 13.33% 3.33% 46.67% 10% 10% 3.33% 

c 1667% 10% 3.33% 30% 3.33% 10% 10% 

d 16.6?0/o 16.67% 1333% 40% 3.33% 6.674'/o 3.33°/o 

e 30% 6.66% 6.66% 36.67% . 16.67% 3.33% 

f 13 .33°~ 23.33% 313°/o 36.67% 3.33% 16 6?0/o 3 33% 

Lg 4333% 6.66% 6.66% 33.33% . 6.66~. 3.33% 

h 6.66% 6.66% 6.66% 63.33% 3.33% 10% 3.33% 
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Where a - Jomo Kcn)atta Uni,crsil) of Agriculrure and Technology 

b - Catholic University of Eastern Africa c - Kenyatta Uni,ersit) 

d -Egerton Universlt) e- Baraton Uruvcrstly of Eastern Afnca 

[gJ 

g. h. 

f- Strathmore University g - Afncan Nazarene Uruverslly b - Uruversity of Nairobi. 

It v.·as evident that the majority were convinced that these emblems represented 

um\ersities. University of Nairobi coat of anns had the highest number while Amcan 

Nazarene University logo to some respondents it represented a church organization and 

not a university. During the interview two respondents who were fonner students of 

Ken)'atta University and University of Nairobi were unable to identify and associate their 

former university visual symbols They were shocked to find out that all of them 

represented universities in Kenya 

3.12. 2 Emblem's Identification and R«ognition 

Name 

a Jomo Kenyatta Universtly of 

~~nculture and Technolog) 
b CathoLic U Diversity of Eastern Africa 

c Kenvana Uruvcrsttv 
d Eg_enon University 
e Baratoo Umversltv of Eastern Africa 

f Strathmore Uruvemr-. 
..B_ African Nazarene Uruversit\ 
h Uruversttv of N:urot)l 

Right identifiution 

3.33% 

20% 
33.33% 
6.67% 
3.33% 
23.33% 
13.33% 
-13.33% 
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Wrong No idea 
identifiation 
30% 66.670/o 

20% 60% 

23.33% 43 .33% 

26.67"/o 66.670/o 

16.67% 80% 
13.33% 63.33~o 

20% 66.670/o 

20% 36.670/o 



~--

100.00°/o 1 
80.00°/o ! _____ _ 

60.00°/o 

40.00o/o 
' 

20.00°/o !-

a b c d e f g h 
=-: -
jD Right identifteation •wrong identification 0 No idea 

Where a -Jomo Kenyatta Universil) of Agriculture and Technology· 

b- Catholic Uruvel'S1t) of Eastern Afnca c - Ken}atta UIU\·crstt)· 

d -Egerton University e -UniveTSJty of Eastern Afnca Baraton 

f- Strathmore Universtty g - African Nuarene Uruversl\) 

b - Lruverstl) of Nairobi. 

It v..as only University of Nairobi visual symbol that was fairly identified, the rest were 

below average in terms of identification Baraton University emblem was the least 

identified with only one respondent able to recognize it. This test involved asking 

respondent to find the name of the university having seen the emblem. Majority 

expressed that they bad encountered these emblems before but they were not keen in their 

observations and therefore could not memorize them. 

3.12.3 Emblem's Design and Creativity 

Name Very ROOd Good A\ente/ fair Poor 

a. Jomo Kematta Unnemtv 
A_grtculture and Technolog) • 

of 26 671}1, jJO% ..JO% 3.33% 

b Catholic Uruvcrsitv of Eastern Afnca 33.33% 56.67% 100/o -
c Kemalta Uruversitv 33.33% U33% 20% 3.33% 

L d Egct!on Uruvcrsih ..J6.67% 3667% 16.6"]0/o -
e Baraton Universih of Eastern Africa 23 33% 2667% 26.6"]0/o 23.33% 

f Strathmore Unners111 2667C'o .wo,. 26.6~· 6.67% 

_&; Afncan Nazarene Uruvcrsit} 26.67% -l3J3% 30% -
h. l;nnCfSlt\ of Nairobi 30% 56.6?0/e 10% 3.33% 
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Where a - Jomo Kenyatta Univcrstt) of Agnculture and Technology 

b - Catholtc Uruvcrsny of Eastern Africa c - Kcnyatta Uni\ersity 

d - Egenon Unhersity e - Uruversity of Eastern Mnca Baraton 

f - St:ratlunore UnJVerstl) g - Afncan Nazarene Umversity 

h - Llli\'Crstt)' of Nairobi. 

The respondents did this rating without knowing the name of the universities represented 

by these emblems to avoid bias. They were required to give their opinion on creativity. 

ustng the above rating scale Catholic University' s emblem was rated the best and 

Baraton University coming last. 

3.12.4 Symbolism and Identification 

T \\O respondents were chosen and the choice of their opinions is based on the relevance 

of the information and which corresponds to other ideas given by other respondents 

(a) Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology emblem 

The respondents felt that the symbol of the Jomo Kenyatta University visual symbol was 

appropnate, seventy seven percent of the total sample. The reasons given were· the use 

of maize to symbolize agriculture, green colour to symbolize agriculture and the land 

The cog gear to represent technology and Mount Kenya to represent country where the 
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uru\ersit:y •s located that is Kenya . However twenty three were opposed to this emblem. 

Thetr responses were; there is no symbol of education such as a book. It looks like it 

represents a technical school and the colours do not symbolize the courses offered and the 

nature of this university The following are some of the comments given by respondents· 

Respondent one. 

-No. It doesn't S)mbohze or represent J.K.U.A. T because 1he central part representing agnculture isn't 

clear-

Respondent two. 

~Yes. it does represent J.K.U AT because mai7..e symboli1.es agricultural countr) . mount Kerl)a our 

country. technoloiD ts represented by the red ring. though it IS not clear." 

(b) Catholic University of Eastern Africa emblem 

Ninety percent believe that symbols used on the Catholic University emblem are relevant. 

The} had the following reasons to support their argument The shield is African, colours 

and patterns to represent where it is located, that is in Africa and specifically Kenya. The 

bible to symbolize theology as the main course and the cross to show Christianity which 

Catholic religion is based upon However, ten percent were not convinced that the 

emblem represented Catholic university, the reasons they gave are: It is an emblem that 

could easily represent a church and not a university. Another one complained about the 

use of too much decorations and colours. The following are two respondent's views 

Respondent one (product designer) 

··yes tt docs symbolt1..e and represent C U.E.A because the cross is a S)lnbol of Christianity and Catholic 

Church. Colours and motifs are Afncan to S)mbolize African Catholics" 

Respondent two 

""r--o_ the emblem looks like a church pulpit." 

(c) Kenyatta University emblem 

Eighty-seven percent employed people respondents were convinced that the symbols 

used on Kenyatta visual symbols are appropriate. They gave the following reasons 

There is a book illustration to symbolize education. the shield, the lion and the elephants 

are symbols of stability and strength. The hand and flywhisk represents the founding 

father of the nation to whom the university is named after. However thirteen percent did 

not agree with symbols They had the following reasons: It looks more of a national coat 
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of arms than a university' s, green colour used is for agriculture of which Kenyatta 

University does not offer as a course. 

The design is poor and it is too crowded Below are two views from the respondents. 

Respondent one. 

~Yes. 11 S)mboli7es. the book for education. shield for protection, lion for brmer). elephant for \\ildlifc. 

Green Mountain for our environment and the hand S)mbolizes togetherness" 

Respondent two. 

··No the image of a fly whisk is associated with politics: green deptcts agriculture which Ken~atta 

Uni,·crsil) does not offer. The animal elements of \\ildlife are not to be found at K~ana Uni\Cf'Sil) . .. 

(d) Egerton University emblem 

Ninety percent agree that symbols used on this emblem symbolize Egerton University. 

The> gave following reasons. the book is meant to represent education, the lion 

represents efficiency, champions, power, strength and leadership The maize crop 

represents agriculture, which is the main course However, ten percent did not agree with 

these concepts and they had the foUowing objections Why did they use only maize and 

not any other crop? It looks like a cereal board logo, that the lion could have been 

possibly copied from another country, which is not Kenya. Below are some of the views 

expressed 

Respondent one: 

··)' cs. lion 1s for bra,cness. arrow for protcctton. book for better future, mailc 1s the staple food for 

Kem ans. mountain shows the nature of our counll) ... 

Respondent two 

--~o. tt does not have enough green to represent what they do They have borro\\cd foreign images; the 

arrow factng dO\\D is not Afncan II looks like a spade." 

(e) Baraton University emblem 

Th1rty three percent were convinced that symbols used on Baraton University of Eastern 

Afnca emblem are appropriate They had the foiJowing reasons: that the book 

represented a better future, a torch for brightness, there is a human figure who represents 

graduates, a •crown' on a person, there is ' fire ' that opens mind, a candle and a light on a 

person However, sixty seven percent were not able to identify any symbol to relate it 
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with the university. They gave the following reasons: It was not clear. they had no idea, 

and they could not identify any symbol Below are some of their views 

Respondent one 

·~o. educauon symbols are not represented; it might rcpresem a bealth organization, centre or chruc:· 

Respondent two 

'Yes. hght spiritual fire. bible open and a figure of a person." 

(t) Strathmore University emblem 

Seventeen percent were convinced that the symbols used on the Strathmore's emblem 

identtfy the university They had the following reasons to support their argument: The 

lion represent bravery~ the love hearts represent the nature of university and the rose for 

the entire environment, which is lovely. Eighty-three percent however, did not see any 

symbolic attachment. To them it was confusing, not clear, and not academic, Valentine's 

Day like and the symbols had no relationship. The following are some of the views 

expressed 

Respondent one: 

.. Yes. at represents because the lion lS for bra~el) . three bearts for love and a flower for a lo\cly 

cn"'nonment at the oollcgc. ·• 

Respondent two 

""lo. because it docs not represent any education. The symbols used do not show it is for a uoiversat)." 

(g) African Nazarene University emblem 

~inety three percent were convinced that the symbols used on the emblem represented 

the nature of the university They had the following reasons since the nature of the 

un•versity is theological. The cross represented Christianity, the book or bible for 

education and religion, the map of Africa stood for the name and the colour red for 

Afhcan soi~ " red ochre". 

Seven percent were not convinced They had the following reasons that the symbols 

could easily represent any church organization It did not look like an academic logo for 

a university. To most of the interviewees, they could not figure out the lamp inside the 

map of Africa Below are some of the views expressed 

Respondent one· 
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Yes. II does. the book is for learning. and church is represented by the t\\o crosses The m:tp of Africa 

represents the continent and the name. The candle shO\\S the light." 

Respondent two 

Yes. ll symbolizes the book for a better future. map of Africa is for Africa the name. a cross because 11 is a 

church based mstitutton. But I ha,·e no idea \\halts in the centre." 

(h) University ofNairobi emblem 

Sixty percent were not convinced that the symbols used depict the nature of this 

university They had the following reasons against it: That it was not academic, it was 

artistic and that the artist wanted to satisfy him or herself. It was similar to Nairobi City 

Council . It looked Ugandan Forty percent were convinced that the symbols used were 

suitable and thus represented University of Nairobi. They gave the following reasons: 

That there was a book, lion for bravery, torches for a bright future. flowers for 

environment, giraffe and crane for wildlife and because of their height for high 

educational achievement and that it was multi-cultural . The following are some of the 

views expressed. 

Respondent one. 

"~o. the emblem looks old and they should come up wtth a new one ·· 

Respondent two: 

.. Yes. there 1S a book at the top. plants. and animals for "ildlife and agriculture courses. enhgbtcnment 

because of the three torches .. " 

3.12.5 Communication 

Eighty three percent were convinced that emblem do communicate clearly about the 

nature of the universities they represent. The employed people interviewees gave the 

following reasons why they thought that these emblems communicated clearly to them. 

The) communicate because they identify and differentiate one university from another. 

The> reflect the culture and heritage affiliated to the university These identities give 

un1versities a sense of value and position of leadership They give direction and reflect 

the courses taught in these universities By looking at the emblem, one can be able to 

conclude that they are from Africa and not Europe, America or Asia Seventeen percent 

were not convinced that the emblems communicate clearly about the nature of the 

untversities they represent. They had the following reasons to argue against these 
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emblems: i'lot all reflect Kenyan culture especiall} Strathmore, Baraton and African 

r.;azarene University emblems because they have a British heritage or nature of their 

origin One respondent believed that universities could have these visual symbols and 

still be able to perform as per people' s expectations. Therefore, the roles of visual 

symbols in communicating to them were of no significance 

3.12.6 Tbe Place Value of Emblems 

This is perhaps closely related to the communication ability of these visual symbols; 

however, it was to find out the place value of emblems in Kenyan society and the 

universities they represent Sixty three percent were convinced that emblems have a 

place value in our society The majority argued that visual symbols communicate about 

the nature of these universities. Visual symbols depict sometimes the mission and the 

vision of the universities they represent It was expressed that because of the nature of 

symbols used, these visual symbols are able to be distinguished from other organizational 

emblems, logos, court of arms, seals and badges however not all of them but majority, 

because they have educational symbols 

Thirty seven percent did not agree that emblems have a place value in our society. 

They expressed that most of these emblems have mixed up ideas, they are not 

stra1ghtforward and therefore it is not easy for a person to interpret These visual 

symbols lack emphasis on education because they have used irrelevant icons, therefore it 

is not easy to identify whether it is for a company, organization, school or university. 

Thev pointed out University of Nairobi, University of Eastern Africa Baraton and 

Strathmore University emblems are poorly designed and have no value to the society. 

3.12.7 Emblem's Colour 

ll.ame Very ~ood Good A'era2(1fair Poor Very poor 

I a 10% 36.67% .WO/o 13.33% -
b 23.33% 40% 36.670/o - -
c 16.6~~ -B .33% 33.33°/• 3.33% 3.33% 

d 20% 63.33% 13.33% 3.33% -
c. 3.33% 26.67% 33 .33~. 36 .670/o -
f 667% 40% 40% 13.33% -
g 20% 46.67% 200/o 13.33% -
h 20% 53.33% 13.33% 13.33% -
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Where a - Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 

b - Catholic Uruversit) of Eastern Africa c - Kenyana Um\Crslt) 

d - Egerton Universit) e - UruvcrsJl) of Eastern Africa Baraton 

f - Stratlunore Uoiverstt) g - Afncan Nazarene Uru\"ersit) 

b - \..:ru,erstt~ of Nairobi. 

Colour was rated among the universities visual symbols and majority believe that Egerton 

University emblem had the best colour choice and combination. Baraton University 

emblem was worst rated in terms of colour combination and choice. 

3.12.8 Colour Compared to Black and White 

'inety percent were convinced that coloured emblems communicated better compared to 

black and white. Amongst the twenty-seven there were those who felt that Catholic 

Uni .. ersity, Strathmore, Egerton and Baraton communicated clearly to them in black and 

white than in colour The reasons they gave for colour were: that one can easily identify 

symbols used Colour is attractive and visible from a distance Colour appeals to the 

eye Colour gives a true image, affects one' s emotions and communicates better. Colour 

Portrays beauty and symbolizes for example the use of green colour clearly portrays 
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agriculture or the environment Ten percent ~ere convinced that black and whites 

communicate better than the coloured emblems They felt that Catholic University, 

Strathmore University, Egerton University, Baraton University were especially better in 

black and white. However, University of Nairobi, African Nazarene University and 

Kenyatta u niversity equally communicated in black and white as they do m colour. 

Kenyatta University was better in colour than in black and white. 

3.12.9 Recommendation from tbe Employed and Business people 

l ll:ame Rc-des1grung emblem Emblem retained 

I a Jomo Kcnyatta Unn·ersit) of Agriculture and 33.33% 66.66% 

Tcchnolog' 
b. Catholic Univcrsi£\ of Eastern Africa 33.33% 6666% 

c KenYatta Universih 33.33% 66.66% 

I d Egerton Universit) 30% 70% 

I c. Baraton Uni,·ersil\ ofEastem Africa ~666% 53 33% 

I f Strathmore Unnersat\' ~3 .33% l 5666% 

l_g. Afncan Nazarene Uni\·ersa11 33.33% 6666% 

l h UniYcrsitv of Nairobi 43.33% 5666% 

Belo'\ on the graph \\here a - Jomo Kenyatta Unhcrsit) of Agriculture and Tcchnolo&> 

b- Cathohc Universit) of Eastern Africa c - Kenyatta Uni\crs1ty 

d - Egerton Universil) e -Uru,ersity of Eastern Afnca Baraton 

f - St.rat.hmore U nivcrsaty g - Afncan Nazarene UruYcrsil) 

h - Cruvcf'SJI) ofNairoba. 
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Abo\e the table and its graph. indicate the views of thirty respondents concerning their 

recommendations on emblems representing universities in Kenya. 

The reason why some figures are similar is that most of these respondents preferred to 

generalize their comments The majority felt that these emblems should be retained 

however with minor adjustments here and there. Their reason was that they easily 

identified the universities and that they also give direction, position and status However 

nearly half of these respondent, felt that University of Eastern Africa Baraton emblem 

needed to be re-designed The respondents who were opposed to the continuation of 

using these emblems gave the following reasons, that they did not have proper colour 

choice They should stop using animals especially in the University ofNairobi, Kenyatta 

University, Strathmore and Egerton. 

Summary 

It is clear that the history, objective, philosophy, vision and mission play a crucial role in 

their emblems. lf one is not familiar with these elements it is not easy to identify and 

associate the emblem with the university it represents. 
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4.0 Discussions Of Findings 

The researcher went in the field and collected data on emblems for analvsis This . . 
chapter wtll discuss information from the field in connection to the related literature and 

observation made by the researcher It will give information on the missing links between 

the designer, the viewer and emblems This information consolidated data from field that 

is primary data and information from experts in emblems 

4.1.0 University of Nairobi emblem 

Information gathered from the field indicate that 9()0/o professional designers, 90% 

student designers, 30% secondary school students and 43% business and working people 

were able to recognize the emblem of University ofNairobi This represents a mean score 

of 63.25%. This was an emblem on a flash card without a name and it was shown to the 

respondents. This indicated that professional designers and student designers knew very 

well the emblem of the university ofNairobi Symbols represent a reality or truth and to 

reveal them either instantaneously or gradually (Goetz, 1990 p 638) Symbols therefore 

can be recognized immediately or learned with time (Helfman, 1967). 

About the symbols used on the emblem, 50% professional designers, 500/o design 

students, 33.33% secondary school students and 400/o business and working class were 

able to identify them. A mean score of 43 33%, this indicates that the symbols used on 

the emblem do not accurately communicate to the viewers Systems of symbols and 

picrures that are constituted in a certain ordered and determined relationship to the form; 

content and intention of presentation are important means of knowing and expressing the 

obJect of representation (Goetz, 1990) Therefore choice of symbols by the designer and 

the client are vital in communication of symbols, though sometimes it takes time for the 

vtewers to comprehend what the designer and the organization wanted to communicate 

However from the interview that was conducted on the 28th of June 2005 the researcher 

interviewed the Public relations officer (PRO) and she gave the following response 

She stated that unless one understands the history of the University of Nairobi, it 

v~as not going to be easy for them to interpret the symbols representing this University 

The emblem was designed based upon the heritage of this university. Symbol system 

reflects a specific cultural logic, and every symbol functions to communicate information 
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betv.een members of the culture. but in a subtler manner than conventional language 

(Barnouw et al, 1989) The brief had to do with royal college, service to three East Africa 

countries, the concept of education and the racial integration The designer who was 

commissioned to design the emblem was Mr F V Foit of the department of Design, 

university of Nairobi The PRO did not have records about the dates when it was 

designed. According to the history of University ofNairobi cited in Varsity (2004) p.8 it 

stated that -The roots of the Uruversity of Nairobi can be traced back to 19~7 \\hen the British colonial 

gO\·emmeot mooted the Idea of establishmg a technical and commercial institute m Nauobi-. This 

statement gives us a clue why the emblem took the British system of identification that is 

the use of coat of arms. The statement below gives further justification of British Royal 

style. ~In 1951. the colonial go\emmeot formally granted the idea of a Royal charter under the name 

Royal Technical College of East Africa~ On the coat of arms of the university, the following 

are the meaning of the symbols on the university emblem according to the PRO The lion 

represents Kenya, the golden crown crane represents Uganda and the giraffe represents 

Tanzania According to the Varsity (2004} p.24 it states that: 'The Umversit) of East Africa 

was maugurated on June 20th 1963. at a colourful ceremoO). that also imolved the installation of its 

chancellor. Dr. Julius Kabarage Nycrere. The ceremony also maugurated unnerstt} college, Nairobt, the 

others bcmg Dar cs Salaam and Makcrere" 

The PRO stated that the three torches represented the three universities and they 

were not supposed to go off. education should never go off but keep on burning. Red was 

the colour of graduation gown The book stood for knowledge acquired at the university 

The shield was for excellence, green colour signified our land of plenty. yellow or gold 

signifies refinement and excellence The crane and the giraffe support knowledge through 

leading and supporting the shield. The flowers indicated below the coat of arms are for 

the glory, the freshness and the glory flowers give in the morning. The helmet or the hat 

Is fo r achievement to represent graduation The three hands represent racial unity or 

integration of the different races involved in the establishment of the University of 

i\airobi It is through perception and interpretations of objects in the world that results in 

symbolic representations. The choice of objects and animals is not arbitrary as some are 

derived from the object of nature and others from the artificially constructed objects in a 

process of intuitive perception, emotional experience or rational reflection (Goetz, 1990, 

Helfman 1967, Lehner 1950, Crow 2003) According to the Varsity focus (2004) p.8, on 
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the issue of racial integration is stated here that: ''Mahtma Gbandi had been assassinated on 3u!JI 

Januan 19-'8. and the Indian community in East Africa was acthel) thinking of erecting a memorial to 

bim. Se\eral suggestions were made. Many people thoughl the best fonn for such a memorial \\ould be an 

insriruuon of htgher academic education open to the children of all races m ~asr Afnca." 

The first vice chancellor Julius Nyerere talks about races and the university as a 

torch bearer cited in the varsity focus (2004 ,24) he stated that : "Uni\ersJty wouJd pln~ a pnrt 

in bwlding a federatJon and brealang down ractaJ prejudice.. 1ts members must ser\'c cast Africa as 

meruals. coUecting and dissemmabng the facts we ought to want. At the same time, they must be 

torchbearers of our societ} and the protectors of the flame should we. m our urgcllC) . endanger us 

brightness". 

The PRO said that the emblem has been effective in identifying the university and 

that tt communicates the vision and the mission of the university. The motto translated 

from Latin "Unitate et Iabore", united to labour goes well with the emblem. However 

people are more attracted with the fountain of Knowledge than with the emblem People 

have not been keen in observing the emblem and it is not easy for an ordinary person to 

fathom or understand the emblem. The university has not yet documented this emblem 

and many of it' s the buildings. 

The PRO expressed that most university emblems do not represent accurately 

their universities She lamented that others have copied ideas, which were initially 

introduced by the University of Nairobi, especially during graduation ceremonies for 

example use of special banners. The PRO was against the idea of universities using the 

names ofleaders like Moi, Kenyatta and Jomo Kenyatta 

The PRO in conclusion took a stand that the emblem of University of Nairobi is a 

veT) good emblem and need to be in cultured in all of us The 'spirit ' behind it is very 

strong: it captured people at a certain period especially in 1960s, 70s and 80s, however 

today it does not Recommendations were that the university of Nairobi needs to create 

awareness about the meaning behind the emblem so that the public can be proud of it 

agatn and therefore an established meaning that is known to all people who use it 

(Helfman, 1967) An emblem should be an enduring object and should be maintained for 

a long time before changing it, as the PRO argued that: " Wb} should "e change it? Have the 

ideas of the universit) died or even the concepts that stand for u'T' 
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The PRO had a strong feeling that the emblem has marketing value, as there are a 

number of organizations that have been requesting to use the emblem in their functions 

for example the AISEEC The emblem is appropriate because the University of East 

Afnca had used it and with the revival ofEast Africa Community it will be appropriate to 

use it Without knowledge on the symbols used for a university it is not easy to interpret 

and appreciate that symbol. Therefore it is necessary that the universities keep records 

and disseminate information about their emblems through channels such as Internet, 

newspaper, signage, promotions and advertisements, which the university of Nairobi is 

doing in the area of application. The university emblem is applied on textiles, crockery, 

architecture, signage and stationeries. 

4.2.1 Relationships and differences in opinions 

Out of one hundred and eighteen respondents who were interviewed only three 

were able to relate the emblem with the history of the Royal Col1ege There is no 

information available to them about the emblem The viewers are not given the forum or 

avenue to air their opinion about the university emblem. This is a linear mode of 

communication whereby the viewers do not give feedback to the sender (Sillars, 2002). 

The emblem has symbols, which the respondents were able to identify, but this 

was after the name of the university had been given to them They stated that it is clear 

appealing to the eye and it is well balanced. Three torches are light for future, light 

allegorically represents absence of darkness and thus knowledge, which is the opposite of 

ignorance Therefore the brains that are enlightened dwell in a university. The crane and 

the giraffe stand for pride and educational achievements (heights), book for education 

Different colours are for different courses at the university and the lion is for bravery 

The name Nairobi is represented by animals found at the national park, the giraffe and the 

crown crane. Beautiful flowers represent the beauty of Africa and other plants represent 

herbs for the Medicine course offered at the university The public opinions are not a 

hundred percent similar to the PRO's because they lacked information about the emblem 

The respondents based upon the following reasons criticized the emblem 

It JS crowded with many competing elements~ it is not easy to reproduce it as it will loose 

some of its elements' clarity and especially when reduction is done to it. It is costly to 
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reproduce it because it has many colours, this is true in textiles production and even in 

colour separation process. The emblem looked more Ugandan to them than Kenyan and 

smlilar to Nairobi City Council ' s emblem. The respondents questioned the relevance of 

the gtraffe and the crane. These problems are due to lack of information and knowledge 

about the emblem. The emblem is meant to represent an idea which is invisible and its 

meaning should be clear and easy to interpret, the University of Nairobi emblem has not 

achieved this (Helfman 1967, Dreyfussl972, Goetz1990) Colour has symbolic 

expression in symbols (Munsell 1954, internet 2005); it appears the respondents had 

knowledge on colour, which corresponds very well with the interviewed designers' 

opinions and colour theory. Viewers had no idea that this emblem was a coat of arms and 

that it is designed based on heraldry principles (Barnouw et al 1989, internet 2005). 

The emblem was highly rated as one that represents a university, a mean score of 

57 78%, because the respondents stated that they have seen it over and over again 

especially in advertisements. This can be attributed to association and recognition, 

however human beings are not the same and neither is their personal interpretations but 

culture creates similarities in these context of interpretation and perception (Mbithi 1991, 

Segall 1966, Triandis 1994). 

Our world is getting ' smaller' through communication advancements Today 

different cultures share a lot of information in what has been described as globalization 

also referred to as a global village Through the Internet and World Wide Web network 

information about universities can be accessible to any one who needs it The emblem of 

the university appears on the Web site but information about it is not given to the viewer. 

But how can they give what they have not documented? Different people can interpret 

svmbols differently because in a culture there are also sub-cultures and they all look at 

thtngs differently based on their own cultural experience Culture allows a group of 

people to share what has worked {Triandis, 1994). The University of Nairobi ' s emblem 

t"lay not have worked effectively because only a mean score of 43 33% was able to 

dentify the symbols representing University of Nairobi, and even the symbols were not 

accurately associated. 

The respondents considered the idea of using a coat of arms obsolete, which is not 

true, because today organizations are still producing coat of arms apart from using house 
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colours, logos and logotypes. Why are symbols so important for universities' corporate 

1denrity? The quest for distinctiveness and visibility has led organizations to believe that 

the1r continued success in the market place is contingent upon their ability to justify their 

existence through powerful symbols (Cheney and Christensen, 1994) Confronted with 

lhe need to preserve the traditions, heritage, uniqueness and pride, the university has to 

face the reality brought about by modern trends What are these modem trends? The 

university has to be consistent in the application of its emblem .. develop guidelines for 

corporate colours and use a simple logo Marketing demands that the university be 

innovative (Ash forth and Mael, 1996), which means change of the emblem after 

sometime in order to satisfy its marketing trends However how can it maintain its 

heritage? It is also expensive to keep on changing the identification symbol because it 

means a total overhaul in expressiveness of the university. This is a challenge to the 

Umversity of Nairobi to adopt a logo along side the coat of arms 

4.3 Egerton Univenity emblem 

Data that was collected in the field reveals that 800/o professional designers, 

36 67% design students, 20% secondary school students, and 6 67% Business and 

working class citizens, knew the university emblem without the name indicated This is a 

mean score of33.34%. Asked what it symbolizes, a mean score of28 890/o said it was a 

umversity emblem This probably is an indication of bow the emblem is unfamiliar and is 

not recognized by viewers However with the name indicated a mean score of 85% 

ind1cated that the symbols used were appropriately used It appears that without the name 

and the motto it is not easy to identify, the name helps people to relate the symbols with 

the university 

Information from the university administration stated that they have records of the 

university emblem but kept by certain administrators only. This shows that the 

information has not been disseminated even within the campus a good example is the 

University of Warwick, which has a manual for its corporate identity scheme. The 

researcher went through several offices in the administration block but they had no idea 

The emblem could be traced back to lord Egerton the founder of the college, who donated 

and to the university. The university has no records of designer of the emblem and the 
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brief g•ven to him or her The symbols are a combination of Lord Egerton's Coat of arms , 

a book and maize crops to symbolize education and agriculture the anginal core cour e 

offered at the university The vice Chancellor professor Ezra Maritim stated that: 

- In honour of ItS benefactor. '"bo died m 1958. Egerton college rctamed Ius name. and adopted his famil) 

motto. Jic donee. "bich means 'Thus Until". 

Respondents criticized it as a neo-colonial emblem, however many did not know 

that 11 was a combination of two concepts, because they had no information. The part 

they were able to identify clearly was the lower part of the emblem. which has maize and 

book The administration said they were happy with the emblem. as it has marketing 

value and they have not heard people discussing the emblem from outside the campus. 

Therefore, they have no idea of how people outside the campus view their emblem. 

4.4 Jomo Kenyatta Univenity of Agriculture and Technology (JKUA T) 

JKUAT had similar problems experienced at the universit} of Nairobi and 

Egerton University. They had not documented their emblem Respondents showed that 

professional designers 20%, design students SO%, secondary school students 3 33%, 

Busmess, and working class 3.33% were able to identify the university emblem without 

the name. This is a mean score of32 22%. The number of respondents who were able to 

identify the emblem as that which represent a university was a mean score of 16.670/o 

This indicates that without the name it is not easy to identify and that symbols are 

associated with the object of their representation over a period. However, when the 

respondents were shown the name, a mean score of 84.27% said that the symbols were 

appropriate for the university Information about the emblem was not easy to get even 

through the administration; the researcher got the information from the head of the 

School of Architecture and Building Sciences (SABS) 

The name of the designer who designed the emblem was not available. The 

emblem 1s based on the theme "Technology and Development". The cogwheel represents 

technology; maize and green colour represents agriculture and Mount Kenya for the 

regton in which it is situated and also an expression of staying at the top in everything 

they do The administrator stated that the emblem should be re-designed so that it can 

cater for other new courses, even though at the beginning the emblem was appropriate 
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Ho~ever she said it is not an easy process now Mr John Kariru and others of the 

depanrnent of Fine Arts at Kenyatta University designed the emblem. 

4.5 Africa Nazarene Univenity 

Unlike the previously mentioned universities at the African Nazarene University 

(AA~), the designer who designed the emblem is known. The Vice-chancellor and the 

university artist who is also an employee of the university designed the emblem The 

brief given to the artist was to take care of the vision and the mission of ANU The 

administrator strongly believes that the emblem represents their university; the cross 

symbolizes holistic education, lantern lamp lighting Africa symbolize the university 

v.hich is transforming students who will give light to Africa. The Bible doubles up as a 

book that symbolizes Knowledge and the holistic life that comes along with knowledge. 

In comparison to what the respondents gave, there is no much significant 

difference. In recognition and associating the emblem to ANU without the name, 

professional designers 50%, design students 43.33%, secondary school students 33 .33%, 

working, and business class 13.33%, a mean percentage of 34 99%. The number of 

respondents who were able to identify that the emblem of ANU represents a university 

and not any other organization was a mean score of 15.55%. This indicates that the 

emblem is not popular and not many people know it. However given the name of the 

university the respondents strongly believed that the symbols on the emblem identify this 

institution, a mean score of 80%. The emblem is regarded as straight forward, simple and 

easier to reproduce. It is easier to make seals and stamps out of it The light, two crosses, 

book and the map of Africa symbolizes enlightenment, religion, knowledge and region 

respectively. 

It was however criticized for the use of a lamp inside the map of Africa, which was not 

clear to many, it looked foreign to them, also the use of red colour on the map of Africa 

and that this emblem could represent any church organization not a university. The 

researcher was of the opinion that the emblem reflects its vision, mission, name and the 

motto on the symbols Colour interpretation was based on individual perception and 

experience of the respondents 
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4.6 Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA) 

information on CUEA was not available it required long official procedures and 

time, which resources did not allow the researcher. However, from the history, 

philosophy and vision of the university the researcher realized that it is possible to 

interpret the emblem. CUEA was founded in 1984 by the regional ecclesiastical authority 

known as the Association of Member Episcopal Conferences of Eastern Africa 

(AMECEA) by Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Sudan, Uganda, Tanzania and Zambia 

The university's emblem is reflected in their vision, which states that: "The uruversit) is an 

instrument of liberation and transformation of people m the1r soc1al. cultural political. economic and 

rellgtous dimensions. lt is an academic agent for creatmg knowledge and producmg graduates \~ho are 

competent leaders for the church and society··. 

Different African colours and patterns reflect the region in which this university is 

situated and it serves, the name is also appropriate; note 'Eastern Africa' Religion is 

represented with the cross, the bible and the symbols of Alpha and Omega (Beginning 

and End) The motto 'consecrate them in the tnllh ' goes well with the symbols on the 

emblem 

In comparison with the information that respondents gave, there are some similarities and 

differences. The number of respondents who were able to recognize and associate the 

emblem with the university without the name is; professional designers 20%, design 

students 53%, secondary school students 33.33% and working and business people 20%, 

a mean score of31 67% The analysis ofCUEA emblem as that for a university revealed 

a mean score of25.55% This clearly indicates that the emblem is not familiar, however, 

wnh the name indicated, mean score of 83 33% agreed that the symbols were appropriate 

forCUEA. 

The respondents gave reasons like, the cross, the Bible; Alpha and Omega 

represented the theological aspects of the university. The patterns and the colours 

S\mbolized Africa. The symbol was criticized as one that did not reflect education 

aspirations of the institute, and that it could easily be used to represent any other religious 

organization 
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.a. i Uninrsity of Eastern Africa Baraton (UEAB) 

The researcher was not able to get informatio n from the administration of the 

un versity The process and the delays involved hindered data collection. In addition, 

rbidering the time allocated for research and resources it was not possible. The 

information available on the Internet was used to analyze the emblem. According to the 

umversity' s vice-Chancellor Doctor Timothy McDonald (2004) he states that: '"The nuss1on 

of lJEAB IS the pro~tsion and ad\-ancement of a holistic Chnsuan quality education for men and \\Omen, 

\\lth tbe aim of eqwppmg them \\ith necessat) skills for sen ice to God and Human kind". The emblem 

has a symbol of fire burning on the head of the graduand, which symbolize the spiritual 

fire of imparting knowledge. The statement further indicates that. - The prime mJssion of the 

unnersit} is to pn)YJdc and am'3DCC a holistic Christian educatton to equip 1ts graduates \\lth nccessal) 

sl Us for qualit) semce. The curriculum underscores a hannonious d~clopmcnt of all faculties of mind 

na the spuitu.al. intellectual. phJsical and social" 

The last statement of the quotation is clearly reflected on the motto of UEAB, 

which is mental, physical and spiritual. Respondents gave a different impression The 

respondents who were able to identify it without the name were professional designers 

OOo, design students 300/o, secondary school students 13.33% and working and business 

class 3 33%. A mean score of l0.92%, analysis of the emblem to find out if it is for a 

university reveal a mean score of 16.67% and analysis to find out symbols on the emblem 

identifying the UEAB a mean score of 25 83%. An indication that the emblem does not 

accurately communicate to the respondents. This emblem was critici1ed for choice of 

colour, also it is crowded, it does not reflect an academic institution, and it is not clear 

and has a confusing concept of representation. Only a few people were able to recognize 

the symbols on the emblem, these are the ftre that opens up the mind or Holy Spirit and 

the bible. This emblem illustrates very well the role of a designer in symbolism, the 

problem of choice of colour, choice of symbols, concept illustration and clarity. The 

svmbol is not a coat of arms yet it is not identifying the university, it means that design is 

the problem and thus the way design elements and principles are used matters a lot on an 

emblem 
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4.8 trathmore University 

Th1s university has a documented record of their emblem moreover it is also 

found on the Internet on the university's Web site. Details about the emblem and the 

S} mbols used on it are well documented (please refer to page 68 or on their web page). 

The respondents had different opinions from that of the university about the emblem. 

They stated that: It portrayed a neo colonial concept, the flowers and the love hearts were 

not academic and thus not appropriate. However it was praised for their good choice of 

colour, it is balanced, it is popular because it is well advertised and it is simple and clear 

The lion symbolizes Kenya, love hearts show the nature of the college, rose flower for 

educational bloom 

Analysis of recognition and association ofthe emblem without the name indicated 

that professional designers 400/o, design students 500/o, secondary school students 33.33% 

and business and employed people 23 33%. A mean score of 26 67%, analysis of 

symbols on the emblem that identify the university reveal a mean score of 23.33%, for 

those who believe they communicate. This shows that this emblem is not familiar and 

does not communicate clearly to the viewers Critics said the design is not 'serious' 

enough to represent a university mainly because of the colours used. It appears that 

vtewers prefer detailed designs as compared to flat colours. 

4.9 Kenyatta University 

Kenyatta University had a hard time to find records of their emblem, even after cross 

checking with the Department of fine art_ It was realized that the few individuals who 

knew about the emblem were not available. Kenyatta University had the best signage 

system among the universities in this study_ The university emblem is also appearing on 

their promotional items. An interview with two lecturers at the University of Nairobi who 

are former students at Kenyatta University, Mr John S Mayienga and Dr Samuel Maina 

gave the following information 

.. ,. was designed by our lecturer professor Gregor) Maloba. It is a symbol of po\\cr and tradition in the 

hand of the piooeenng president of the repubiJc of Kenya \\1th the fly wlusk. The map. sbteld and the book 

Sl-rtboltze sovereignty. education and protecuon or guarding against ignorance. illiteracy and disease; we 
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IDU5l protect education. The lion is strong to S)mbolizc po\\cr, pride and strength. The elephant is massi\'c 

)et humble. intelligent and does not forget. The lion is the kmg in animal kingdom; t11c t\\O animals are 

prutccung education, "hich ts at tlle top or J'cnith. 

Kc~a is dcrhed from mount Kinnyaga (no\\ Mount Kenya). this is ' \\here God Ngru d\\clls' . The belt m 

Maasa.t lS called K.in)atti, the belt IS decorated in African col~". 

The emblem was later re-designed by some members of Fine Art Department. 

The following are some of the opinion from respondents about Kenyatta University' s 

emblem Professional designers 700/o, design students 33 33%, secondary school students 

36 67%, working and business class 36 67%, a mean score of 43.33%. Analysis of the 

emblem as that for a university revealed a mean score of 300/o. This indicates that the 

emblem' s recognition and association is below average. Analysis to find out if the 

symbols used on the emblem represent Kenyatta University indicates a positive response. 

a mean score of 76 67%. 

According to respondents symbols were appropriate The first president of 

Kenya, s tlywhisk symbolises the name of the university The belt represented cultural 

diversity in the institution. The wild life and map represent Kenya, while the book is a 

symbol of knowledge. It was criticized for elements that are crowded. it lacks proper 

proportions, and it has employed many colours and has no symbol that strongly 

represents a university. People criticised the way the designer or an artist was not able to 

communicate his or her ideas to the viewers. 

Summary 

It is easier to associate university emblems with the institutions they represent when 

name and motto is given. In total for all the universities a mean score of 32.78% of the 

respondents were able to identify these universities without their names or mottos 

indicated. It is easier for an audience to recognize an emblem representing a certain 

university when they have been exposed to it after along period of time. The 

interpretation of the brief by the designer and the client is vital in any successful emblem. 

The vision, mission. philosophy and history of the university are directly or indirectly 

related to the emblem. Interpretation of emblems colour depends on individual ' s 

perception. 
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4.10 Summary, Recommendation And Conclusion 

An emblem is an object or the figure, symbolizing and suggesting another object, or an 

idea by natural aptness or by association, a figurative representation (Webster, 1996). The 

use of emblem is an attempt to put into visible the invisible ideas, concepts, illustrations 

and feelings that are invisible (Helfman 1967, Lestler 1996, Goetz 1990, Crow 2003 ). 

Emblems just like spoken languages are symbolic. Our words do stand for things we talk 

about and people over years have learnt to associate the words wtth the object it 

represents (Larson, 1976) 

The symbol is not kept hidden in mearung; to some extend, it even has a 

revelatory character therefore, and it goes beyond the obvious meaning for those who 

contemplate its depth (Goetz, 1990 p.638). It indicates the need for communication and 

yet conceals the details and the inner most aspects of its content that is why many people 

find it hard to know the meaning of certain symbols unless they learn about them Once 

people become familiar with the university symbols and their meaning it is easier to 

communicate because they are no longer just images but they stand for something. 

Linguists have shown that metaphors are a powerful communication tool ; they are basic 

to the representation of thoughts, for example as fast as cheetah (Aaker, 2000) The use of 

animals, plants and other objects in emblems is metaphorical as well as allegorical. 

University emblems can be easily associated with the institutions they represent when the 

name is given and the motto. The emblems are also easily recognized when people have 

been exposed to them after a certain period The interpretation of the brief by the designer 

and the client is vital in any successful emblem The vision, mission, philosophy and 

history of the university are directly or indirectly related to the emblem. Colour 

interpretation of emblems depends on individual ' s experience and understanding. 

Symbols or Emblems just like our ordinary languages are learnt through 

association and representation When a person hears or read about a word like paint, if 

familiar with it, a mental picture is formed through association The person associates the 

1bject with the word based on experience. However the word paint is not the object paint 

~hether spoken or written but is different letters put together to form the word pam!. 

The emblems represent universities but they are not the universities themselves, 

however over a period of time people have learnt to associate these universities with their 
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enblems S} mbols communicate to different people differently it all depends on their 

Lnderstanding and knowledge of the emblems. Once understood symbols become 

u· 'versally accepted and thus transcends beyond ordinary languages, for example the 

c-oss is universally accepted as a symbol for Christianity, the crescent for Islamic religion 

and the zodiac represents individual fate 

4.1 0.1 Recommendations 

Universities should avail information concerning their emblems to the public. 

This information should include the relationship between the emblem and the university. 

The symbolic meaning of each icon represented on the emblem should clearly be stated. 

universities also need to keep their records about their emblems not only with one person 

but also with the students, the staff and the public Universities should use Kenyan and 

African inspirations to create their emblems Designers should not stick to one animal 

and especially the lion but should explore a variety of symbolic animals depending on the 

umversity' s motto, vision and mission statements 

Emblems should be designed after a thorough brain storming session between 

designers themselves and the brief should be well understood. The government should 

encourage art and design education from primary school through the ministry of 

education. Design Society of Kenya should put machinery that will motivate practising 

designers and up corning designers Clients need to be informed of the role of designers 

so that they do not exploit them and have a wrong perspective about design. It caJJs upon 

designers to educate their clients about their working techniques The administration of 

universities in Kenya should keep records about their emblems and promote them 

through marketing strategies. Universities should look at emblems as devices, which 

carry their ·soul' or 'spirit' . these are important devices in projecting their image, vision. 

mission, philosophy and objectives. The government of Kenya should strict about the 

Acts of the College of Arms in order to protect users of coat of arms and sensitise the 

public, organizations and institutions about the use of coat of arms The College of Arms 

in the country is silent and it appears very few people appreciate what it is doing. 
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• Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 

The Universtty should come up with another logo. which deptcts other new courses 

offered there. The University should be consistent with the application of the logo and 

house colour to avoid confusion Lack of documentation of the emblem was a problem. 

therefore the needs to keep records about their emblem 

• Catholic University of Eastern Africa 

The University's emblem should put more emphasis on education rather than on religious 

concepts, it can perfectly be used for other religious organizations. There is a need for the 

emblem to have a dominant symbolic form, which represents academic values. 

• Keoyatta University 

The emblem should be re-designed using elements and principles of Art and Design such 

as form, value, hue, balance and dominance. This university needs to employ a dominant 

icon that will represent education aspect of the university . 

• Egerton University 

The information about the emblem is accessible only to a few individuals in 

administration. This information should be made available to the public. The coat of arms 

should be understood by viewers, however the upper part of the emblem depicting Lord 

Egerton' s coat of arm. The university needs to give more information about their emblem 

through historical background in their publications and Internet sources. 

• Uoivenity Of Eastern Africa Baraton 

The University needs a new emblem because the emblem colours are not attractive and 

the emblem should illustrate the mission and vision of the university accurately to avoid 

confusion. Apparently it is clear that it is not the type of symbolic style used that will 

cause lack of proper communication but poor presentation, this emblem is not a coat of 

arms but a logo yet it does not clearly represent the university 

• Strathmore University 

The University emblem should reflect education apart from their philosophy alone. They 

should consider use appropriate colours and more details should be added on the emblem 

Choice of colour is regarded by many to be subjective; it can attract or repel because they 

also have properties like intensity. contrast and saturation. It is the only university, which 
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bas infonnation about its emblem on the Internet, thts need to be emulated by other 

untversities in Kenya Interpretation of these symbohc tcons makes tt easter for the public 

to associate the emblem with the university it represents 

• African Nazarene University 

Umversities should keep the records of designers who created their emblems, which this 

umversity has achieved The lamp inside the map of Africa is not easy to recognize 

therefore the design can introduce a lamp that is familiar to Kenyans. The use of this 

lamp can onJy be justified as similar to those used in the Middle East, though the issue of 

unfamiliar culture comes into play and thus causes confusion. 

• U oiversity of Nairobi 

The University can retain the coat of arm but also come up with a simpler logotype for 

easy identification. The history of the University ofNairobi should be made available to 

the public now that the emblem is more related to the history of this university This 

information can be provided via Internet, brochures, flyers, other publications and 

electronic media Colour symbolizes a lot on an emblem just the same way pictorial aeons 

do However colour is subjective to individual interpretation~ this does not rule out the 

established meaning and interpretation of colours. The University of Nairobi emblem's 

colour code is derieved from Heraldry art; therefore designers should understand the 

meaning of colours before using them The motto of University of Nairobi goes well with 

symbolic icons used, the concept of 'United to Labour' is a reflection of symbolic 

combination of elements on the emblem, first with the three hands holding together, three 

animals representing the three East Africa countries and then the three torches. If the 

motto is not well translated through visual symbols then the emblem wiU not be able to 

communicate clearly 

4.1 0.2 Conclusions 

The majority of emblems in Kenya do not accurately communicate about their 

universities, mainly because of lack of documentation, lack of publicity and advertising 

Some of these emblems lack proper artistic presentation, perhaps due to inadequate 

research and creative skills. Universities in Kenya need to stick to their emblems instead 

of coming up with different versions to avoid confusing the viewers 
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Emblems are significant in identifying universities in Keny~ they posses the 

• pirit' of a umversity The spirit in this case is closely related to the motto of the 

univer ity. The name rs also very important for identification of these universities. This 

e earch indicate that emblems do no work 100% with or without the name, however 

v.tth the name it is easier to identify and associate an emblem to the university it 

represent Most of the mottos were fonnerly illustrated in Latin language but are now in 

English The motto and the icons are also directly related to the vision. mission, 

phrlosophy and objectives of a university. Designers should work closely with their 

clients and advise them to ensure a good emblem production. Designers face problems 

from the negative attitude towards their work, inaccurate brief from the client and lack of 

equipments The problems designers face hinder their creativity. Designers in Kenya 

hould keep abreast with what is going on in the parts of the World and especially the 

developed nations, in order to be at the same position with others, now that the World has 

become a global village. Designers need to have knowledge and research in the area of 

\ isual communication and other related areas. 

Emblems in Kenya are not given the attention they deserve; though they are 

designed and left for the viewers to interpret for themselves what they stand for . Little 

effort has been made to avail information about these emblems to the public. As a result 

public perception on emblems has been that of subjective interpretation, without 

knowledge of meaning. The administrations of these universities have the potential to 

change the image of their universities if they work closely with professional designers 

and fine arti sts. A number of universities have availed information to the public about 

their emblems and promoted this information through the Internet, brochures, 

publications and other print media Confronted with the need to preserve traditions, 

heritage, uniqueness and pride through emblems, these universities have to face the 

reality brought about by modem trends. These universities have to be consistent in the 

application of its emblem, develop guidelines for corporate colours and use both a simple 

logo and a coat of arms separately. Marketing demands that these universities have to be 

tnnovative for proper communication. The researcher suggests that further study in this 

area of communication be conducted with the rural dwellers, since this study focused 

more on urban dwellers. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 Questionnaire~ 

lntenie1' Schedule: secondaJ) scbool students and l\Orkin~ cla~s 
Thts UllCI\icm will im·estJgate on the use of Emblems m unt\erstues tn Ken) a and ho" they communicate 
or do not communicate clearl~ to their target audience Ktndl} asstst me b.) gtving honest aJ\5\\Crs. A repon 
of thts research will be stnctly for academtc purposes and w 1U not mention an} names of Ute respondents. 
Your support IS high)~ appreciated. 

Name: ________________________________ _ 

Level of Education·---------------------
Name of mstttullonlOrganu.auon: ----------------

Age --------------
Date of the interviC\\ : --------------

Q 1 Do you know the name gt\en to these I mage samples'~ (Samples of eight emblems are dlsplayed 
or shown to the respondent; \nthout names and the motto of the mstJtutions the.) represent). 

Q2 

Q3. 

A Logo 0 
B. 
c. 
D. 

E. 
F. 

A coat of Arm 

A seal 

A trademark 

A badge 

Any other spccif) 

0 
0 
D 
D 
D 

Does it tell you about anytlung }OU knO\\ It represents? 
A A universil} 0 
B Acompany 0 
C. An organization 

D. A school 

E. A coUege 

F. Any other spccit) 

0 
0 
D 
0 

Do you know which university this emblem represents? (Showing them one emblem at a time. 
\vi thout the name and motto of the institution). (To find out if the know the respective university 
emblems) 

Yes No 

0 0 
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A. Kcnyatla Univcl'Sit} 

B Uru,·crstt) ofNauob• 0 0 
c. Jomo Ken)atta Uruvers1ty of 0 0 

Agnculture and Tccbnolog) 
D Egenon Unh crsit) 0 0 
E Catbohc Uru\'Cl'SJI) of Eastern Africa 0 0 
F. Strathmore UnJ\crsit) 0 0 
G. Afncan Nazarene Uruversit) 

0 0 H. Baraton Uruvcrs1ty 0 0 

Q4 Would )OU sa) the emblems representing the uruvers1ty arc'l 
A. Very Frur 0 Yen Good 0 B. Fair 0 Good 0 
C. Unfrur 0 Frur/Avcragc 0 D. Ve" unfair 0 Poor 0 
E. !"oOpinioo 0 Very poor 0 

QS These emblems have ccnain design-S) rnbohc fonns such as aruma Is. maps. trees. mountruns. 
books. b•rds. sh1elds and maD) others. Are tbC) related to the uruvers1t} they represent in any 
\\3) 7 

Yes No 
A Unhcrstl) of Nairobi 0 0 
B Ken)atta Unl\ ersJI) 0 0 
C E,gcrton Unh crsit) 0 0 
D Jomo Kcnyatta Unh ersll) 0 0 

Of Agri & Tech. 

F Strathmore Unhcrstt) 0 0 
G Baraton Umvcrsll) 0 0 
H African Nat.arene 0 0 

CathoiJc Uruvcrsity of East Afnca 0 0 
Q6. Do the emblems in generaJ (all of them) cornmurucate clear!) ? 

I. Yes 0 2. No 0 
Explain ) our reason for yes or no 

Q7 _ Do the universities need these emblems? Are they of aD) value? 
1. Yes 0 2. No 0 
E~:pla.m your reason for yes or no 
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Q8 How would you rate the use of colour on each of them'! (Emblems sh<n'n one b) one or md.Jvidually) 

D Vel) Good 

0 Good 

D Fcur/a,eragc 

D Poor 

D Vef) Poor 

Q9. How \\Ould you compare the colour image to the black and nhite: '"'hicb one commwucatcs 
clearly? 

Black and " lute D Coloured D 
(Each university emblem is tested) 

E:\plain your reason for black and "hitc or colour 

Q . lO Would you recommend the use of emblem in universities in Kcn)a? 

Yes 0 No 0 

In ten iew ~bedulc for de3ign student (Graphic Design) 

Th1s tnlen IC\\ "ill mvcsugate on the use of Emblems 1n UOI\ersiues an Kenya and ho\v they conununicaJe or do not communicate clearl) to their t.arget audience. KindJ) ass•st me b) gt\ tng honest anS\\CJ"S A rcpon of lbJs research \nil be stnctJr for acadcmtc purposes and "111 not mention an) names of the respondents Your support ts h1ghl) apprectatcd. 

Nrume. __________________________________ _ 

Le\·ef of Education:----------------------
Name of UlSlltuUon/Orgaruzation. ---------------Age: _______________________ _ 

Date of the mterview: ---------

QJ . Do you know the name given to these visual symbols? (ShO\'-ing tbc designer samples of ctght 
universities emblems without names of the institutions they represent 
A Logo 

B. A trademark E3 
C. A seal D 
D. Coal of Arms D 
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Q6 The emblems ha' e ccrtam design-S) mbohc fonns such as aru mals, maps, trees. mountaim, books. birds. shields and 03) others Are the) related to the unt\erstty the~ represent> (Sho\\ ang emblems \\lth the name of the I.OStJtuuon) 

Yes No 
A Uru,erstt) of Nairobi 0 0 
B Ken~atta Unn.erc;tt) 0 0 
C Egerton Uru\CfSll} 0 0 
D. Jomo Kenyatta Uruvcrstt) 0 0 

Of Agn. & Tech 

E. Da)star Unhersil) 0 0 
F Strnthmorc Unt\ el"'ill) 0 0 
G Afncan NaLarCnc 0 0 
H Catholic Unhersit) of East Africa 0 0 
E'Pia.ln ) our chotec for )eS or no 

Q7. Do )OU l~a'e any kno\\lcdgc about 'isualtdenllt) (corpornte Identity) 
Yes 0 No 0 
lf yes. pi~ c~pl.am bncfl) 

Q8 1lle education you rCCCI\C m )OUr inswuuon. IS it hclpfuJ to usc to create an outstanding emblems? 

Yes 0 No 0 

Q9 Please outhnc the destgn process or mcthodolo8} )OU folio'' "hen creating any piece of des•gn or am\ork. 

QJO Please gt\e your rccommcndalton for each of the urmcrsttJes 

Jnteniew !ICbedule for practicing ~raphlc designers (ten) 
This intenien \\ill investigate on the use of Emblems m Ulliversities m Kenya and hO\'- the) commWlicate or do not commurucate clearly to their target audlence Kindly assist me b) gning honest ansncrs A report of tJus research nill be strictly for acadciDJc purposes and "ill not mention any names of the respondents. Your support rs highl) appreciated 

Nrunc·----------------------------------
Level of Education:-------------
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Name of instJtution/OrganiL.ation: --------
A~: ____________________ ___ 

Date of the inlemcw: --- ---- -
Ql. What type of projects do you receiYe mostl~ in your fum/compan) agency? 

A. Ad,ertising 0 
B Corporate tdentll) 

0 c. Jllustrauons 0 
D. Packaging 0 
An) other specify 

Q2. What are the challenges )OU face m most of these prOJects'! 
A CommurucaLton 0 
B Vtsual thinking 0 
c. Vtsual quahues 0 
D. Conceptualization 0 
E. Presentation 0 
F An) other spccif) 

Q 3. BncOy outline the design process )OU employ or use in designing these products. 

Q4. Have )OU C\cr designed an Emblem or 110) other Yi~ual idcnuty? 
Yes 0 No 0 
lf )CS please name the organu.ations. fmns or institution If )OU ha\e a sample please sbo\' 1t to 
me 

Q 5 Do \OU knon nhich unhcrsil) this emblem represents'> (Showing the respondcru an emblem 
wuhout a name. one at a time). 

Yes No 
A Urmei'Slty ofNairobi 0 D 

B Ken)atta UoJ\ersity 0 D 
C Egerton Universlly D D 
D Jomo KenJalta Umverslly D D 

Of Agn & Tech. 

E. Daystar Um\·erstty D 0 
F. Strathmore Um,·erstly 0 0 
G. Afncan Nazarene 0 D 
H. Catholic Unners1ty of East Afnca 0 0 
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Q6 Ho\\ \\Ould )OU rate the anist or designer's abllJt) m amstic e\.-prcssion of the emblems? 
A Vel') good 0 
B Good 0 
c Fair/average 0 
D Poor 0 
E. Vel) good 0 
(for each WU\eTSJt) - eight in nwnber) 

Q7. Which \ersion clcarl} commurucates to )ou·> (Shomng the respondent the colour vers1oo and 
black. and ''hite version) 

A. Black and white 0 B Colour 0 
E\plain )Our reason for black and \\hile or colour \CrsJoo 

Q 8 Do emblems ha' e 30) cultural meaning? 
Yes 0 No 0 

E'\plain )Our reason for }CS or no 

Q9. Can an emblem conLnbutc to the success of the uni\crsil) it represent'! 
0 Yes 0 No 

E.'plam )Our reason for )CS or no 
Q 10 Please ghc) our recommendation for each of the unh crsitics 
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MONASH SHIELD COMPONENTS 

Tbc opal book ill the shield is commoaly found iD tbc lbicldl of universities and learned societies and symbolises the pursuit of knowteclp~ the .. of the Sautbcm ere. rdare to Mol8b University's geographical base; the sword and the wreath are tc:bencet to the lhidd gratDd to the uoiverlity'a tWrnrake, S11 John Monash. • Ancora imparo' means ' I am still learning' and is lttribalcd to Mic.'belaD&clo. 
~----------~~r-- t I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

COMPONENTS OF THE MONASH VISUAL IDENTITY 
The visual Identity program consists of a number of key components: the Monasb name, logo, official colours and univemty shield. Combinations of these elements are used in offictal documents, publications such as course brochures and handbooks. on letterheads. business cards and fax cover sheets, on advertising and promotlonal material, on banners and billboards, and on Monash websites This gwde SdS out the prescribed uses of these elements and acceptable variations For "'3riabons outside those spectfied, contact University Marketing on +61 3 9905 9087 or email monashid@adm.monasb.edu.au 

2000 
PRODUCED BY THE UNJ VERS ITYMA RKETINGOFFICE , PUB L ICAF FA IRS MONASH UNlVUSrrY 

Globalisation bas aeated exciting opportunities for innovative tertiary cducadon providers IUdl as Monash Univen1ty. 
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... , *J 
,.... fl Kkded utioaJ 

l3TANZM'1A 
The United Republic ofT-.zaa&a (fOI"'Deriy TmpayiU ud 1..-mber) wu 
&Jided iDdependoenoe 011 9lh Decembc:r- 1961 . 111d a.-a RepubiX: 'within tbc c-oa-Jah. yal" t.l«. bs IGtal - i.J about 36l.681.-

1l milcs with a populal.ioo of around 10,300,000 The 8f'IIIOrial bc.lnp "'
,-ed by R0)-.1 w~ oa 6th Decemb«- 1961. !Ilia ........ r .. occasioo oo whidJ an AfiicaD wa-rier• lhicld .... UMd to display the 
cbwgea- ....tUcb allude to the c:ouauy llld Ita -llld IM.cs- wt.le the Iordi 
of freedom ud lcDowlcdp i.J wi1h:iB liDbd rinp ~ lbc Willy of 
tbe principal races. 

~-----------------------------+16UG~~A --------------------------------~ Willa • aree of93.911 ..-c aiel aod a P'OP'latioo of-1.000,000, 
Upoda wu ganled iodepc:odc:ncc 011 9th Ot1obcr - 1962, and beclme a 
Rqablic witbiD the c-wealda a )CW t.lcr. The-- wen .,..ud by 
Royal Warrm oo3nl Sepembcr • 1962. upoa aa AJiiaa -no.'•lhield • 
W1l1l two spears of eau&e croaed behind iL The drum l)'lllbol- die 
kJnccbm llld the nditioaal aabure of Upada -llld the 1UJ1 ref en to the 
faa that It lies Ul'lde tbc Equator; the blue md wbiw aiiuck to tbe ,_ 
!aka - IQIIIrCCI of lbe N ilc. The lob ad the crePed c:n.ne are illdtp:IOUI. 

14JAMAICA 
W'llla m aree of 4,411 aqaare llli.Jca md a popu1llJoo of about 1,100.000, 
Jamaica bu beat Brilisb Iince 1670, and wu p-a.rUd indcpcnclax:c oo 6th 
ADpll • 1962. 11 .... a famoulbale r(lf' the buCC~DeGL The r .. Seal -.de 
under a Warran& dal.ed Jnl Fetwu.y • 1661fl., .,_.,the .-m1 IUI"'DDUUIkd by 
a RO)'II Hdm. A new Royal Wanu wu iuued oollh .April- 19S7, specifyiq tbe -w bannp. The lllillllO - ahcncl in 1962 lo iiJ 
prcsco1 form The pmoapplea 011 the red croA of St. Oeorp allude to the 
priDt1palliuil of the i.Uaad - IIICI the aallto Ill .... reptile. The IUppOI1cr1 repretelll the aborigiDal in.babitanls - tbe ~ Arawak 
~Del'-. 

IS 'TRL''IDAD M"D TOBAGO Willa a CCllllbiDed .-ea of aboul1.910 ....-c aalea aod populalioo of 10me 
1,000,000, Cbc Tcmt<lf'Y - parUd indcpeodcnce • a Commoawea!Q 
KinJdoaoa3J• All.pll- 1962.1be vcryaaracuve arma ~«e.,.mcdby 
Royal Wemn~ oo 9th ADptl • 1962. Hummina birda abound m the is1aoda
while lit dnc e.-,..._.. 1*1 oCihe fleet ofa.iltopber ColwniJ.
wbo c!Ucovcred tbe iabDda in I 496 Tile lllip'a wheel upoa the R0)-.1 Htlm 
aDudea to their awi1tml inunlb • wbile the SC81iet lbd rq~reacnll Tmidad 
aad 1be Cocrico Tobap. 
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